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ABSTRACT
This study was concerned with investigating
selected underlying values coming from physical education
as identified by two groups of American physical educators.
One group, designated as "A," was composed of physical
educators who served primarily in colleges and universi
ties and in state public education.

The other group,

designated as "B," was constituted by personnel whose
duties were concerned with teaching and. administering
programs of physical education on the local level in
the public elementary and secondary schools of this
country.

It was a further purpose of the study to

determine the extent of agreement among physical edu
cators with regard to their beliefs of what constitutes
the underlying values inherent in physical education.
Normative-survey techniques utilizing an
unstructured blank of inquiry were used to elicit
professional opinion of 198 selected American physical
educators concerning underlying values in physical
education.

The responses from the participants in

the study were treated by documentary analysis.

Both

qualitative and quantitative comparisons were made.

viii
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The following were findings of the study:
1.

Underlying values in physical education were

identified as specific kinds of values constituting three
interrelated, general categories of values:

(1) individual

psychological, including the constituent values of selfrealization, self-identity, self-testing, self-mastery,
self-respect, self-discipline, and self-expression;

(2)

social-moral, consisting of the elements of respect of
human personality, worth of group dynamics, and moral
values; and (3) aesthetic-intellectual-cultural,

in

corporating the components of aesthetic, intellectual,
and cultural value.
2.

There was general qualitative agreement

among the professional personnel concerning the under
lying values in physical education.

This finding was

based on the similar manner in which both groups of
respondents identified the constituents comprising the
underlying values.

However, group B appeared to be

disposed to disregard self-realization as a value to
which other self-concepts were related, suggesting that
other self-concepts were of sufficient value apart
without relating to the nebulous value of self-realization.
This inclination of group B was more apparent in identi
fying self-mastery.

This finding,.which was based on

X

the qualitative analysis, was further supported b y the
quantitative results as a substantial number of group
B identified self-mastery as an underlying value yet,
compared with group A, generally avoided identifying
self-realization or its relation to other self-concepts.
Group B further emphasized the tangible underlying values
in physical education more so than group A as they
markedly identified the worth of group dynamics as an
underlying social-moral value.

Although group A con

spicuously identified this value, they were not prone
to do so to the same extent as group B.

Further

consistent with a penchant of avoiding abstractions
was the qualitative fashion in which group B appeared
to differ from group A in identifying certain consti
tuent underlying cultural values.

Group A tended to

relate the constituents of underlying cultural values
to a fuller life achieved through integration of oneself,
whereas, group B did not appear to emphasize that these
constituents contributed to such an ultimate end.
3.

Greatest quantitative agreement between the

two groups of professional personnel occurred in their
identification of:
(3) self-respect?

(1) self-identity?
(4) self-discipline?

(6) respect of human personality?

(2) self-testing;
(5) self-expression;

(7) moral values?

(8)

xi

aesthetic values;
4.

and (9) intellectual values.

Marked quantitative differences between the

two groups of professional personnel occurred in their
identification of:

(1) self-realization;

(2) self-mastery;

(3) the social interaction constituent comprising an
element in the worth of group dynamics; and

(4) the

integration component constituting an element of cultural
values.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The introductory chapter of the study Analysis of
Selected Values in Physical Education as Identified by
Professional Personnel included:
problem;

(2) purpose of the study;

used in determining procedure;

(1) statement of the
(3) basic assumptions

(4) summary; and

(5)

organization of the remainder of the study.

I.

STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM

Interest was revived in.the second decade of the
twentieth century in the study of the role of the public
school in character development.

Leaders in education saw

the public school as more than a factory for the accumu
lation of knowledge.

Some advanced thinkers advocated the

idea that the schools should be communities of young people
learning to deal with the situations of life.

These ex

periences were seen as potentially rich means for developing
those personality characteristics useful to citizens in a
democracy.'1'

^William Clayton Bower, Moral and Spiritual values
in Education, (Lexington:
university of Kentucky Press,
1952), p. xv.

1

2
The study of the role of formal education in
character development was given impetus by the White
House Conference of 1930, called by President Herbert
Hoover to study the health and protection of the child.
The proceedings of the conference, found in the famous
"Children's Charter," cited as its first aim:

"For

every child spiritual and moral training to help him
to stand firm under the pressures of life."

2

The Educational Policies Commission of the
National Education Association and the American Associ
ation of School Administrators in a list of values they
■decided the American people were agreed on, called human
personality the basic moral and spiritual value in Ameri
can life.

The report stated,

"...

The basic moral and

spiritual value in American life is the supreme importance
of the individual personality."

3

The Educational Policies Commission's report
emphasized that all resources of the school should be used
to realize these moral and spiritual values.

The Commis

sion recognized the contribution of physical education to

2White House Conference on Child Health and Pro
ceedings, (New York:
The Century Company, 1931), p. 44.
3Educational Policies Commission, Moral and
Spiritual values in the Public Schools, (Washington: Na
tional Education Association, 1951), p. 18.

3
this end.

it stated that the teacher of sports plays one

of the most significant roles in fostering moral and spiritual values.

4

Some physical educators have strongly affirmed
the potential contribution of physical education and sports'
to shaping the human personality:
If th6 program of physical
education does not recognize its po
tential influence, if it does not make
the effort to teach for moral develop
ment as strenuously as it teaches skill,
it misses its greatest opportunity.
•

•

•

Even though physical educators are aware.of their
potential contribution to personality and character developg

ment,

there is some evidence to support that there is a

lack of general agreement about some philosophical areas
7
of physical education including values.
Zeigler insisted that American physical education
needs to arrive at some consensus as to what its contribution
is to be, particularly in the area of character and person
ality development.

"We submit that the time is long overdue

^ Ibid., pp. 68-70.
5Delbert Oberteuffer and Celeste Ulrich, Physical
Education, (Third edition; New York:
Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1962), p. 193.
6Wilton, Infra., p. 13.
^Bair, infra., p. 12.
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when our field should be able to present to the American
Q
public far greater agreement on what it is that we do.
Davis also affirmed that physical educators are
not agreed upon the values in physical education.

He

cited evidence to this effect by summarizing the statements
of professional leaders who were asked what they felt to be
the major weakness in the profession:
As a professional group, we physical
educators cannot seem to get together
on major values. As a result, we cannot
get together on major purposes. Thus,
we expend our influence, our energy, our
time, our thought and even our money on
different goals.
It is all very well to
talk about "progress by diversity." But,
this neat phrase applies to means, not
ends.
The point not only is that, we are
not pulling together for a common largescale goal (with all that this means in
the lack of a body of respectable evidence
indicating at least one important, tan
gible outcome), but it also means that
neither students nor public are sure of
what we are about. And, we wonder if we
ourselves do.
It seemed that there is a need for consensus among
physical educators as to what their contribution is to be.
In order to arrive at some consensus, it is necessary to

8Earle F. Zeigler, Philosophical Foundations for
Physical, Health, and Recreation Education, (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 288.
9Elwood Craig Davis, The philosophic Process in
Physical Education, (Philadelphia:
Lea and Febiger, 1961),
pp. 203-204.
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assess the potential contribution in the experience of
physical education.

Metheny concurred,

". . .

Only as

we are able to identify the meanings and values that we,
ourselves, so highly prize in our movement experiences can
we hope to find a permanent place for physical education.

It would further seem that physical education
needs to examine its philosophical worth.

Celeste Ulrich

emphasized this point in a discussion of the image of
physical education:
...
It would appear that we must
make some attempt to emphasize the
philosophical worth of our being. . .
we must take advantage of our unique
opportunities to do those things in
an educational system which others
do not do, cannot do, and do not wish
to d o . ^
This is not to say that physical education should present
itself as a panacea for the ills besetting education.

But

it must stress its contribution and of course this pre
supposes that it has examined its potential contributions
and is decisive in its outcome:

l°Eleanor Metheny, "The Unique. Meaning Inherent
in Human Movement," The Physical Educator, 18:7, March, 1961.
^ C e l e s t e Ulrich, "The image of Physical Education
as Viewed by the Congress," Report of The National Conference
on Interpretation of Physical Education, (Chicago: Athletic
Institute, Inc., 1961), p. 23.

6
Physical education would not want
to present so positive an image that
it represented a paragon of educational
virtue.
Such perfection is certainly
circumspect. However/we certainly do
not wish to present an image which is
primarily negative/ and blame that image
on a historical perspective which does
not favor our value.
Some of our
negative imagery is undoubtedly caused
by our own defensiveness with regard
to our worth and some of that defensive
ness is the result of indecision and
floundering as to who we really are,
what we really do and how we should
do that which we have not identified.
Prom the foregoing it was apparent that American
physical education should make an attempt to identify its
meanings and values and that a consensus must be sought
among professional personnel from which vantage the
discipline's contribution to education can be defined in
terms of professional belief.
problem sought to know:

Therefore, the present

what are the underlying values

in physical education held by professional personnel, and
to what extent is there agreement among physical educators
concerning these values?
IX.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The study was concerned, first, with investi
gating selected underlying values coming from physical

3,2Ibid., pp. 23-24

7
education activity as identified by a sampling of American
physical educators.

Secondly,

it was the purpose of the

present study to determine -the extent of agreement among
physical educators with regard to their beliefs of what
constitutes the underlying values inherent in physical
education.

In accomplishing these two purposes it was

planned to obtain information from two groups of physical
educators,

one group was composed of physical educators

who served primarily in colleges and universities and in
state public education.

The other group was constituted

by professional personnel whose duties were devoted to
teaching and administering programs of physical education
on the local level in the public elementary and secondary
schools of this country.
As an incidental purpose, it was planned to
compare the returns received from these two groups even
though it was anticipated that making such a comparison
would be a very difficult matter due to the problems of
interpreting the statements made by the respondents re
garding underlying values in physical education.
III. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS USED
IN DETERMINING PROCEDURE
A more definitive view of the present study may
be presented by enumerating the guiding assumptions basic

8
to the study:
1.

At the outset, the assumption was made that

there are indeed underlying values inherent in the physical
education activity experience other than the obvious or
ganic outcomes.
2.

it was further assumed that physical edu

cators hold basic beliefs concerning the underlying values
in physical education and that these beliefs could be
elicited from them through the use of a relatively
unstructured blank of inquiry.
3.

it was also assumed that an investigation

in quest of collective beliefs could be conducted without
appealing to the various schools of philosophy that tend
to force individuals into unacceptable positions that do
not offer sufficient latitude for variance.
4.

Furthermore,

it was assumed that underlying

values could be defined in the meaningful terms of human
experience and that the responses to the study could be
interpreted by developing an acceptable procedure of in
terpreting such values that would achieve the purposes
of the study.

It was supposed that these underlying

values could justifiably be discussed in terms of indi
vidual, psychological, social, moral, aesthetic, intel
lectual, and cultural values inherent in physical education.

9
5.

It was assumed that in order to get a cross-

section of viewpoints from physical educators in the United
States, it would be necessary to obtain data from pro
fessional personnel working at the college and university
and state public education level and others teaching on
the local level in the elementary and secondary public
schools of the country.

IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE
REMAINDER OF THE STUDY
The study consisted of five chapters.

In addition

to the introduction, chapter two was concerned with a review
of related studies and literature... Chapter three was con
cerned with the procedures followed.

Chapter four contained

the findings of the study, and chapter five included the
summary and conclusions.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP RELATED STUDIES AND LITERATURE
This chapter was concerned with:

(1) a review

of research investigations related to the present study;
and

(2) literature related to values in physical edu

cation .

I.

REVIEW OP RELATED
RESEARCH STUDIES

Lynn'1' investigated the effect of the culture
on American physical education.

She classified the

dominating emphases into time periods and identified
them as:
ment,

(1) physical education for individual better

including the objectives of physical sufficiency,

hygienic efficiency, recreation, amelioration, and
preservation:

(2) physical education for social and

cultural growth, for which she listed the objectives
of group membership,
citizenship;

and

social participation, and democratic

(3) physical education for national

preservation stressing the objectives of physical fitness

’ -^Minnie L. Lynn, "Major Emphases in Physical
Education in the united states," (unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1944).

10
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and skill fitness.
Wise^ attempted to determine the extent of agreement
upon the objectives of physical education that existed
among leaders of physical education programs for college
men; in addition,, he was concerned with determining which
of the objectives listed by the respondents could be
measured.

Specifically, he attempted to determine:

(1)

the objectives of the total physical education program;
(2) the nature and extent of agreement among college
physical education department chairmen for men upon the
objectives specifically related to a college program of
physical education;

(3) the objectives of general education

at the college level;

(4) if the agreed-upon objectives

of college physical education for men compared with the
objectives of general education in college;

(5) the

practicality of measurement of these objectives for physical
education at the college level;

(6) the general areas of

physical education objectives that were most important
in the opinion of the college physical education depart
ment chairman; and

(7) which specific objectives did

directors of college physical educational programs con
sider most important.

^Albert Raymond Wise, "The Purposes of Physical
Education for College Men," (unpublished Doctoral Disser
tation, University of Southern California, 1952).
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Although there was general agreement on broadly
worded statements of objectives, Wise found that there
was disagreement as to the relative importance of major
objectives of physical education among the group can
vassed.
Bair

3

completed a study that attempted to identify

some of the professional philosophical .beliefs held b y
influential physical educators.

Bair listed the specific

purposes of the investigation to be;

(1) to determine

what beliefs were previously held that provided direction
in the development of physical education in the United
States;

(2) to discover general and professional beliefs

held by contemporary leaders in American physical edu
cation;

(3) to ascertain the extent of current agreement

on major areas in physical education as well as the extent
of disagreement;

(4) to determine with what established

philosophical positions the beliefs of contemporary
leading physical educators are identified?

(5) to deter

mine, from such identification, philosophical directions
which seem to be indicated for American physical education.
Bair summarized his findings in a concluding

3Donn E. Bair, "An identification of Some Philo
sophical Beliefs Held by influential Professional Leaders
in American Physical Education," (unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, university of Southern California, 1956),
pp. 52-54.
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statement as follows:
On the basis of present indicated
beliefs, most professional leaders
appear to be providing a predominatly
naturalistic direction to American
physical education.
The study revealed
some evidences of strong spiritualistic
beliefs which suggested a dual influ
ence and the lack of general agreement
in some areas of physical education.4
c
Wilton
completed a study of historical research
in professional opinion.

He made a comparative analysis

of certain statements made in the writings between 1900
and 1955 of outstanding leaders in American physical
education.

The statements of these leaders were evalu

ated against the ten moral and spiritual values formu
lated by the Educational Policies Commission to give
direction to American public education in this area of
concern.

Wilton's study compared statements of the

selected leaders in an attempt to show that physical
education is obligated to provide planned experiences
for the improvement of moral and spiritual values.
The hypotheses that Wilton formulated for the
study were ratified by the leaders'

statements and were

4Ibid., p. 161.
^Wilton M. Wilton, "A Comparative Analysis of
Theories Related to Moral and Spiritual values in Physical
Education," (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, university
of California at Los Angeles, 1956).
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enumerated as follows:

(1) public school education

should contribute to the development of moral and spir
itual growth;

(2) physical education must meet the same

social training objectives as do other programs in the
school;

(3) teaching for moral and spiritual develop

ment is an all-teacher all-subject obligation;

(4)

training in moral and spiritual values should be a
g
focal aim of physical education.
In a documentary analysis, Morland' classified
seven leaders in American physical education on the
basis of their philosophic views implicit in their writ
ings.
A preliminary study completed by the present
writer approached the area of underlying values through
a consideration of the deeper meaning of physical eduQ

cation.

The preliminary study was concerned with an

investigation of the profound meanings of physical edu
cation as held b y selected people in the profession with
a view to formulating guiding assumptions and/or hypotheses

6Ibid., p. 278.
7Richard B. Morland, "A Philosophical Interpre
tation of the Educational views.Held by Leaders in American
Physical Education," (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
New York university, 1958).
Q
Dale W. Spence, "The Deeper Meaning of Physical
Education," (unpublished Study, Louisiana State University,
1963).
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for the present study.
In this study a correspondende-survey,

supple

mented by documentary analysis of literature in the
field, was used in which members of the American Academy
of Physical Education were asked the single question,
"What is the Deeper Meaning of Physical Education?"
Letters were sent to ninety-two active, inactive, and
associate academy members.

Thirty-four responses were

received of which twenty directly contributed to the
study,

within the context of the basic assumptions, the

elements which appeared to be involved in the meaning of
physical education were ferretted, identified, and
analyzed.
The study revealed that the respondents believed
that certain values and meanings appear to b e inherent in
physical education activity and sports participation.

The

investigator was able to identify and subsequently ana
lyze a number of components which were alleged to comprise
the deeper meaning inherent in physical education.
The elements thus uncovered were dominated by
the "self-concepts" including "personality and character
development."
"expression,"

These self-concepts were identified as
"realization," "mastery," "testing," "dis

cipline," "values," and "respect" in addition to the

16
psychological concomitants labeled as "emotional need,"
"release tensions," "synthesized emotions."

These

specific kinds of values were categorized under the
general area of individual-psychological values.

Social-

moral values were represented as components in the
deeper meaning of physical education.

Such elements

centered about the area of "human relationship and
understanding."

certain intellectual-cultural values

appeared and were labeled by the investigator as "per
cept, concept, and response through human bodily move
ment," "experience in reflective thinking," "meaningful
experience," "concept of integration," and "pursuit of
the good life."

Aesthetic values coming from the unique

physical activity experience were typified b y the ele
ment "appreciation and interpretation of human bodily
movement."
From these data, the investigator concluded
that the deeper meaning of physical education was mani
fested as underlying values coming from the physical
education activity experience as they were recognized
and expressed in the beliefs of certain of the pro
fessional personnel in the field.
In summary, it was indicated that related re
search studies purposed to determine the emergence of

objectives in American physical education/

9

to determine

the extent of agreement of college men physical educators
on objectives,"^ to determine the extent of agreement of
a small group of influential leaders on philosophic
positions,

11

to determine the relationship of specific

values in American education to statements of certain
eminent physical educators in the professional literature',
t

and to ascertain the philosophic positions of a small
group of eminent physical educators as revealed in their
writings.

13

These purposes differed from the purposes

of the present study in that it was concerned with
identifying selected kinds of values in physical education
and determining the extent of agreement, among a rela
tively large group of physical educators, about these
values.
The procedures of the related investigations
were historical research utilizing documentary analysis
of the professional literature,

9Lynn, o£. cit.
•^Wise, o£. cit.
•^Bair, ojo. cit.
l2Wilton, o p . cit.
^Morland, o p . cit.
^ L y n n , o p . cit.
^Wilton, o£. cit.
^Morland, o£. cit.

14

15
'

1

16

and

18
normative-survey methods utilizing a structured checklist,

17

18

These procedures differed from procedures

of the present study where documentary analysis of pro
fessional opinion, obtained through normative-survey
techniques utilizing an unstructured blank of inquiry,
was used.
The nature of the data of the related research
studies were published professional literature,
and check-list responses.22, 23

19

'

20

'

71

This was thought to be

contrary to the nature of the data obtained in the
present study as it was believed that it would be writ
ten statements of professional opinion in direct response
, to a specific question.
The related research studies were similar to
the present one in that they were concerned with philo
sophic research, and that they utilized documentary
analysis and normative-survey procedures to determine
professional opinion.

•^Bair, ojo. c i t .
^Wise, o p . cit.
•^Lynn, o £ . c i t .
2QW i l t o n , op. c i t .
2^Morland, ojd. cit.
22Bair, o£. c i t .
23Wise, o£. c i t .
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II.

LITERATURE RELATED TO VALUES
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Examination of some specific kinds of values
may contribute to an understanding of the present investigation of underlying values that come from physical
education activity.

As previously indicated, this study

has been concerned with the underlying values potentially
residing within the experience of activity in physical
education.

"Underlying values" had reference to values

that are not easily discerned except by close examina
tion.

These values were thought to be within the realm

of individual,

social, psychological, moral, and

spiritual, aesthetic,

intellectual, and cultural values.

Further amplification of these values may serve to
illuminate the specific underlying values in physical
education.
Individual and social values.

Most if not all

the values that man experiences have their origin in the
social-individual relationship.

The relationship between

man and society is the matrix from which these values are
reciprocally developed.

Suffice it to say, that this

development is no one-way avenue where the individual or
society is relegated to an inferior position.

Even the

social recluse has a certain minimum relationship with
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society upon which he is dependent.

Most if not all

our thoughts, actions, and aspirations, are dependent
upon society for orientation, acceptance, and reali
zation.
Willis Moore viewed this relationship as
social coerciveness in axiological situations:
This factor of "society looking
over the shoulder of the individual"
is present in the vast hulk of
axiological situations as at least
a potential coerciveness, the degree
of its felt force varying frpm
nearly zero under certain circum
stances to one so great under others
as to overwhelm the motive force of
the strongest individual attitude.24
Greatest social pressure is felt in moral
situations, where there is social consensus, whereas
in an aesthetic situation, where there is much less
social agreement,

little social pressure is felt.

It

would he difficult to conceive of values being realized.
outside the context of society, even in those value
situations with little or no social pressure.

Our

inner desires and emotions are tempered by society and
it would be exceedingly difficult to remove oneself
from this affective relationship with society.

24Willis Moore, "The Language of Values,"
The Language of value, ed. Ray Lepley, (New York: .
Columbia University Press, 1957), p. 17.
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So too, it is difficult to classify value
experiences as purely social or individual or for that
matter purely moral or aesthetic, or bio-physical or
psychological, for it is in the nature of values that
they escape sharp delineation.

This characteristic of

human values can be attributed to the interrelatedness
of the faceted nature of human existence.
Davis and Logan agreed;
. . . values have a way of avoid
ing sharp classification, or refusing
to fit comfortably into categories.
One thing that bothers the scientist
is that values have a way of spilling
over classifying walls. This charac
teristic seems to be related to the
fact that a good many human values
apply to several phases of life, and,
values have a way of changing and even
ceasing to exist.25
An individual value such as "self-discipline"
may be considered a social value as the individual influ
ences the group through his actions.

A social value such

as "subjugation of self for the good of the group" can
obviously affect the individual and even perhaps result
in a greater worth for him than for the group.

The point

to be made here is that the individual-social relationship

25Elwood C. Davis and Gene A. Logan, Biophysical
Values of Muscular Activity, (DuBuque, Iowa; William C.
Brown Publishers, 1961), p. 18.
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is a reciprocal one.

Or as Davis and Wallis pointed out,

"Most social and individual values are cyclic.

They form

beneficial circles."2®
A meticulously analytical approach to values
might discover that there are some values potentially
residing within the individual-social relationship that
are more closely allied to the individual and others
that are more closely related to society.

Further

analysis might reveal that individual values may be
considered to be those that satisfy personal needs and
contribute to realization of selfhood; whereas,

social

values would be more likely to contribute to group
welfare.

Continuation of this analysis, consistent

with the previous view, would find that the source of
individual and social values lies within basic individual
needs and emerges from the premium placed by society on
certain developmental qualities of the individual.

The

obvious conclusion of this discussion would be that
individual and social values emerge from the socialindividual context.

If individual and social values are

to be realized, then there can not be a divorce of this

2^Elwood C. Davis and Earl L. Wallis, Toward
Better Teaching in Physical Education, (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 185.
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relationship.

Disharmony in the social-individual

relationship often result in negative values.
Davis and Wallis offered examples of individual
and social values that have implications for physical
education-and sports activity.

The authors indicated

that the following are more individual than social:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Development and maintenance of
organic power.
Utility skills such as walking,
running, lifting.
Motor skills in individual and
dual activities.
Self-control, emotional control.
Accurate, appropriate knowledges
pertaining to physical education
activities.
Proper attitudes toward play and
recreation.
Self-expression.
Poise.
Perserverance.
Courage.
Self-discipline.
Pupil initiative in making selection.
Character development.
Carry-over skills.
Creativeness.
Confidence.

Davis and Wallis further presented a list of
some social values that may be realized from physical
activity:
. . . Friendliness, respect for
the rights of others, consideration
of the safety of others, adjusting

27Ibid., p. 187.
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to the interests of the group, alter
nating leadership and followership,
give-and-take in competition, sense
of responsibility to and for the
group, law and o r d e r , and unselfish
ness.^£3
The authors suggested that there may be confliction

between individual and social values "because of

the difficulties of sheer existence."
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They imply that

individual values that would be an outgrowth of selfhood
may not be complementary to social values that might over
look personal aspirations.

However, the writers would

agree that individual and social values can be complementary
if the individual realizes the worthwhileness of social
values and society does not totally usurp individual .
aspirations.
In a significant volume, an attempt was

made to

list some social values in the form of objectives that
are potentially obtainable in physical education:
Each individual must be given a
feeling of security by being accepted,
loved and appreciated, and in return
must respond by giving love and by
accepting and appreciating others.
Each individual must have and show
respect for the rights and privileges
of others.

28Ibid., p. 186.
29Ibid., p. 188.
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Each individual must have a place
in the group, roust assume the responsi
bility of contributing to the group's
action and must share the responsibility
for the group's decision.
•

Each individual roust experience
success through achieving his optimum
development in proper relation to the
group's welfare.
Each individual must have the oppor
tunity as a member of a group to face
problems, to undertake their solutions
and to evaluate the results.
Each individual should develop a
feeling of appreciation of racial,
religious and national differences.
Each individual should gain knowledge
of and develop respect for the cultural
contributions of other groups.
Each individual must understand his
potentialities and limitations and be
capable of adjusting to them.
Each individual must experience
unfamiliar situations so that he can
learn to adjust to changed conditions.
3Q
There is no need to fear the unfamiliar.
While an accurate identification of the unified
yet interdependent individual and social values would make
desirable separate consideration, it should be emphasized
that there can be no true clevage between these two kinds
of values in human existence.

It is true that the individual

30Hilda Klute Kbzman, (ed.), Developing Democratic
Human Relations, (Washington D.C.: American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1951), p. 159.
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is still the basic unit of society and as such is re
sponsible for his own personal value system.
own judgment that conceives values,

It is man's

it is individual

man's needs, wants, desires, and attitudes that are the
operating forces in formulating a system of values.
Society establishes the mode but individual man has
freedom of choice,

it is these individual value systems

that establish the social mind.

But, for the most part,

man is dependent upon society to provide the matrix in
which he can develop his personal system of values.
More implicitly, it is the forces and counter-forces
of society that temper man's needs, wants, desires and
values,

it is society that subtly influences man's

judgment, his choice, and judges his actions as value
or disvalue.

And it is society that immediately affixes

the consequences of one's value system.

This individual-

social matrix is the only frame of reference in which
these values may be considered.

Dashiell concurred with

this latter view*
. . . values are not to be studied
only in their relations to discrete
individuals, for they owe their status
largely to the public attitudes of
social wholes to currents and forces
working at large in the community.
The attitudes and forces may be
focussed in the valuations of
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particular individuals yet the bare
face of focussion Ziis/ does not
exhaust their total reality.31
Psychological values.

If not synonomous with

individual values, at least closely related to them, are
the psychological values associated with developing the
self-concepts.
realization.

Basic to these "self-values" is selfSome psychological values are related- to

social values as they can only be derived from social
interaction where group approval is necessary to satisfy
basic needs.

These psychological values have come about

as society has placed the premium on certain qualities to
be developed in the individual for the good of the group.
Still other psychological values in physical education
have emerged as concomitants of bio-physical values.
These values are concerned with the emotional and physical
release and satisfaction derived from physical activity.
Moral and spiritual values.

Moral and spiritual

values are closely related to social values.

Moral values

are commonly referred to as ethics of the theory of moral
good.

Butler
31

(New York:

32

referred to two kinds of ethical values:

<T. P. Dashiell, The Philosophical status of Values,
Columbia University Press, 1913), p. 61.

32Donald K. Butler, Four Philosophies, (New York:
Harper and Brothers Publishers, Revised Edition, 1957), pp.
34-35.
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immediate and ultimate.

He argued that the moral good

sought in immediate experiences is largely dependent
upon what one conceives of as the ultimate good.

Thus#

he contended# if one's idea of ultimate good is pleasure#
his choice would be those experiences that yield the
greatest pleasure,

if on the other hand one's view of

the summum bonum is the fullest possible self-realization#
he should pursue those activities that would contribute
to the complete realization of self.

Or one might

conceive of the greatest good in terms of the greatest
happiness for the greatest number.

As Zeigler

33

indi

cated# this is the view of hedonistic philosophy which
sees pleasure as the summum bonum and yields an ethical
philosophy with a definite social bent as society becomes
the focal point in this utilitarianistic approach to
Hedonism.
Moral and spiritual values find their origin
for the most part in the individual-social matrix.
Davis and Wallis3^ were ones who included these values
among social values as did Butler who indicated at least
two areas where there is a close relationship between

33Zeigler, ojo. cit. # p. 22.
34Davis and Wallis# o p . c i t .# p. 189.
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spiritual and individual-social values:
Affirmation, the feeling that the
self is confirmed in its higher
purposes by being identified publicly
with the religious community. . . .
fellowship, the feeling of inspiration
and buoyancy gotten from the communion
of the religious group. . . .
Educational groups have been concerned about the
development of moral and spiritual values among American
youth.

In the report published jointly by the Educational

Policies Commission of the National Education Association
and the American Association of School Administrators, a
number of moral and spiritual values were presented that
were alleged to be agreed on by the American people.
1.

Human Personality~the Basic value
The basic moral and spiritual
value in American life is the
supreme importance of the indi
vidual personality.

2.

Moral Responsibility
If the individual personality is
supreme, each person should feel
responsible for the consequences
of his own conduct.

3.

institutions as the servants of Men
If the individual personality is
supreme, institutional arrangements
are the servants of mankind.

•^Butler,

ojd .

36Supra, p. 2.

cit., pp. 36-37
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4.

Common Consent
If the individual personality is
supreme, mutual consent is better
than violence.

5.

Devotion to Truth
If the individual personality is
supreme, the human mind should be
liberated by access to information
and opinion.

6.

Respect for Excellence
If the individual personality is
supreme, excellence in mind,
character, and creative ability
should be fostered.

7.

Moral Equality
If the individual personality is
supreme, all persons should be
judged by the same moral standards.

8.

Brotherhood
If the individual personality is
supreme, the concept of brotherhood
should take precedence over selfish
interests.

9.

The Pursuit of Happiness
If the individual personality is
supreme, each person should have
the greatest possible opportunity
for the pursuit of happiness, pro
vided only that such activities
do not substantially interfere with
the similar opportunities of others.

10.

37

pp. 18-30.

Spiritual Enrichment
If the individual personality is
supreme, each person should be
offered the emotional and spiritual
experiences which transcend the
materialistic aspects of life. 7

Educational Policies Commission, o|>. c i t .,
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These moral and spiritual values as enumerated
by the Educational Policies Commission have received
attention from a number of contemporary writers and
researchers in physical education.
and Jackson;

Kbzman, Cassidy,

00

39

oberteuffer and Ulrich;
Davis and
A {\
A1
A ')
A3
44
W allis;
Davis;
zeigler;
Wilton;
Holbrook;
45
>
,
and Resick
utilized the list of moral and spiritual
values as presented b y the Commission in a discussion
of values

in physical education.
It is obvious from the

of moral and spiritual values is
attention

foregoing that the area
receiving increased

in American education.Some physical

educators

are strongly convinced of the potential moral and spiritual
value residing within their subject matter.

38Hilda elute Kbzman, Rosalind Cassidy, and
Chester 0. Jackson, Methods in Physical Education, (Second
edition; Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders, 1958).
^9Oberteuffer and Ulrich, o p .c i t ., pp.

190-193.

40Davis and Wallis, o£. cit., p. 189.
41Davis, o£. cit., pp. 194-195.
42Zeigler, o p . cit., p. 213.
4% i l t o n ,

loc. cit.

44Cited in Davis, o p . cit., p. 194.
45M. C. Resick, "Moral and Spiritual values in
Physical Education," The Physical Educator, 12*5, March,
1955.
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Aesthetic values.

Aesthetic values are more

difficult to discern than other kinds of values.

A good

deal of what we consider aesthetic value emerges as a
result of the individual becoming sensitive to a particular
aesthetic moment.

Hence, these values are closely allied

to individual-psychological values.
It has been said by creative artists that most,
art forms are abstract, Langer
is abstract.

46

agreed that all good art

This would imply that aesthetic value is

dependent upon individual interpretation— a subjective
process of realizing value.

Butler‘S

felt that one reason

aesthetic values are more difficult to discern is the
inability of those who realize value to convey these
thoughts to others.

This could be due to the alien

nature of the non-discursive symbolic language of aes
thetic values.

Furthermore the abstract qualities of

concepts of value in art creates a problem in communication
even for the initiated, not to mention for the uninitiated.
However, there appears to be some universal agreement
among people that would suggest a degree of social
involvement.

Experiences of aesthetic value are not

46Susanne K. Langer, Problems of A r t , (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1957), p. 69.
^ B u t l e r , o£. cit., p. 35.
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merely limited to an esoteric group but appear to have
some universal appeal.
Man finds aesthetic value in subtle ways as
somehow a particular experience arouses his spirit to
new heights.

The experience of listening to symphonic

tones and undertones as they blend together and recede
and surge arouses many to a new self-realization.

The

structure of a piece of sculpture coupled with what the
evaluator feels is conveyed in the figure gives one a
sense of communication as he relates this expressive
symbol to his own feeling of life.
Aesthetic value is wrapped up in the concept
of the full life.

It would be difficult to conceive of

man unable to discern aesthetic value, to be stirred to
new heights of self-realization.' Butler concurred with
these ideas as he wrote:
One way in which we value things
is by the rather subtle and often
unnoticed feeling tones they somehow
evoke in us. . . .any attempt at full
living will probably involve the
development of the ability to discern
them and aid in the achievement of
that creative attitude which will
control experience in such a way as to
realize as many of the desired aesthetic
values as is possible.48

48Butler, o p . cit., p. 36
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The dance has received continued interest as an
art form in physical education.

Steinhaus has expressed

the belief of many physical educators concerning the
aesthetic experience of human bodily movement:
When it comes to the sensations
that arise from our muscles, you and
I are both the composers and the
listeners. We have to make the
music ourself and then we have to
appreciate it.
It is not heard on
the outside,
it may be seen and
appreciated in some way by someone
else who has had this e:xperience. .
. . When the woman who is dancing
has felt every bit of her musculature
respond in sending impulses into her
nervous system in split-second timing,
in perfect coordination is painting a
picture of herself.
She is the com
poser and she glso is the audience at
the same time. 9
Understanding the underlying import in human
movement as an art form has been a concern of investigators
in at least two disciplinary areas.

Langer

50

has been

concerned with nondiscursive symbolism such as found in
the various art forms.

She referred to nondiscursive

49

Arthur Steinhaus, "A New Image for Physical
Education," Proceedings: 29th Annual Convention of the
Southern District American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreationy (Atlanta, Georgia:
Southern District of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation, 1961), p. 25.
(New York:
p. 89.

5°Susanne k . Langer, Philosophy in £ New Key ,
American Library of World Literature, 1958),
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symbolism as presentational symbolism and outlined its
nature,

in another work she pointed out a unique feature

of presentational symbols in that they can represent what
she refers to as the "inner life," which is a selfawareness of life in this world.

51

This concept squared

with Butler's idea of how one arrives at aesthetic
value by "subtle feeling tones /that7 they somehow evoke
in us

,.52
Trump

.
53

has made a significat contribution in

her exploration of symbolism in the art form of dance.
She viewed the dancer as one who interprets a feeling of
life and expresses it in the non-discursive medium of the
dance.
The meaning of human bodily movement has been
given increased attention through philosophic investitions in physical education.

In a significant study con

cerned with investigating the meaning of human bodily
movement, Ellfeldt and Metheny arrived at a tentative
general theory of the meaning of human movementkinesthesia.

51

This tentative general theory stated that

Langer, Problems of A r t , o p . c i t ., p. 7.

^2Butler, op. cit. , p. 36.
n
ChrystellS Trump, "Symbolism in the Art Form
of Dance," Journal of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, 35:83-84, March 1964.
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human bodily movement is the non-verbal, conceived expression of the meaning of its perceived sensory form.

54

In their study, these investigators ferreted out the
universal elements in all forms of human movement and
made special use of a vocabulary as they developed
terms unique to the area of investigation.

The in

vestigators felt:
. . . that the philosophy of
movement which may be developed
out of investigation of such
problems can give new significance
to "physical education" by illumi
nating the meanings and values
inherent in movement-kinesthesia
as one facet of man's ability to
understand himself and the world
in which he l i v e s .

Intellectual values,

intellectual values were

those which appeared to be highly individual and thus
were related to aesthetic values in this fashion and in
that they both provided opportunity to interpret and draw
relationships.

To realize these kinds of values involves

a higher order of existence, hence some philosophers so
inclined would label these values transcendental.

S^Lois Ellfeldt and Eleanor Metheny, "Movement
and Meaning: Development of a General Theory," The
Research Quarterly, 29:264-73, October, 1958.

55ibid., p . 272.
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Black was one educational philosopher who had
a penchant for viewing a hierarchy of values:
Man has the choice of existing at
the level of reflex, physical tropism,
impulse, and conditioned response, all
forms of organic behavior? or o f living
the kind of life which is guided by
learning, by intelligance or reason,
by ideals or volitions.
Personal
behavior based on the latter is of a
higher order than organic behavior
because it is marked by the largest
integration of the factors of
experience. . . . Life is to be
experienced deeply, joyously/ richly,
beautifully.
Life at its higher levels
is not only intelligent and rational,
but it is also cultural, moral, and
aesthetic.56
This last statement attributed to Black probably
holds the key to the concept of the good life as it is
related to aesthetic, intellectual and cultural values.
To attempt to define the good life is exceedingly
difficult as it has individual connotations and is some
what variable.

But whatever it may individually be, it

is probably inextricably interwoven with the full and
abundant life of which aesthetic,

intellectual and

cultural values have an integral part.
Whatever else is involved in realizing intel
lectual values most assuredly reflective thinking is.

56Hugh C. Black.
"A Way Out of Educational
Confusion," Educational Theory, 4:114, April, 1954.
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Hullfish and Smith described the process of realizing
these values through reflective thinking:
To think at all is to withdraw
somewhat from the concrete situations
of life, with their tensions and
their insistent demands for action,
in which desires and hopes, anxieties
and problems, arise.
To think is to
entertain and explore meanings, to
draw inferences to respond con
ceptually, to name objects and
events, to talk and write one's way
out of difficulty.
Oberteuffer and Ulrich are ones who felt that
physical education experience provides opportunity for
intellectual activity.

Through example, they illustrated

how the solving of problems in physical education classes
may pass from a solution of lower levels through inter
mediary levels to:
. . . a higher level of adjusting
matters in which the parties involved,
given time, patience, and some regard
for each other's interest, may be
willing to think through the disputed
situation, see new elements in it,
weight the values involved, and come
to a decision in terms of this particular,
and perhaps novel, set of circumstances.5°
in an address to the American Academy of Physical

57H . Gordon Hullfish and Philip G. Smith,
Reflective Thinking: The Method of Education, (New
York: Dodd, Mead, 1961), p. 104.
580berteuffer and Ulrich, o£. cit., p. 161.
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Education, Hullfish related physical education to the
good life.

A significant point of this address was con

cerned with realizing intellectual values in physical
education.
The physical education teacher,
without announcing it, may help
young people continuously, if his
eyes are lifted above the level of
skills and performances, shape up a
conception of the good life.
Problems
that confront the student with the
need to make choices will arise . . . .
In fact, whenever the function and
appropriateness of a rule is considered,
differing conceptions of life are then
weighed one against the other.^9
Cultural values.

Williams in discourse related

the subject of cultural values to physical education as
he noted:
Physical education will enrich
American cultural life as it awakens
interests and promotes skills that
serve people in their leisure hours.
...
A physical education that
awakens interests and promotes skills
for leisure hours is a significant
cultural agency.60

59H. Gordon Hullfish, "Physical Education and
the Good Life," (Washington, D. C.: American Academy
of Physical Education, Professional Contributions Number
6, 1958), p. 141.
6°Jesse Feiring Williams, "Cultural Aspects of
Physical Education," The Journal of Health and Physical
Education, 3:23, November, 1932.
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In the same discourse, Williams related aesthetic
to cultural values in the physical education experience:
. . . Physical education will
enrich American culture as it
offers opportunity for self-ex
pression in play and art forms.
The dance, pantomine, and various
dramatic representatives are art
more than hygiene, and nothing so
impoverishes the cultural sig
nificance of dancing as thinking of
the dance as a means of exercise.
In the same work, Williams married the cultural,
intellectual and aesthetic values in physical education
in discussing what is meant by "a beautiful people."

He

stated:
. . . A people whose bodies had
been liberally educated to correspond
with a liberal education of the mind,
and to support it at every point:
the
eye trained to see beauty and to value
it, the ear trained to hear harmony
and to resent discord, the hand trained
to fine craftsmanship, the whole man,
mind and body together, trained to
creative activity. . . . As we come
to appreciate the cultural meanings
of physical education, the intellectual
respectability of muscular skill will
be recognized.62
Synthesis and summary.

All of the foregoing kinds

i

of underlying values were considered to be included under

61Ibid.

62Ibid
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the broad classification of socio-psychological values
by Davis, who has been a leader in the area of axiological
concern in American physical education.

He further re

ferred to these values as the "non-physical-type values"63
and provided further insight into the nature of sociopsychological values as illustrated by his comments
relative to the nature of these typesjaf values:
. . . Esthetic, cultural, ethicomoral and spiritual values are
considered to be included in this
broad title coverage (socio-psycho
logical). . . . it willbe apparent
that values escape the net of strict
classification.
In fact, sociopsychological values probably are
more apt to fit a number of categories
that are physical-type values. . . .
Another characteristic which the nonphysical-type value tends to have is
its aptness for defying measurement.
We arrive at these values empirically
^rationally/ not scientifically. . . .
it also is apparent that most of these
values do not emerge from plain
muscular exercise per se.64
Davis listed some examples of socio-psychological
values:
. . . Self-reliance, alertness,
justice, emotional control, honesty,
self-subordination, accepting pain

63Davis, The Philosophic Process in Physical
Education, o p . cit., p. 190.
64Ibid., pp. 191-92.
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and discomfiture, cleanliness, versality, ethical effort, initiative and
self-confidence......................
. . . humility, teamwork, awareness,
decisiveness, followership, integrity,
fairness, receptivity, following-therule, serving others, maintaining self
dignity, and the like.65
Further analysis and synthesis might reveal
that some of the foregoing values presented b y Davis are
redundant.

At the present, Davis, Holbrook, and Wilton-

are in the process of presenting the entire subject of
socio-psychological values in book form.

According to

the authors, a list of over a hundred such values classi
fied into twelve categories, will be covered in this
text.6**
Oberteuffer and Ulrich

C\ *7

classified underlying

values into three "developmental" areas.

The first of

these areas was referred to as personal resources, which
included the attributes of personality such as "selfexpression," "self-appraisal,"

"self-realization," "self-

determination," "self-esteem,"

"self-sufficiency,"

65Ibid., pp. 191, 193.
S^Elwood c. Davis, Leona Holbrook and Wilton M.
Wilton, Socio-psychological values of Physical Education,
(Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, in process),
cited by Davis, Ibid., p. 195.
6^Oberteuff errand Ulrich, o p . cit., pp. 129-231.
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"emotional control," "objectivity," "stability," and "sta
tus," further including,

"self-direction," and "problem

solving," "student-teacher planning,"

"student participa

tion and responsibility," "development of leadership,"
"the rights of the minority," and "motivation."
The second area of concern in the work of
Oberteuffer and Ulrich was labeled "ethical and moral val
ues."

They further discussed moral and spiritual values

previously mentioned, which were outlined by the Education
al Policies Commission, and how such values can be taught
in physical education.

Two specific underlying values

emerged from the authors' discussion:

"transfer of behav

ior and sportsmanship," and "character."
The third category of value was referred to as
"growth in social relationships."

Values included in this

area centered about the relation of play to social maturity.
Some specific underlying values cited were:

"equality of

opportunity," "respect for others," "group determination,"
"individualism," and "cooperation and competition."
In a notable work two areas of underlying values
in physical education were investigated and studies in the
field were summarily presented.

68

88Charles C. Cowell, "The Contributions of Physical
Activity to Social Development," and M. Gladys Scott, "The
Contributions of Physical Activity to Psychological Develop
ment," The Research Quarterly, 31:286-319, May, 1960.
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in this work, the section on social development
in physical education stressed the psychological aspects
of social interaction.

The portion on psychological

development through participation in physical activity
summarized these contributions in terms of changing
attitudes, improving social efficiency, improving sensory
perception and responses, developing sense of well-being—
mental health, promoting relaxation, providing psychosomatic
relief, and acquiring skill.

69

A final consideration in the review of literature
related to values in physical education is that of values
and outcomes presented by the conferees in the National
Conference on interpretation of Physical Education.

These

values represented the basic beliefs of the conferees and
were "based upon evidence currently available from experi
mental research, clinical observation, case studies, and
professional judgment based upon experience of qualified observers from physical education and related disciplines.

70

The conferees listed:
1.

A systematic program of physical
education assists the participant
in learning a variety of neuro
muscular coordinations, movement

69Ibid., p. 308.
70Report of the National Conference on interpre
tation of Physical Education. (Chicago:
The Athletic
institute, Inc., 1962), p. 8.
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Patterns, motor skill, and move
ment concepts....................
4.

Physical education provides a broad
base of general movement patterns
which will contribute to the learn
ing of additional and more complex
motor skills.

5.

Physical
education assists the indi
vidual in..learning to learn by doing.

6.

Physical
education provides periods
of total involvement in integrated
activity which can lead to clarifi
cation of self-image, enhancement
of self-esteem, development of selfcontrol, and increased sense of
security.

7.

Physical
education provides oppor
tunities for satisfying expression
of emotional responses and provides
suitable outlets for creative, co
operative, competitive, and aggres
sive behaviors.

8.

Physical education helps the indi
vidual to refine kinesthetic
perception as related to awareness
. of self-moving in space and as re
lated to ability to judge speed,
direction ,• distance, weight, and
force.

9.

Physical education extends the
range of non-verbal expression and
communication and enriches life by
increasing the realm of aesthetic
satisfactions.

10.

Physical education provides oppor
tunities for experiencing the give
and take of group membership and
social interaction in emotionallycharged situations and accordingly
influences the development of codes
of behavior.
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11.

Physical education activities
which involve cooperation con
tribute to better understanding
of others and the testing of
the individual's ability to
work in a group toward the achievement of its common goal.

12.

Physical education activities
including athletics, which in
volve competition, provide ele
ments in the struggle for
status, cement and test friend
ships, build group solidarity
and reveal character.
Both
cooperation and competition bring
internal satisfactions through
sucess in the activity.

13.

Physical education including
competitive athletics, self
testing activities, and the like,
provides the individual and the
group with experiences that can
assist in the clarification of
the concepts of success and fail
ure.

14.

Physical education provides the
individual with experiences in
various forms of competition
against the physical forces of
the universe and opposing players.

15.

Physical education provides oppor
tunities for value judgments, use
of strategy, and decision making
in the activity setting.

16.

Physical education provides oppor
tunities to develop skills for
recreation and for enjoyable, sat
isfying, and all-absorbing recreating
experiences.

17.

Dance, games, sports, and athletic
programs are inherent in the culture.
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They are used to attain national
and international goals and pro
mote greater understanding among
peoples.
Although these values were not developed through
research procedures and as such were not subject to the
more rigid standards of formal investigation/ they did
represent the collective opinion of the thirty-two conferees
as to the contributions of the field of physical education.
It would be of professional worth to note the extent of
agreement between the underlying values as viewed by the
respondents of the present study and the conferees'

list

of outcomes and values.
In summary,

it was seen that the area of selected

values in physical education, referred to as underlying
values in the present study, have been of concern to
physical educators for some time.

These kinds of values

were identified in the literature as individual, psycho
logical, social, moral, aesthetic, intellectual, and
cultural values.
In the foregoing, these values were presented
and discussed with general treatment using contemporary
philosophic view.

Specific consideration was then given

to particular examples of these values as they occurred

^ I b i d . , pp. 10-11
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in the physical education setting, as was indicated in
the writings of selected physical educators in the pro
fessional literature.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED
. This chapter was organized to include:
lecting the participants;

(2) securing the data?

(1) se
(3) methods

used in treating the data?'and (4) selecting the repre
sentative statements.

I.

SELECTING THE PARTICIPANTS

A preliminary study

38

proceeded to determine the

deeper meaning of physical education from which certain
assumptions and/or hypotheses were made.

The procedures

of this preliminary study were basic to the present one.
In the preliminary study to obtain data representing
professional opinion concerning the deeper meaning of
physical education, a letter of inquiry was sent to
ninety-two active, inactive, and selected associate
fellows of the American Academy of Physical Education.
A copy of this letter and its enclosure will be found in
Appendix A, Page

190 .

Of the tbirty-four responses re

ceived, twenty were suitable for analysis.

38Spence, "The Deeper Meaning of Physical
Education," loc. cit.
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From these responses it was concluded that the
deeper meaning of physical education was synonymous with
subtle values inherent in physical education participation.
These subtle values were labeled "underlying values" by
the investigator and were the subject for investigation
in the present study.

Certain kinds and categories of

values were inherent in the responses and these data as
well as the professional literature established a system
of tentative classification for subsequent data.
To determine if there was indeed agreement in
the beliefs of physical educators, regardless of their
professional level of concern, relative to underlying
values in the field, a normative-survey was designed to
elicit professional opinion of two groups of physical
educators,

one group, which provided the source of

group A, was composed of physical educators who served
primarily in colleges and universities and in state public
education.

The other group, which was the source of group

B, consisted of professional personnel whose duties were
devoted to teaching and administering programs of physical
education on the local level in the public, elementary
and secondary schools of this country.
Group A.

To obtain further data for the present

study representing professional opinion from people in
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group A concerning underlying values in physical education/
a letter of inquiry was sent to three-hundred selected
physical educators who met general criteria of respondents
for grouping.

An enclosure to the letter was utilized

to suggest a frame of reference for the investigator's
basic assumptions.

A copy of this letter and enclosure

are included in Appendix A, page

192 .

Because of the unusual requirements of the
response, small returns were anticipated,

in order to

secure an adequate and representative sampling, the
criteria that were considered for the selection of
respondents comprising group A included:

(1) physical

educators who were presently serving or had served in
college or university programs of physical education or
were currently serving as a state director of physical
education

(this did not include the membership of the

American Academy of Physical Education previously can
vassed);

(2) willingness and availability to be respondents

to the study; and

(3) contributors to the professional

literature, particularly in the area of values in
physical education

(there were a few surveyed who met

this criterion exceedingly well, but did not meet the
first criterion at the time of the survey).

in order to

observe the criterion of professional literary contribution,
a survey of the professional literature was conducted with
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particular emphasis on publications of the professional
societies and organizations in American physical edu
cation.

This survey included the majority of obtainable

periodical literature from the first date of publication.
The standards for selection on this criterion was the
relevancy of the written contribution to values in
physical education.

As values in physical education

are an exceedingly inclusive area, this provided a
broad basis for selection.

The names obtained from

this procedure w e r e “compared with institutional affili
ation to ascertain their level of professional concern,
in the selection of state directors of physical education,
a current published membership list was used.

Eighty

respondents meeting at least two of these criteria
provided the data representing this category of pro
fessional personnel.

By including the respondents to

the preliminary study, this made one-hundred selected
physical educators comprising group A contributing to
the data of the study.
Although the study was not concerned with com
parisons between male and female physical educators,
there appeared to be a preponderance of male physical
educators with a substantial representation from female
professional personnel among the source of group A.

Since
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willingness and availability to respond to the study was
a primary criterion for respondents and because the views
of male and female physical educators were not to be
compared, no attempt was made to control the distribution
of sex in the sample of respondents.

Group B.

in order to obtain data from personnel

on the local level of public elementary and secondary
schools physical education, a letter was sent to selected
persons from the original group, of three-hundred physical
educators, who were the source of group A, including a few
respondents from the American Academy of Physical Education.
This letter requested their assistance by submitting the
names of six physical educators actively teaching in their
state "at the grass roots level," whom they deemed qualified
and probably willing to respond to the query:

"What are

the underlying values in physical education"?
From the names submitted by the original group,
a list of three-hundred names was prepared representing
physical educators actively engaged in teaching physical
education in the public schools, both elementary and
secondary levels, of the fifty states and Puerto Rico.
In addition, one other public school educator not submitted
by this group was selected on the basis of his written
contribution to values in physical education and
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participation in the National Conference on Interpre
tation of Physical Education.
Letters asking for cooperation in the study were
sent to each of the physical educators listed.
this letter is included in Appendix A, Page 199.

A copy of
One-

hundred and forty-nine affirmative responses were received.
After the initial letter of inquiry to this category of
professional personnel, who were the source of group B,
it was further verified by their response that each of
the respondents did indeed have primary duties that were
devoted to teaching and administering programs of physical
education on the local level in the public, elementary
and secondary schools of this country.

Follow-up letters

of inquiry were then forwarded to the one-hundred and
forty-nine affirmative respondents.

A copy of this

follow-up letter of inquiry is also included in Appendix
A, Page 202.

Since the initial letter to this group

had previously stated the nature of the study and the
method of response, the administration of the letters
of inquiry to this group was made more efficient by
incorporating the text of the enclosure sent to the
original group, who were the source of group A, into the
text of the follow-up letter of inquiry to the physical
educators in the field.

For all intents and purposes,
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the method of inquiry and the frame of reference in which
the question was asked was identical in the technique
used to elicit professional opinion for the two groups.
Of this latter group, ninety-eight responses
were received.

The ninety-eight respondents, referred

to as "group B," represented thirty-nine states and one
territory.
II.

SECURING THE DATA

Theory basic to procedure in obtaining d a t a .

it

was deemed necessary to offer some support to the under
lying theory motivating the procedure in securing the
data.

The documentary discourse presented hereinafter

is an attempt to present succinctly an empirical-philo
sophical basis for examining values.
In determining procedures of the present study,
it was evident that certain authorities indicated that
value verification in the semantical sense refers to
determining the validity of a statement of value through
rational means, and as such is more nearly a qualitative
process than a quantitative one.

In contrast, evaluation,

b y philosophic standards, is concerned with empirically
assessing the degree or amount, as compared with standards,
of value and is largely a quantitative process.

Lepley's1* work in verification of value pre
sented an interesting concept for value theory and merit
ed consideration as it had implications for procedures
of the present study.

Heretofore, common usage of the

term "verification" connoted a confirmation of the
accuracy or truth of a phenomenon through testing or
other scientific means.

Lepley presented the idea that

verification may be extended into the area of axiology
as a method of knowing value, although not as strict as
scientific verification.

He felt that there are univer

sal procedures in the scientific method that may carry
over into value theory.

Lepley recognized that, in the

strict sense of value theory,

"verification" has limited

application as it implies interest in truth or correct
ness, which is not the entire or even predominate in
terest in value consideration', although this.view could
be easily misinterpreted.

Lepley suggested another

term for testing in value situations other than "veri
fication."

He suggested the use of the term "adequation"

in such instances of value testing because,

"often it

may better be said that artistic and moral expressions
or formulations are adequate rather than true or correct.

^Ray Lepley, verifiability of value, (New York:
Columbia university Press, 1944.
2Ibid., p. 22.
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However, he adhered to common usage and, defined "veri
fication" in the broadest sense of the term which would
encompass all process of "testing" including what Lepley
#

referred to as "thought" and "overt action."

Lepley

built a case for the common denominator in scientific
verification which is not free from some form of test
ing "with regard to relative adequacy,

fruitfulness, or
4
ability to lead on to other significant experiences."
At his own acknowledgement, Lepley somewhat
presumptuously felt:
. . .that the common denominator
of the activities constituting sci
ence, art, and morals, whether with
regard to factual matters or valuative matters, is problem-solving ad
justment, and if it be further
granted that the psychological anal
ysis made by Dewey, holds true for
all instances of problem solving it
would then follow that in moving
from an unsettled to a settled state
the same general functions or acts
are performed, po matter what the
subject matter.
He further added that problems, whether of fact or of
value, whether in science or valuation, are problems,*
and that their solution involves a process of complex

3Ibid., p. 21.
4 Ibid., p. 22.
5Ibid., p. 23.
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interactions of effort in both internal and external,
£
both overt and non-overt testing.
Lepley more or less
decried the dichotomy of the idealist that would es
tablish a dualism "between the physical and the mental,
between thought and action, between fact and value in
the quest of values.

7

He further depreciated a view

that implies that there can be no interaction between
inner and outer phases of situations in which the pro
cess of discovering values is purely intellectual.

He

attributed such a view to the fragmentizing of the
g
"actual and potential continuities of interaction."
Therefore he contended an atomistic view of affection,
conation, and cognition where each are considered
separate entities is in error, rather, these are "modes
of properties of interaction," at least in the context
of problem solving to which Lepley has assumptively
established a relationship with the process of valuation.

9
Lewis also built a case for the empirical

verification of values.

6Ibid., p. 31.
7Ibid., p. 41.
8Ibid..
9Ibid., p. 42.

He believed evaluations to be
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a very definite form of empirical "knowledge:
Evaluations are a form of .empir
ical knowledge, not fundamentally
different in what determines their
truth or falsity, and what deter
mines their validity or justification,
from other kinds of empirical know
ledge. 10
Lewis further felt that evaluations can only
be justified by an appeal to experience:
Evaluations of things. . .must be
justified as well as confirmed by
reference to experience. . . .
The
manner of their validation and of
their confirmation, does not differ,
in general, from that of attributions
or other properties to objects.11
Lewis carefully qualified his statements as he
deprecated the belief that absolute verification of know
ledge can not be achieved by empirical means, rather, it
may be deemed credible by the consistency of a set of
statements or supposed beliefs "each of which is less
than certain and no one of which can be substantiated on
empirically certain grounds, may nevertheless be justified as credible by their relation to one another."

12

^ C l a r e n c e Irving Lewis, An. Analysis of Know
ledge and valuation, (LaSalle, Illinois:
The Open Court
Publishing Company, 1946), p. 365.
i;LIbid.
" 12Ibid., p. 338.
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Lewis referred to the character of objective judgments
of value as representing "non-terminating judgments."
By this he meant,

"They are not, at any given time,

decisively and completely verified, but always retain
a significance for further possible experience and are
13
capable of further confirmation."
Along this same
line of thought, Lewis further added that judgments of
the veracity of any objective fact can never be more
than probable, although, in some cases, probable in
terms of practically certain.

He compared objective

judgments of value with judgments of objective fact:
Like other judgments of objective
fact or of any objective property,
determination of their truth or fal
sity can never be completed, and they
are, theoretically, never more than
probable, though often probable in
the degree called "practically cer
tain." Any particular confirmation
of such a judgment comes by way of
finding true some terminating judg
ment which is a consequence of it. 4
Lewis referred to the "coherency of empirical beliefs"
in terms of the logician rather than the idealist's
coherence theory of truth.

Lewis felt that his use of

the term "congruency" was more precise than the ideal
ist' conception of "coherence."

13Ibid., p. 375-76.
14Ibid., p. 376.

"Congruence" in this
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case referred to a set of statements or supposed facts
that were related in the fashion of premises and so that
some of these statements or facts at least possess a
degree of credibility antecedent to those that follow,,
and can be derived by empirical means.

Thus according to

Lewis, values are predicated upon empirical cognitions
which are predictive, hence are capable of being confirm
ed or not."1*^
Values as a form of empirical knowledge was the
subject of a paper by Kluckhohn in which he presented the
idea of "the naturalistic approach" to value investigation
where the methods of value inquiry utilize procedures
common "to all forms of empirical knowledge."
Von Mering's significant contribution to the
anthropological study of values provided a good deal of
insight into procedures of value study by empirical
means.

He said that there is a "dearth of coherent

theory.

. . .in the area of value research investigation.

Von Mering decried investigators that resort to a rigid

15Ibid., p. 338-39.
•^Clyde Kluckhohn, "The Scientific Study of
Values and Contemporary Civilization," (Philadelphia:
Proceedings, American Philosophical Society, 1958),
102:469.
17

Otto Von Mering, A Grammar of Human Values,
(Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1961,
p. 64.

17
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empiricism in "letting facts speak for themselves."
Such an approach, he thought,

18

"has yielded results

which are too closely bound to the particular moment,
place, or project."

19

And he further deprecated re

searchers who inadequately appeal "to contradictory
propositions without sufficient logical analysis and
successive approximation to fact, so that the end product is more arbitrary and unreliable than systematic."

20

Von Mering suggested limitation and caution in
analyzing human values that would have implications for
any value research endeavors:
Especially when analyzing human
values, we must remain conscious of
the seemingly inevitable gulf between
impression and expression,
it is
most difficult, it not impossible, to
describe our or others' ongoing naive
experience without in the process
destroying the experience itself,
in
deed, we are always three levels re
moved from the ongoing experience
itself when we study it.
That is,
when we describe this experience to
ourselves we are already once removed
from it; when we subsequently try to
analyze this experience into its com
ponents we are twice removed. And
finally, when we begin to conceptu
alize and generalize meaningfully

^ I b i d . , p. 65.
l9lbid.
20Ibid.
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from the particular experience we
are thrice removed from it. 1
He further added a procedural help that might offer some
relief from the researcher's dilemma in being somewhat
removed from the ongoing experience:
Despite this dilemma the researcher
knows that he can only "get at or to
meaning" through structure and defini
tion and not vice versa, and through
long periods of looking at and in
specting data,
in other words, he
does not just report on what he hears
and sees alone. He has to look at
data within the context of all the
things that happen in one moment of
time, and in terms of bringing to bear
all the past experience on the same
number of newly observed events. . . .
in his quest for meaning. . .the
crux of ordering data lies in the pro
blem of obtaining a series of signif
icant abstractions from the total
data, i.e., a frame of reference, a
system of notations or a theoretical
model of operation.22
Von Mering strongly contended that values can
not be removed from individual experience, and that they
are validated through action:
Values do not merely exist as re
ferents in the individual's thoughtspace.
They are part of his life
situation because they have the
potential for individual emotional

21Ibid
22Ibid
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commitment in and validation through
conduct,
indeed, they have an emotional significance to the. indi
vidual in the anticipation of
conduct and the results of it. 3
It was beyond the scope of the present study
to labor further the specifics of value verification
through empirical means; however, the essential points
to be learned from Lepley's, Lewis', Von Mering's and
other investigators' work that had implications for
the present investigation may be summarized in terms
of the following:
In deriving values attendant to physical ac
tivity, an appeal to the attestations of those who have
participated in various forms of human bodily movement
related to physical education and sports, and who by
virtue of such experience have gained insight into it
and are able to communicate articulately about this ex
perience, may be considered an empirical approach to
knowing value.

This view would recognize the role of

empiricism in deriving and "verifying" value.
herency of Lewis'

The co

"Congruency" of statements would lend

credibility to a value.
The rational process of considering values is
not a pure process removed from a genuine problem

23Ibid., p. 67.
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solving method, rather it is obligated to make an attempt
at deriving and substantiating values by procedures that
would include somewhat empirical means.

This is to say

that empirical methods of investigating values are en
tirely acceptable and desirable procedures in supple
menting a rational process of value investigation.

Hence,

the present study liberally examined the experiences of
those who have observed and participated in physical
education activities, on the assumption that they would,
b y virtue of such experience, have acquired insight into
the possible worth of these situations;

furthermore,

that these values may be gleaned from the participant's
attestations or beliefs representing their definition
of underlying values in physical education, either im
plicitly or explicitly states, relating physical activ
ity to the worth-moment.
Technique used in securing data.

The present

study was concerned with analyzing underlying values in
physical education as expressed in the beliefs of pro
fessional personnel to the end that agreement could be
determined.
Other studies have attempted to investigate bebeliefs of physical educators.

These studies have

utilized procedures of documentary analysis of profession
al literature investigating trends and underlying
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causes,

0 A.

moral and spiritual values,

and philosophic

n /"

positions of physical educators.

Still other studies

have utilized survey methods using structured question
naires to determine professional agreement on objectives
of physical education,

27

and the consistency of pro-

2R
fessional agreement on philosophical matters. °

But no

investigator has attempted to undertake a study unique
in purpose and procedures as was the present one.
The method by which the data were obtained was
consistent with the purpose of the study and appropriate
to the anticipated nature of the data.

To secure indi

cations of professional opinion the investigator used
the normative-survey method of research.
Good, Barr, and Scates

29

According to

this method seeks to answer

the question, what is the evidence with regard to ex
isting conditions.

Lynn,

It is directed toward ascertaining

loc. c i t .

Wilton, loc. c i t .
2^Morland, loc. cit.
27
Wise,

loc. c i t .

28Bair, loc. c i t .
pQ
Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E.
Scates,, The Methodology of Educational Research, (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1936), p. 287.
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the prevailing conditions.

Normative-survey data do not

solve problems, because problems of practical nature are
not solved directly by data of any kind.

Solutions do

not lie in data, they result from thinking, with the
help of the increased insight which grows out of a study
of data.

Good stated:
...
This kind of /normativestudy data7 will probably be more
highly regarded by the adminis
trator in helping him solve practi
cal problems than are the principles
and laws growing out of experimen
tation in the laboratory.3^

The reason is that the data coming directly from the
field represent actual conditions.

The data tend to be

referent because they grow out of practical situations.
They generally answer the questions of the educator in
the schools because they are likely to be cast in the
terms in which he thinks, hence meaningful.

And ques

tions can be asked in the same meaningful terms that
appeal to educators.
The normative-survey method of research finds
expression through a variety of techniques,

in the

present investigation the technique of correspondencesurvey was used for the purpose of determining the
collective beliefs of physical educators.

30Ibid., p. 291
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The normative-survey method used in the present
study obtained the kind of evidence to which Nixon re
ferred to as "impressionistic judgments":
The professionally trained and ex
perienced person bases many of his
beliefs, and subsequently makes his
educational decisions, on the basis
of long experience and reflection on
the meaning of that experience.
Again, this is a fruitful source for
the development of hypotheses to be
tested. . . .
We might observe here
that much of our evidence in physical
education is of this nature because
we lack the scientific facts and
conclusions to support many of our
beliefs and claims. . . We should
say what we think on the basis of
available knowledge and best pro
fessional judgment and never let our
selves be put in the position of
other persons demanding "scientific"
evidence of us that we do not yet
have, before any action is taken,
such as changing a curriculum or a
state law.31
The correspondence-survey utilized in the pre
sent study made use of a particular method of normativesurvey.

Letters of inquiry were sent to professional

personnel to glean their views regarding underlying
values in physical education.

After introductory para

graphs, the letter of inquiry asked the single query:
j

"What are the Underlying Values in Physical Education?"

31John E. Nixon, "The Proper Use of Evidence in
the interpretation of Physical Education," Report of the
National Conference on Interpretation of Physical Edu
cation , (Chicago: The Athletic Institute, Inc., 1962) p. 55.
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An enclosure to the letter attempted to elucidate the
investigator's basic assumptions and to establish a
frame of reference for the respondent.
The inquiry blank asked only the single query
and thus was unstructured.
in the preliminary study

32

This technique was utilized
and therefore was assessed

as the most suitable for the purposes of the present
investigation.
The unstructured blank of inquiry was a tech
nique peculiar to the present study, and it was deemed
a new and promising approach for obtaining professional
opinion.

This projective method for obtaining attitudes

is also a promising but less highly developed technique
of the behavioral sciences designed to lead the subject
to express his attitudes:
...
More promising but less
highly developed is the interpretive
or projective method, using tech
niques designed to lead the subject
to betray /reveal/ his attitudes by
expressing them. . . Rather than
having his responses structured for
him, as in a questionnaire scale,
the projective technique permits
the subject to structure his own
responses.33

3^Supra., p. 14.
33Charles C. Cowell, "Attitude Scales," Research
Methods in Health, Physical Education and Recreation, M.
Gladys Scott, Editor, (Second edition: Washington, D. C.:
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, 1959), p. 118.
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Experience with structured questionnaires in
philosophic research34 revealed an inherent weakness
in that they do not allow sufficient latitude for var
iance with the investigator's basic assumptions/ thus,
placing the respondent in a Procrustean bed where the
choices are either black or white among many shades of
gray.
The more conventional method of normativesurvey is to review related literature after a problem
has been identified.

From this searching and within

the limits of the basic assumptions certain questions
are framed to elicit ^responses as to certain beliefs
or conditions or whatever parameter is being investi
gated.

The design of the structured inquiry is there

fore framed in the sophisticated terms of an esoteric
group, namely, the "authorities" in the field and the
investigator guided b y his assumptions and influenced
by his searching in the literature.

The investigator

then structures a questionnaire in the form of a check
list, or some other such simplified response format,
and submits this "objective" inquiry to a group that is
more or less uninitiated.

This places the burden of

34Dale w. Spence, "Underlying Values Held by
Physical Educators in Texas," (unpublished study, Rice
University, 1965) •
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interpretation upon the respondent who is at least twice
removed from what the investigator has in mind, who may
or may not agree with the basic assumptions inherent in
the test instrument, may or may not be sufficiently mo
tivated to interpret and subsequently respond consistently
with the manner in which the queries are structured, and
who may or may not desire to become sufficiently sophisti
cated by reviewing, the literature related to the area of
concentrated investigation.
The technique of obtaining the data of the
present study might be considered in reverse order to the
conventional method suggested above.

The inquiry to the

respondents was made in the most general of terms without
the refinement and sophistication of a carefully struc
tured questionnaire.

.

The responses to the unstructured inquiry in
the present procedures were interpreted by the investi
gator, thus, the burden of interpretation had changed
from respondent to investigator.

One of the previous

criticisms, however, might be evident in the response to
an unstructured inquiry in that interpretation of naive
data depreciates the value of that data.

But it was felt

that the technique used for obtaining the data of the
present investigation provided greater tolerance for the
respondent to submit raw data and therefore made more
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accurate his responses.

The investigator then was able

to interpret the data in terms of the commonality of
the'literature or the commonality of the data, if it
was at variance with the former.

He may also see re-

*

lationships that might be inherent in the data

(that

might not be apparent in responses to a structured in
quiry) and thus combine synthesis with analysis, which
is a true philosophical approach.
Previously cited studies

35•

36 utilized

structured techniques for obtaining professional opinion as well as the technique developed by Zeigler.

37

These studies suggested that there was inconsistency
and disagreement among professional opinion.

These

incoherences might have indicated an inherent weakness
of the structured questionnaire rather than a true in
consistency or disagreement.

The inflexibility of the

structured inquiry has often been criticized b y pro
fessional personnel as it does not offer sufficient
latitude of professional belief.

Rather, it often

times forces the subject into undesirable positions.

35Wise, o p . cit.
3^Bair, o p . cit.
3^Zeigler, o p . cit.
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III.

METHODS USED IN TREATING
THE DATA

Limitations in treating the d a t a .

Preface to

say, a not so obvious limitation in philosophic proce
dures of ordering data resides in the subtlety of the
methods in treating the data,

it is exceedingly diffi

cult to discuss techniques, except in the very general
terms of organizing, classifying, analyzing and synthe
sizing the data.

At the outset, the investigator began

with assumptions, structures, definitions, and ideas.
After inspection of the data, certain configurations
became apparent as relationships were evident.

The

intermediate process between the initial naive constructs
and the development of significant configurations is
unidentifiable in terms of mechanical procedures,

suf

fice it to say, the subtleties of procedures of order
ing data in philosophic investigation escapes a coherent
discussion of methods.
Another limitation in treating the data was
involved with the synthetic nature of the data.

As has

been indicated throughout the chapters of the study, there
were terms that overlap as well as ideas that overlap.
As human existence is exceedingly complex, so too are the
values experienced by man complex with a great variety of
overlapping hues, each of which escapes sharp
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delineation,

in the spectrum.

From previous experience with the preliminary
..s

study, it was assumed that the professional personnel,
who were respondents to the' study, might be inclined to
indicate their views of underlying values in a fashion
that suggested a continuous interrelation of these val
ues, hence a synthetic response. As has been intimated
OQ
previously,
the analysis of naive experience is sub
ject to a depreciation of that experience.

This is

particularly true where the elements have an almost'
inseparable affinity to each other.

Fundamentally, the

data of the study might suggest that the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.

This is to say, that

it is analytically possible to infer a particular kind
oi; value from statements of belief, but in so doing it
destroys the perspective that the specific value por
trayed in the context of an

expressed idea.

A limitation of philosophic analysis inherent
in the nature of the data of the present study was
apparent as the delineation of the elemental consti
tuents was not precise.

For that matter, the deline

ation of the specific values of which the elements
constituted avoided differentiation as there was a good

39Supra., p. 62.
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deal of interrelatedness among them as well as interre
latedness of the general categories also.
To overcome some of these problems inherent
in the treatment of the data, two approaches were
utilized to treat the data of the present study,

in

the first approach, the underlying values as expressed
by the respondents to the study were synthesized into
three general categories and specific constituents of
these general value concepts.

Selected examples of

these values as they appeared in the professional
literature were discussed in the presentation of the
findings including the most common manner of express
ing these underlying values by the professional per
sonnel who were participants in the survey.
Relationships among these values were then treated
deductively.

The second approach treated the data

analytically by identifying constituents comprising
the sub-categories, referred to hereinafter as specific
values, and in turn the general categories of under
lying values.

Qualitative and quantitative comparisons

of the views of the two groups of professional personnel
were then made.

Selected excerpts from the beliefs of

the respondents to the study were presented in the
findings to support the classification of the data.
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Classifying the data.

The procedures of this

investigation established certain general categories of
values based on a preliminary study, which was related to
the area of underlying values in physical education.

The

procedures of the present study further utilized an ex
tensive review of literature related to values in physical
education.

This was to further establish general areas

for the tentative classification of underlying values
that had been expressed in the beliefs of professional
personnel who were respondents to the survey,

it should

be stressed, however, that the classification of under
lying values in the present investigation was by no
means limited to the tentative general classification
established by preliminary means.

Re-classification,

including combining or establishing additional general
categories of values, was solely dependent on the
findings inherent in the data itself and not limited to
previous though or investigation.
The predetermined-category-flexibility method
was deemed appropriate to the present study since phil
osophic investigation begins with "structure, defini
tion.
data."

. .and long periods of looking at and inspecting
40

After this,

"the crux of ordering data lies

40Von Mering, ojo. cit., p. 26.

in the problem of obtaining a series of significant
abstractions from the total data, i.e., a frame of
reference, a system of notations or a theoretical model
of operation."

41

The "theoretical model," to which Von

Mering referred emerged after the specific values expressed
in the beliefs of the respondents were placed into pre
determined categories.

Synthesis.

Consistent with the purposes of the

investigation and to give a synopsis of the beliefs of
professional personnel regarding underlying values in
physical education, the two sets of data were synthesized
and prefaced by selected professional view from the
literature to provide meanings, hence, to establish the
limits of identification and for an orderly approach to
analysis.

A concerted effort was made to preserve the

integrity of the specific value as it was synthesized
into larger categories.

This was accomplished b y iden

tifying the specific value in the multi-terms expressed
by the respondents and by showing ci priori relationships
between the specific kinds of underlying values.

This

was deemed a true philosophic approach consistent with
the purposes of investigation.

41Ibid.
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Analysis.

The two sets of data, were analyzed

separately and then compared to emphasize any existing
differences between the two groups of respondents.

From

the two sets of data, each response was analyzed as to
the underlying values inherent in the beliefs of the
physical educator.

These values were classified under

the tentative categories and specific kinds of values.
If there were specific kinds o f values that appeared
unique to the classifying system, these were left in
an unclassified category.

If there was duplication of

a specific unclassified value,

it was appropriately

labeled according to the concept it represented.
As further analysis continued, certain re
lationships became apparent among the general categories
as these relationships were implicitly expressed in the
beliefs of the respondents.

Where close relationships

were observed, values were synthesized into combined
general categories, yet they maintained their unique
nature within the category by representing a specific
.kind of value in the combined category.
Consistent with the purposes of the study, com
parisons of underlying values held by the two groups of
respondents were made.

This was done qualitatively by

presenting selected statements with interpretation of the
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views of the two groups of professional personnel.
Specific values within a general category were
further analyzed into elemental constituents where the
data appeared to be more or less differentiated.

The.

elemental constituents were thus the bases for qualitative
comparisons of differences between the two groups of re 
spondents.
In spite of certain limitations, inherent in
the nature of the data, the specific values were quanti
tatively analyzed by giving credit to a particular response
as representing a specific underlying value.

As in a

number of cases, the respondent's specific statement of
belief appeared to represent more than one specific value.
Where differentiation was contraindicated, the statement
was credited to all the specific values implicitly repre
sented in the statement.

This yielded some duplication in

quantitative summations.
A quantitative summation of each specific value
indicated was made for both groups of respondents.

As

there were an unequal number of respondents in the two
groups, these summations were converted into percentages.
The percentages of each specific value for the two groups
were compared in order to determine the extent of agreement
between them.

IV.

SELECTING THE REPRESENTATIVE
STATEMENTS

The excerpted statements from the respondent!
were selected on the basis of their relatedness to a
specific underlying value.

Most of the statements of

belief were interrelated with multiple underlying
values.

Therefore when appropriate, without taking

from the context of the statement, the excerpted
statement was paraphrased with editing remarks and
deletions to support the constituent of a specific
underlying value.
When deemed appropriate and to indicate the
relationship of the constituents of a specific under
lying value, and in some cases a general category, a
synthetic statement that identified the relationship
of constituents comprising the value was utilized.
By and large, only a few representative
statements were selected for presentation in the text
of the thesis to support the identification of a
specific underlying value.

When deemed appropriate

for further identification, additional statements re
garded as typical were included in the Appendices and
grouped according to specific underlying values of the
the general categories which they identified.
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V.

NATURE OF THE RESPONSES

The responses from group A varied from one to
eight type-written pages of professional opinion.
nature of the responses were either:,

The

(1) a numerical

listing of underlying values in physical education;
(2)

a narration in discourse of opinion relative to

underlying values
type); or

(most of the responses were of this

(3) a combination listing and narrating

liberally with examples to illustrate the worth-moment
in physical education.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The organization for findings of the study was:
(1) individual-psychological values;
values;

(2) social-moral

(3) aesthetic-intellectural-cultural values in

physical education.
I.

INDIVIDUAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VALUES
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

These kinds of values as viewed by the pro
fessional personnel were labeled the "Self-concepts."
As with many of the underlying values identified in
the data, these kinds of values escaped precise defi
nition.

The self-concepts were inextricably inter

woven with the development of one's character as
related to personality and may be generally construed
as that which the individual.has differentiated as a
distinct characteristic of himself."1*

b a r t e r V. Good,
Second Edition, (New York:
1959), p. 493.

(ed.), Dictionary of Education,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
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Johnson

defined the self-concept and related

it to the self-image and particularly one of its aspects,
the body image:
Self-concept has reference to the
way in which people perceive, eval
uate and esteem themselves generally
. . . .
Generally, it seems to me
reasonable to consider self-image the
broader concept which has as one of
its aspects the body image— the indi
vidual's esteem for, expectations of
and con f i a n c e in his body and what
he can do with it. . . . in early
childhood body-image is_ self-concept,
or at least the two are very nearly
equivalent.3
Jacob, a psychiatrist who participated in the
National Conference on Values in Sports, essentially
agreed with Johnson in his view that "many of the
child's first feelings about himself accrue to this
inner image of his body."^

He further cited authori

tative view in the field:
"Just as our emotions and actions
are inseparable from the body image,
the emotions and actions of others

2Warren R. Johnson, "Some Psychological Aspects
of Physical Rehabilitation:
Toward and Organismic Theory,"
Journal of the Association for Physical and Mental Reha
bilitation , 16:166, November-December, 1962.
3Ibid.
^Joseph S. Jacob, "Psychiatry, The Body Image and
Identity," Report of a National Conference: values in
Sports, (Washington, D. C.: American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, 1963), p. 29.
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are inseparable from their bodies
. . .
I wish to repeat for
emphasis:
our perceptions and
attitudes toward our own body are
directly related to what we will
feel regarding another person.
I
do not think you can respect your
neighbor unless you respect your
self. . . . "An increasing sense
of identity. • . as a sense of
psychosocial well-being.
Its most
obvious concomitants are a feel
ing of being at home in one* s
b o d y / a sense of 'knowing where
one is going,1 and an inner assur
edness of anticipated recognition
from those who count."6
This latter view by Jacob clearly established the
place of physical education in development of the selfconcepts through development of the body-image and further
placed this development in a psychosocial context.

This

was a significant point in synthesizing individual and
social values.
In a most recent investigation relating selfconcept to body-concept, Zion6 defined self-concept as all
possible self-regarding attitudes, consisting of four p r i 
mary facets:

self-description, self-acceptance,

self, and self-description-ideal discrepancy.

ideal-

She further

defined body-concept in the same terms by substituting

5Ibid.
6Leela c. Zion, "Body Concept as it Relates to
Self-Concept," The Research Quaterly, 36:490-95, Decem
ber, 1965.
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"body" for "self," which was to hypothesize that the two
concepts are highly correlative.

She concluded that there

was a significant linear relationship between self-concept
and body-concept within most of the parameters measured.
It was further concluded that there appeared to be a re
lation between the security one has in one's body to the
security with which one faces one's self and the world
which has implications for the interrelatedness of many of
the self-concepts as presented in the present study.
The specific kinds of values and their consti
tuents identified in the data as comprising the selfconcepts were:

(1) self-realization;

(3) self-testing;

(4) self mastery;

(2) self-identity;

(5) self-respect;

(6) self-discipline; and (7) self-expression.
Self-realization.
Synthesis.

This underlying value was.perhaps the

central theme from which all other beliefs of the profession
al personnel in the study were directed,

other concepts

used by the respondents to identify this underlying value
were,

"self-actualization," "self-values," including

"ambitions," "aspiration,"

"pursuit of excellence," and

"achieving what one ought to become."
Consistent with values, the concept of selfrealization is somewhat nebulous, perhaps even abstractly
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ideal, and would have indivdual connatations.

In its

broadest references, it was realizing the self that one
has the potential to become.

7

One source related self-realization to identi
fying one's actions with the best:
Self-realization:
the development
of one's immanent potentialities of
character and intelligence, by iden
tifying oneself imaginatively with
the spirit of the best that has been
said, thought, and done, and acting
accordingly. . . .
Maslow^ clearly established this value among
the self-concepts but preferred use of the term "selfactualization" which meant to him the fulfilling or
realizing of personality resources and potentialities.
By examining the various concepts of selfrealization as presented in the beliefs of the respondents
to the study, it was seen that this value was closely re
lated to many other kinds of values within and without the
category of individual-psychological values.

It would

seem that self-identity through self-testing, accomplished

^John S. Brubacher, Modern Philosophies of Edu
cation , (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company inc., Third
Edition, 1962), p. 116.
8Good, op. cit., p. 494.
9Cited by Johnson, loc. cit.
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b y self-mastery or achievement within one's potential,
were basic1to realizing oneself.

So too was self-

respect related to self-realization as respect for one
self was much a part of one's self-image.

As Jacob'1’0

has indidated, self-respect is correlative with respect
for others of which the latter is very much a social
value.

The reference to "pursuit

of excellence," by

the respondents to the study, closely connected the
cultural value related to the concept of the good life.
Analysis and comparison.

That self-

realization was a primary underlying value, to which all
other self-concepts were related, was evident in the
views of group A.

in the beliefs presented by this group

it was apparent that they viewed the self-concepts in
interrelated fashion.
Concerning self-realization one respondent in
group A established the tone of this underlying value
in physical education as he stated:
Physical education provides the
opportunity, particularly for grow
ing young people, to develop an
awareness of one's self. . . .
A
meaningful program will arouse
within the child or y o m g person a
realization of just what he is able

10Jacob, loc. cit
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to do. This same program will also
bring forth the immutable fact that
as one of God's own creatures, his
body and mind are extraordinary
gifts to be developed, to be used
and to be conserved within the
knowledge of his own limitations.
The results of well being, of
exercise, of movement, of carry
over values, and of a sense of fair
play are only b y products of total
program of self-realization.
Another stated:
The values of physical education
lie in the education of the individual
through the nffedium of physical
activity for self-actualization
within his society. . . . I n this
framework, the values of physical
education are body mastery —
command of body adequate to meet
drives, needs and interests? value
systems — integration of convictions
of relative worth crystalized to
evoke anticipated patterns of behavior
The following view gave credence to the social
dependence of realizing oneself:
Physical education, including
competitive sports, requires a full
expression of the participant's
personality since all aspects of his
being are brought into the action and
interaction between other individuals
and groups.
The student gains access
toward achieving self-realization and
greatly enhances an understanding of
his own nature.
The following view revealed a close relationship
of self-realization with self-mastery:
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Physical achievement was such a
factor in the development of our
present culture that modern man,
consciously or subconsciously,
considers his physical abilities •
as a factor influencing full selfrealization .
The following belief related self-realization
to self-understanding and self-testing.

"Self-realization

is impossible without understanding the mystery of the
physical self.

Only through motor experience can this

part of the self be investigated."
Additional typical statements from group A
supporting the identification of self-realization as an
underlying value were included in Appendix B, Page 204.
Twenty-four per cent of group A appeared to
identify some ramification of self-realization as an
underlying value in physical education while only eight
per cent of group B mentioned this value.
Table I, which is a percentage analysis summary
of underlying values identified by professional personnel,
illustrates the comparisons by percentage of underlying
values as identified by the two groups of professional
personnel.
Group B tended to concern themselves less with
self-realization,

in the beliefs of the respondents,

there was some indication that they did not feel strongly

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF
UNDERLYING VALUES IDENTIFIED
BY PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Value_________

Group A________ Group B

individual-psychological
Self-realization
Self-identity
Self-testing
Self-mastery
Self-respect
Self-discipline
Self-expression

24
10
20
39
6
30
35

8
12
15
67
5
38
48

Social-moral
Respect of human personality
Worth of group dynamics
Moral values

21
30
20

34
59
27

Aesthetic-intellectual-cultural
Aesthetic
Intellectual
Cultural

14
22
37

19
27.
43

aThe major quantitative differential occurred
between the social interaction constituent, which was
identified by 23 percent of group A, compared with 45 per
cent of group B.
^The principal quantitative difference existed
between the integration constituent, which was identified
by 11 percent of group A compared with 3 percent of group
B.
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toward such a nebulous value.

Also# this group of re

spondents were inclined to synthesize their beliefs
concerning self-realization more than those in group A.
One of the respondents synthesized many of
the self-concepts as they related to self-realization
when he stated:
The sense of fulfillment and
achievement that accompanies a
successful movement experience is
continually a source of satisfaction
in the field of physical education.
Being led through the world of
movement education provides an
endless variety of attainable goals
which can be stimulating, challenging,
frustrating, demanding, adventuresome,
difficult, and exhausting.
Another supported self-fulfillment as she
offered:
Movement. . . becomes the essence
of living and only through movement
functioning can man find what life
intended.
It is a way to orient
oneself in time-space-energy and
culture to the facts of physical
existence. . . . Physical education
programs can and should extend man's
horizons— his physical performance
and his capacity to organize and
express his energy not only for
survival but also for his fulfillment.
There appeared to be some agreement among group
B concerning the pursuit of excellence afforded the par
ticipant in physical education.
to self-realization.

This was deemed relevant

The statements supporting this
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contention included:
". . .

Man has found no substitute for the urge

to win in sports as a means of getting boys to strive for
higher and higher levels of performance."
"The person who has a sport of his own and can
occasionally rise up to his own goals and get this feeling
of freedom will obtain a joy in life not found in any
other type of man's activity."
What about the value of learning
how to set a goal not too low or
too high and reaching this goal.
The satisfaction coming from a high
school miler making his goal of a
4:40 mile or the goal of making the
team.
"...

Physical education . . . allows one to

. . . develop a sense of competition not only with other
people, but with himself in life . . . "
Self-identity.
Synthesis.

As previously related, this under

lying value was correlative with self-realization.

Other

terms used by the respondents to describe this underlying
value in physical education included,
"self-consciousness,"
discovery,"

"self-awareness,"

"self-acceptance," and "self-

It would seem that the relationship of self-

identity to self-realization was bridged by self-testing
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as the natural evaluative setting of physical education,
where overt achievement in skill, ethical behavior, and
social relationships, provides the opportunity to assess
oneself in relation to one's goals or values

(self-

r

realization).
Analysis and comparison.

With regard to self-

identity, it was implicit in the views of group A that
this underlying value was related to self-realization
and self-testing.

Although, a distinction appeared to

separate self-identity from self-realization.

This

distinction was that to identify oneself might not
result in realizing the best in oneself.
Selected statements supporting this underlying
value included:
...
There /is7 not a deeper more
vital value in physical education—
one to which all . . . other values
are but a by-product— namely the
awareness by the individual of the
body as the instrument or representa
tive of the self.
"Physical education . . .

offers opportunities

for self-discovery, to acquire an image of self through
the development of certain skills and through participation
in the different types of activities."
"Physical education provides the opportunity,
particularly for growing young people, to develop an
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awareness of one's self."
"The picture that he has of himself in his own
mind undergoes change for the better /as he achieves in
physical education/.

. . through the objective data of

performance, his own performance."
It is my belief that the one
stabilizing force that physical
education exerts is self-acceptance.
Belief in one's self, i.e. knowing
one's capacity, is foremost . . .
Most important, to my mind . . .
is self-acceptance— knowing and
appreciating oneself.
"/Physical education contributes to7 An accurate
insight enabling the development of a deeper and more
valid picture and awareness of self— one's strengths,
weaknesses, and aspirations."
"To help the individual to understand his physical
potentialities, enabling him to make optimum use of them,
yet work within his limitations."
Another related the acceptance of self to
accepting others— a distinctively social value,

"This

philosophy should include an acceptance of self and an
acceptance of differences in self and in others, thus
permitting one to get along better with himself and with
others."
There were not large numbers of the respondents
that identified self-identity as an underlying value.

This
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was attributed to its very close relationship with selfrealization and self-testing.

Ten per cent of group A

identified some phase of self-identity as an underlying
value similar to group B, of which twelve per cent
mentioned this value.
Group B was consistent with group A in that
they both held that self-identity was related to selfrealization and self-testing.

They also agreed that to

identify oneself might result in something less than
excellent.

This group also suggested that in becoming

conscious of self one might also become conscious of
others and his relationship to them.
One respondent listed various ways in which one
achieves self-identity in physical education:
The discovery of the total person
ality . . . The discovery of the
creative self through movement . . .
The awareness of "self" developed
through having to express an emotion
or an idea through movement. . . .
The joy of identification with the
environment, and the discovery of
nature's pleasures. . . . The
understanding of "being" rather
than "existing" which is the result
of becoming aware of the total
personality.
Another stressed self-understanding:
One of the many things that physical
education does for an individual is to
help him analyze himself . . . I would

,.
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consider ray experience in physical
education and sports to be very
valuable, especially in helping
me find myself.
Other statements differentiating self-identity
from self-realization included:
"...

Developing an identity rather than

trying to be what one can not."
"/Physical education/ Develops an understanding
of self and others

(weakness as well as abilities.)"

"It /physical education/ permits an awareness of
individual limitations, and through concerted effort, to
achieve excellence."
"/physical education allows one7 to recognize
one's abilities and needs for improvement."
"Physical education and sports are means of
facing reality and putting oneself in the proper perspective
in life."
Statements supporting self-identity in relation
to others included:
The poorly skilled players learn
to accept their limited ability and
try in their own way to contribute
what they can to the team.
In many
sports activities there are places
for those who either do not enjoy
activity or do not have a great
amount of ability.
Often this is
one place where they can "belong"
if they are willing to at least try.
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. . . These /physical education/
experiences are channeled so .the
individual learns to accept himself
as he is. Thereby there is hope he
will improve himself in becoming ■«
cognizant of the fact that by doing
he can attain an acceptable level
favorable for him to become a worth
while citizen. . .
Self-testing.
Synthesis.

As suggested by the data, self

testing allows the participant in physical education to
identify himself or to ascertain his progress toward
achieving what he ought to become,

other references by

the respondents to self-testing included "self-evaluation,"
"self-understanding," and "self-challenge."

it appeared

that the value of self-mastery was an intermediate process
toward identifying or realizing oneself because self
testing determines to what extent mastery has taken
place.

Self-mastery in turn was made correlative with

self-realization through self-testing.

The views of

the respondents also intimated that self-testing was
related to self-discipline in the sense that discipline
is a form of testing.
One respondent cited Robert Frost, whose keen
insight into human experience, synthesized the relationship
of self-testing to other self-concepts:
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Your heart is fully in it. You
excell at tennis, vaulting, tumbling,
racing, or any kind of ball game b e 
cause you have the art to put all
you've got into it. You're complete
ly alert.
You're having fun, skill
fully taking risks, increasing the
hazards.
Putting up the bar in the
high jump, for instance.
You de
liberately limit your self b y tra
ditional artificial rules. VJhat you
try for is effective and appropriate
form. And success is measured by
surpassing performance including the
surpassing of your former self.-*-*
A n o t h e r .statement also synthesized many of the
self-concepts as they were related to self-testing:
I was attempting to learn a hect
on the long horse.
After a couple
of false starts, I made up my mind
I would make an all-out effort and
would banish all thoughts of the con
sequences. in the event I missed the .
stunt.
I can remember my skin tin
gling as I accelerated in the run
toward the horse and feeling power
ful as I left the take-off board and
then the feeling of freedom and of
having conquered gravity and space
while flying over the horse after
having pushed off my hands.
Then
came a feeling of surprise that
"little ol' me" had succeeded in doing that stunt.
Analysis and comparison.

Self-testing as an

underlying value in physical education was closely related

^ S i d n e y Cox, A Swinger of Birches: A Portrait
of Robert Frost, (New York:
New York University Press,
1957), p. 58.
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to many of the self-concepts including self-realization,
self-identity, self-discipline, and self-mastery.

The

outstanding quality of self-testing was that it is a
process of measuring one's achievement toward excel
lence.

The result would contribute to self-identity.

Many of group A preferred to emphasize self-testing as
an essential step coming from self-ma*stery toward achieving self-identity and self-realization.

The re

spondents in group A also implicitly revealed that selftesting was linked to social values as the standards which
one is tested against are inherent in society.
That self-testing was a prerequisite to_ excel
lence was indicated by the following statement:
Physical activity gives a person an
opportunity to test himself against
standards set by the best in the field
and yet permits the participant a large
measure of success in the execution of
activities at his own level.
This con
stant testing brings out the feeling of
accomplishment regardless of age or ex
perience.
Through these experiences the
participant develops an appreciation of
the skill and form that makes a champion.
The following statement identified self-testing
as an underlying value and related it to testing against
social standards of achievement:
Man is constantly testing himself
through one means or another? and
achievement whether it be in painting,
writing, music or in physical activity
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brings with it an extrinsic award
which comes from acclaim and honor
that one's fellow man bestows upon
the performance,
it also brings
deeper and more significantly an in
trinsic satisfaction which comes from
the knowledge that one has done some
thing well or perhaps better than
anyone ever before.
Especially in a
physical performance where there,, is
immediate recognition of accomplish
ment of even a simple skill never
successfully executed before or of a
perfectly executed shot or a world's
record performance is there this in
tense kinesthetic satisfaction.
Additional typical statements from group A supsupporting the identification.of self-testing as underlying
value in physical education were included in Appendix B/
page 206.
Twenty per cent of group A suggested some element
of self-testing as an underlying value in physical education
whereas fifteen per cent of group B mentioned this value.
Group B did not differ appreciably from group A
in itsviews of self-testing
physical

education.

as an underlying value in

However this group seemed

less sensi

tive to the relationship of this value to self-realization
and self-mastery.

The primary emphasis of this group

appeared to be toward physical education participation as
a testing experience through challenge, hence, relating
this value closely to self-discipline.

Moreover, there was

an emphasis upon testing which might reveal the lack of
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success, thus, relating self-testing to self-identity as
it has been previously differentiated.

Furthermore, this

group was impressed with the immediacy of testing in
physical education where the participant readily assesses
his success or failure.
The following selected statement supported the
challenge associated with self-testing:
Physical education and sports are
proving grounds.
Proving to oneself
that you are normal and capable of
facing life and overcoming its diffi
culties.
it answers the desire for
the thrill of danger.
The skier on a
downhill run not only proves his
physical capability but his emotional
capability in facing danger.
A typical belief relating self-testing to selfidentity stated:
/A value is/ Realization of own
abilities.
Not every player can be the
star.
Measured against the gifted per
former the athlete soon learns to assess
his own abilities realistically and make
adjustments for his shortcomings.
A representative view suggesting the value of self
testing in physical education stated:
My experience makes me believe that
physical acts are very much easier to
appraise and the performer understands
and personalizes this appraisal much
more wholly than the reward of an "A"
as a grade, or some other award of.
achievement.
Additional typical statements from group B sup
porting the identification of self-testing as an underlying
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value were included in Appendix B, page 207.

Self-mastery.
Synthesis.

This underlying value appeared to be

correlative with self-realization and also seemed to be
the most universally mentioned by the professional person
nel.

Although contributing to other values, self-mastery

with its attendant satisfaction was suggested by one group
of the respondents as a terminal value of sufficient worth
apart from other values.

It would seem that this under

lying value might be known through the evaluative process
of self-testing in relation to one's own values and there
fore it could be considered an intermediate step toward
achieving self-realization.
other means of expressing this underlying value
by the respondents were,

"self-accomplishment," "self-

confidence," "self-reliance," "self-satisfaction," "self
enhancement," "poise," "finess," "facility," "well-being,"
"success," "praise," "recognition," "leadership responsi
bility," "overcoming handicaps," and "achievement."
Analysis and comparison.

Self-mastery as an under

lying value in physical education was often mentioned by
group A.

As with most of the self-concepts, there was an

interrelatedness of this value with the others,

it appeared
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that self-mastery was the means by which certain aspects
of self-realization, self-identity, self-testing, and
self-respect could be achieved.

Further, it was felt

that success in socially derived standards was a source
of satisfaction to the participant, particularly where
handicap was apparent.

Satisfaction attendant to self-

mastery was suggested by the respondents to be of great
worth to the participant.
The relation of self-mastery to selfrealization was represented by the following view:
. . . The setting of a physical
goal of achievement and reaching
that goal gratifies and exhilarates
the performer often beyond descrip
tion.
The effort produced in
breaking the four-minute barrier in
a mile race, in singling home the
winning run in an extra inning
baseball game, in completing a near
perfect acrobatic stunt, or in win
ning a tennis tournament leaves the
performer with a feeling of un
precedented living— a full effort
accompanied by total accomplishment.
The relation of self-mastery to self-identity and
self-testing was given support by the following statement:
The greatest satisfaction that I
ever experienced was during my
teen-age college days when as a
freshman I discovered that I could
run the 100 yard dash not in a very
unusual time which was ten seconds,
but certainly better than the
common time.
This brought'me to a
discovery through a physical
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education class that here was some
thing 1 could do better than the
common masses.
One respondent identified self-mastery by re
lating how a boy, born with a cleft pallet so that he was
handicapped both in appearance and communication, through
swimming skill, made a place for himself and the "manifest
respect and admiration for his abilities

others/ in

creased his self-esteem."
The following statement identified self-mastery
and its relation to social recognition:
Developing skills, interests, and
appreciations in a number of activ
ities /is a value/. With youth,
particularly., skill in motor activ
ity often is a badge of admission
into the group and a definite sta
tus symbol.
Another statement identified self-mastery

with

self-satisfaction:
. . . The attendant satisfaction
one feels in doing something well
/is of value/. . . . For beginners,
the joy comes when they learn a new
skill, it is apparent in their bear
ing and evident in their expression.
For skilled performers it is less
evident, but nonetheless, a deep and
personal feeling of satisfaction ex
pressed only by the poor word joy.
Additional typical statements from group A supporting
the identification of self-mastery as an underlying value
were included in Appendix B, Page 210.
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Thirty-nine per cent of group A identified some
facet of self-mastery as an underlying value in physical
education while sixty-seven per cent of group B suggested
this value.
Self-mastery was almost universally considered
by group B as an underlying value in physical education.
It appeared that this group was sensitive to satisfaction,
social recognition, achievement that would carry over to
other school activities,

including, physical education

providing the only area of achievement for some, and the
values attendant to overcoming handicaps.

Although there

were notable exceptions, this group seemed to avoid
suggesting that self-mastery contributed to other selfcohcepts as it was sufficiently worthy by itself.

This

indication was consistent with their views of selfrealization where there was a comparatively small per
cent of this group that identified this underlying value.
The following statement was representative of
the belief of this group concerning satisfaction and
accomplishment as they related to self-mastery:
Probably the greatest value of any
physical activity is the reward it
brings to one's self.
This reward
will be different for individuals
differ according to the compensations
they need for self-satisfaction.
But
if the reward is pride, happiness, joy,
truth, fulfillment, self-confidence,
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social, economic or political status,
companionship, or whatever, there
is no denying the fact that the
exhilaration that comes when the
adrenalin starts to flow is one of
the basic juices of life and brings
self-satisfaction to man.
A typical view.of self-mastery associated with
social recognition stated:
Gaining some degree of prestige
for improving himself in any measured
activity in physical education, or
in aiding his team in a game,
develops within that individual a
true sense of accomplishment . . . .
Representative beliefs of self-mastery in physical
education carrying over to other and outside school ac
tivities stated:
For /some/ children the taste of
success is not too familiar . . .
Sometimes the pleasure_of achieving
in /physical education/ . . . will
whet the appetite for achievement
scholastically.
. . . /Physical education/ presents
activities which . . . will become
interesting to the participant as
soon as he has a plain knowledge of
the fundamentals.
If his interest
is sufficiently aroused, the carry
over into later life will be very
gratifying.
The following statement was representative of
the belief of group B concerning self-mastery as it was
suggested that for some, achievement could only be realized
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in physical education:
in my physical education classes
I have found that for many of the
students that are not scholastically
talented, many have found a place for
themselves in this class.
They have
met frustrations in the classroom,
but in physical education their need
for achievement and recognition have
been met.
A typical view that related self-mastery to
overcoming handicaps stated:
Down through the years it has been
most gratifying to me to see boys,
who were considered physically
inferior by their fellow-students,
gradually make a name for themselves
in some physical form of endeavor .
. . I have seen "nobodies" become
"somebodies" in classes like tumbling
and wrestling where size and weight
are no handicap to performance.
Additional typical statements from group B sup
porting the identification of self-mastery were included
in Appendix B, Page 212.
Self-respect.
Synthesis.

This was also referred to by the

respondents as "self-dignity," "self-esteem,"

"self-pride,"

and "spirit."
This underlying value was one of the themes in
Hullfish's address to the American Academy of Physical
Education as he viewed physical education as an opportunity
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for the individual to gain self-respect as he gains further insight into what he can do and what he represents.
It was previously indicated that Jacob

13

12

felt there was

a close relationship to self-respect and the social value
of respect for others.
In the beliefs of the respondents to the study,
self-respect was identified as a value by a smaller per
centage and they suggested that it was related to other
self-concepts, particularly self-mastery and somewhat to
self-identity, and self-discipline.

It appeared that

this value was associated with moral values.
Analysis and comparison.

Group A emphasized

the association of self-respect With moral values.
Further, self-mastery yielded a respect fqr oneself
and self-identity was an outcome of self-respect.
Representative statements supporting identifi
cation of self-respect as a value and its relationship to
moral values included:
"Physical education develops self-respect within
the individual through playing the game according to the
rules and regulations that are developed for the activity.

•**2Hullfish, o£. c i t ., p. 142.
13

Jacob, loc. cit.
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"Excellency in his code of ethics expresses
itself in respect for himself, his team mates, his oppo
nents, the officials, and the rules of the game."
Representative beliefs that identified selfrespect and associated it with self-mastery stated:
We believe that as a child sees
himself become more able to do things
that are meaningful to him, more
able to direct and control his body,
and more able to deal with his peers,
he gains a new respect for himself.
The picture that he has of himself
in his own mind undergoes change
for the better— not through selfdeception or more verbal assurances
but through the objective data of
performance, his own performance.

^

One of'the respondents contributed a statement
of personal experience with a handicapped youth who gained
self-esteem through participation in physical education,
"/The youth's/7 Success raised him to positions of respon
sibility and leadership; manifest respect and admiration
for his abilities increased his self-esteem.

. ."

The following statement supported self-respect
as an underlying value and related it to self-identity
as it has been differentiated:
"/in physical education/ We become honest with
ourselves and others for what abilities are possessed."
Six per cent of group A identified some phase
of self-respect as an underlying value in physical education
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similar to group B, of which five per cent mentioned this
value.
Group B identified self-respect similarly to
group A by relating it to moral values and self-mastery.
However, group B was inclined to express self-respect in
terms of spirit and pride in oneself.

Also, this value

was linked to the self-respect possible in social inter
action .
Self-respect was identified and related to
social values in the statement:
''/Physical education provides/ an opportunity
for the student to gain a feeling of belonging, recognition,
and /thus/ self-respect."
Another statement identified self-respect as
it was related to self-discipline and self-mastery:
The real value /in physical education/
may be stated as the personal disci
pline and individual exercises to
bring out the pride, respect and
maximum pleasure from this experi
ence.
This may be superhuman effort,
this may be the hours of sacrifice
made to achieve success, or a goal.
I am sure that the individual makes
the value. Defeat often brings out
the best of character in an indi
vidual— the reaction to frustration.
To others, the wearing of the colors
well, learned only through the field
of competition shows up one of the
real values of a physical activity.
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Self-respect identified as pride in oneself and
ethical effort was stressed in the representative
statements:
We see maturity, discipline, pride,
character, honesty, and determination
take place in our physical education
"circuit course," and those students
realize this; therefore, honor and
esteem for the by-products has come
about and the boys leave feeling a
complete achievement experience.
The pride and care of one's body
in recognition of the gift that it
is— to be used to glorify the inner
being.
The struggles of which is
right and which is wrong and which
will develop strength and which will
lead to weakness. . ."
Self-discipline.
Synthesis.

Self-discipline was identified in

a number of ways by the respondents.

The professional

personnel regarded the challenge of physical education
participation as demanding total commitment with a good
deal of perserverance and sometimes courage to achieve
self-mastery.

Because self-discipline further implied

adherence to previously determined values b y choice rather
than b y complusion, it was deemed correlative with selfrealization.

This idea inimated that self-discipline was

a testing process of one's commitment to the pursuit of
excellence whereby a degree of self-realization might be
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acquired,

in addition to these qualities it was suggested

that the ability to adjust to the lack of success could
be carried over to later life.

Furthermore/ this under

lying value was associated with self-subjugation in
group situations.
Means of signifying this value by the respondents
included,

"self-control," "self-sacrifice,"

"self-subordination,"

"self-denial,"

"courage," "total commitment," "per

severance," "enthusiasm,"

"accepting pain, hardship,

disappointment, criticism," and "adjusting to success or
the lack of success."
Analysis and comparison.

Group A displayed con

siderable consensus as to the underlying value of selfdiscipline in physical education, although there were
facets to this value.

The first view of this underlying

value stressed determination and total commitment to
achieve.

Other views stressed courage to overcome diffi

culties.

Some statements related self-discipline to

self-mastery and self-realization,

others linked self-

discipline to self-subjugation in achieving group goals.
A final view of this underlying value emphasized the
ability to adjust to success or to accept the lack of
success a? related to self-discipline.
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Qualities of persistence and selfdiscipline can indeed be recognized
by the intelligent and able teacher
. . . . to achieve a complete uni
fication of all effort to perform a
particular movement or achieve a
particular goal.
The following statement was representative of
the belief that there was carry-over value in adjusting
to success, or the lack of success:
Youth /in physical education/
particularly. . . / r e c e i v e / experiences
that will help them to meet some of
the future lessons of life.
They
/experience/- • • the thrills of
achievement and the disappointments
of defeat.
A representative view indentifying the facet of
courage as it related to self-discipline stated:
The development of courage, in
testinal fortitude, desire, or any
other word meaning the same.
These
abstracts that make a man a man.
The
ability to get up off the floor and
return to the action, the internal
strength that helps one to face odds
or to make one get up on a piece of
apparatus that is potentially
dangerous typifies this area /of
valu^/.
Beginners who have to take
their courage in their hands to do
a forward roll, and skilled per
formers who practice day after day
in difficult and dangerous activities
are produced this way through their
experiences in physical education.
The following statement was typical of selfdiscipline as related to self-mastery and self-realization:
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Physical education offers the
individual the experience of working
toward standards and goals through
participation in certain activities.
To reach these goals there must be
developed a desire for self-improvement/
self-discipline/ and a desire to
succeed.
A response considered typical identified selfdiscipline as it related to self-subjugation in group
situations:
Recognition comes through the selfdenial which results in skillful per
formance. Absorbed in performing amid
the excitement of a closely contested
event/ one feels exhilaration in the
necessary co-operation which leads to
victory or defeat.
-The following response identified self-discipline
in terms of adjusting to the lack of success:
"losses, when properly accepted and interpreted,
assist one in re-analyzing /his7 efforts and re-grouping
/his7 knowledge, skills, and strategy to wage a better
struggle next time."
Additional representative statements from group A
supporting the identification of self-discipline as an
underlying value were included in Appendix B, page 216.
Thirty per cent of group A suggested some element
of self-discipline as an underlying value in physical edu
cation whereas thirty-eight per cent of group B mentioned
this value.
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Concerning the value,of self-discipline, group B
was in accord with group A.

The respondents in group B

tended to emphasize that self-discipline in physical edu
cation was a quality that could be transferred to other
endeavors and particularly to later life.

This group

suggested that self-mastery and self-realization was an
outcome of self-discipline.

They also identified this

value as perseverance in striving toward goals.

Courage

in overcoming difficulties and challenges was considered
an aspect of self-discipline.

Self-discipline was also

suggested to be related to self-subjugation in achieving
group aims.

Adjusting to success or the lack of success

was a final way in which this group identified selfdiscipline.
The following statement was considered represen
tative of the belief that there was carry-over value in
self-discipline:
We live in a most competitive so
ciety today which makes it extremely
important for students to learn to
compete at their best at all times
in order to succeed.
Physical edu
cation offers such an opportunity.
An individual can learn to not give •
up when he has not realized success,
but to fall back, gather his forces
and compete again.
Through compe
tition a student should at one time
or another experience failure and
success.
These experiences present
occasions for him to develop good
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attitudes about. . . facets of life
that he will undoubtedly face as an
adult. . . . Self-control may be
learned as numerous situations occur
where a student may be prone to
strike back without giving thought
to the consequences.
This could
come as a result of accidental phys
ical contact/ a feeling that one has
been cheated, or because of failure
itself.
The following representative statement identified
self-discipline as it related to self-mastery and selfrealization:
The sense of fulfillment and
achievement that accompanies a
successful movement experience is
continually a source of satisfac
tion in the field of physical edu
cation. . . In striving for these
goals one thrills with the trying,
meets the challenge, overcomes the
frustration, exceeds the demands,
relishes the adventure, does the
difficult.
A typical view that identified self-discipline
through perseverance stated:
"/in physical education/ Many a child has gained
confidence in his ability to overcome obstacles and has
found the strength within himself to achieve accomplishment
through persistent effort."
The following statement was representative of
courage to overcome difficulties and challenges as these
were identified as constituents of self-discipline:
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/A value occurs/ when a girl who
•is frightened to attempt a straddle
vault, yet develops the courage to
overcome this fear through a mutual
faith that exists between her and
the instructor.
Self-discipline was associated with self
subjugation in the following typical statement:
"There is the learning of how to discipline on e 
self for the good of the team or for the value of discipline
gained by the individual as a means to an end."
Another representative view identified selfdiscipline as an underlying value and associated it with
adjusting to success or the lack of success:
The student in physical education
has his successes and also finds out
that life isn't a bed of roses, he
learns to give and take, he learns
that gains are made only through hard
work and that all you get for nothing
is nothing.
He learns that discipline
is a must and he respects the man who
plays b y the rules, he learns that a
penalty must be paid if a rule is
b roken.
Additional typical statments from group B support
ing the identification of self-discipline as an underlying
value were included in Appendix B, page 219.

Self-expression.
Synthesis.

As an underlying value, self-expression,

offered a somewhat dichotomous classification.

One
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ramification of this underlying value had to do with the
expression of one's ideas, feelings, or percepts, according
to his level of development; to achieve satisfaction or
fulfillment.

14

The other ramification came about concomi

tantly with the release of emotional and physical energy
through exercise.
In the first branch of this underlying value,
self-expression was viewed by the respondents as related
to self-realization in that the former was an instrument in
achieving the latter.

Presumptively, self-expression was

differentiated from self-realization by some philosophers
as they rationalized that self-expression was limited in
concept to realizing what one is— a view closely related
to self-identity.

1S

Contrariwise, the idea of self-

realization was not limited to realizing what one is,
rather, the self one ought to become.

Self-expression

linked the category of individual-psychological values to
aesthetic values in physical education in that percepts
could be conveyed expressively through movement patterns.
The differentiation between the two categories was that
self-expression was not merely limited to conveying an
idea, but, through participation one might achieve an

14Good, loc. c i t .
■^Brubacher, o p . c i t ., p. 115.
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inward satisfaction and fulfillment in all of its aspects.
The respondents used terms such as "happiness,"
"pleasure," and "satisfaction" to indicate self-expression
per s e .
The emotional concomitants in the second branch
of self-expression were apparent among the beliefs of the
professional personnel.

These were expressed as,

"emotion

al release," "tranquilizing effect," "dispelling frus
trations and sorrow," "exhilaration," "joy or thrill of
movement and competition," "freedom from boredom and
tension," "diversion through physical activity," and "fun."
Analysis and comparison.

Self-expression as an

underlying value in physical education was considered in
four aspects by group A.

in addition to the value of self-

expression per s e , which was expressing oneself in physical
activity, the aspects had to do with the emotional release
accompanying exercise, the joy of movement, and the fun of
participation in physical education.
A representative opinion identifying selfexpression through physical education participation stated:
Through his experiences in physical
education, strength, endurance and
skills are developed which can trans
fer sensory stimuli to movement, and
knowledge attitudes and philosophy are
acquired, which will altogether enable
the individual to use his body ef
fectively as a medium of self direction
and of expressing his interest, hopes
and inner feelings.
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The following statement pointed out the emotional
release accompanying exercise as a value related to selfexpression:
Children and adults turn to phys
ical activity as a means of releasing
emotions, acting out their feelings
or for the sheer joy of bodily
^ .
movement. Anyone who has ever been
through a training regime knows the
feeling of well being which comes
with being as well as the pleasur
able experience of comfortable
fatigue following a strenuous con
test and shower.
*
A representative view of self-expression as it
occurs through the joy in movement stated:
Another value, often overlooked
in present-day physical education,
is the development and maintenance
of what I call "the joy of
movement." Young children, and
many animals who are given enough
space in which to run, frequently
display this feeling of exuber
ance just from moving around,
using the bqdy freely, and running
or leaping.
Another typical view of self-expression empha
sizing fun in physical education participation stated:
Fun is an important part of life,
no matter what one is doing.
Sports
provide the most enjoyable form of
"fun" since by their very nature they
involve close relationships with
other people, they provide thrill and
excitement, they provide joy and
pleasure— they are fun and life with
out fun is a rather dull form of
life.
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Thirty-five per cent of group A identified some
facet of self-expression as an underlying value in
physical education while forty-eight per cent of group B
suggested this value.
The views of group B concerning self-expression
as an underlying value were qualitatively identical to
group A.

The four aspects, expressing oneself in physical

activity, emotional release accompanying exercise, the
joy of movement, and the fun in participation,

identified

self-expression.
The following statement from group B identified
self-expression through physical education as a value:
It seems to me that physicalactivity along with music offers the most
universal opportunity for man's selfexpression.
There are many different
kinds of individual and team sports
in which almost everyone can find
happiness and fulfillment.
I mean by
finding happiness and fulfillment,
the desire and the ability to disen
gage one's self from the daily prob
lems of living and becoming absorbed
and refreshed in self-expression
through physical activity.
A representative view relating emotional release
to self-expression stated:
Physical education attempts to be
a release from the tensions and stress
of the industrialized, mechanized
world.
Because man presents, in the
racial patterns of his nervous system,
certain underlying predispositions to
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functions in well-defined motor ac
tivities surely shows that under
proper guidance such expression may
be made to serve high causes and
noble ends.
The following statement identified selfexpression as joy in movement!
Joy through movement is an im
portant underlying value of phys
ical education.
It is difficult
to describe the sensory satisfac
tion one feels while performing a
well-balanced handstand or a
skillfully executed dive or a
well-run race. Where does the
physiological aspect end and the
psychological begin or do they
not continually blend to provide
that feeling of sheer joy— fleeting
perhaps in intensity but laying a
foundation of marvelous movement
memories which cannot help but
strengthen one's own inner re
sources.
A typical view of self-expression as fun in
physical activity stated:
I feel that the major goal in
any physical education program,
from the basic elementary programs
up through the senior high school
programs, should be so constructed,
whereas it enables every student
who takes part in such a program to
enjoy each and every activity to
the fullest of his ability as can
best be provided by his or her in
structor.
In other words, "to
have fun."
Additional representative statements from group
B supporting the identification of self-expression as an
underlying value were included in Appendix B, page 225.
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II.

SOCIAL-MORAL VALUES IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Many of the professional personnel viewed socialmoral values as a primary contribution of physical educa
tion.

This contention has been imbued in the professional

literature since the second decade of the century.
W i l t o n ’s

!_6

status survey revealed in the writings of lead

ers in American physical education a good deal of concern
with social-moral values.
In Iiullfish's address to the American Academy of
Physical Education, he summarized a fresh view of the
unique potential of physical education to realize the under
lying social-moral values.

Hullfish looked deeply into the

social-moral potential in physical education as he ex
pressed the belief that many school activities bring indi
viduals closely together in competition and cooperation,
and place them under the discipline of following established
standards and rules.

In physical education, however, there

is the unique opportunity to apply and test these rules
through experience.

This inevitably results in choice, and

moral decisions making it possible to judge both the claim
of validity of those who want to change the rules and the
integrity of those who would claim to live under their

^Wil t o n ,

loc. cit.

17
direction.
Concerning the social setting in physical edu
cation, Hullfish was of the opinion that there is the
need for cooperation that brings individuals together in
a common effort regardless of one's birth, economic
status, religion, or race.

In this setting, he believed

the individual is measured only by what he contributes
to the common effort,

in the social setting, Hullfish

believed that group dynamics were primary value in
physical education for it has helped the individual to
gain an appreciation of others, an opportunity for him
to be a person, a person gaining respect for himself as
he understands what he can do and what he represents, as
well as a person who freely contributes to the gains of
others.
The respondents to the study were strong in
their attestations of the unique social-moral values that
could be accrued from participation in physical education.
Implicitly revealed in their beliefs was the idea that
was expressed by Hansen in the ideal of group experience

■^Hullfish, o£. cit., p. 141.
18Ibid., p. 141-142.
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that heightens the quality of that experience.

19

The pro

fessional personnel suggested that the social setting in
physical education resulted in values as individuals
interacted one with another in group dynamics, sharing
experiences in common effort toward a common goal.

They

referred to the necessity of cooperation where race,
creed, or status were of no importance.

In this unique

social experience the respondents observed the inherent
give-and-take of cooperation and competition, ethical
behavior observed in following the rules of the game,
respect for human personality and worth to be derived
from group dynamics.
Two respondents to the study, one from each
group, synthesized the entire area of social-moral values
in physical education.

Their statements are presented

hereinafter as representative of the professional person
nel who participated in the present investigation:
Constant association with and against
mother persons in competitive sports
brings one into intimate contact with
many of different nationalistic origins
and contributes to racial tolerance and
breadth of vision which is the essence
of a democracy.

19Kenneth H. Hansen, Philosophy for American
Education, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
PrenticeHall, inc., 1960). p. 297.

Physical education, and particu
larly in the area of competitive
games, is represented by a crosssection of all peoples.
It represents
a phase of human endeavor which has
been free from the prejudices of race,
color, or national origin.
The par
ticipant is recognized primarily on
the basis of his ability to perform
and to display the qualities of good
sportsmanship.
In a game, the abili
ties of all are integrated for the
common welfare,
if each person can
contribute, the disintegrating forces
of race, color, creed, or national
origin yield to the integrating ones
of common objectives.
Students can
here be taught the greatest of all
lessons in a democracy— respect .for
human personality.
The ability to
thus associate with others in mutual
respect has its basis in the develop
ment of tolerancy.
A man's happiness and his achievement will depend in consider
able measure upon his capacity for
association with others.
The nature
of human behavior, his own and
others, and guidance and practice in
applying this knowledge in his ad
justment to man and life may be
taught in a wide range of school and
college activities.
Democratic cooperation in working
and playing with others is only
possible when the group works toward
some common goal.
Each shares the
opportunity for leading and for
following; each carries a part of the
responsibility; each shares in the
total product. The ability to work
cooperatively and to associate amica
bly with others is important for
effective living.
The ability to get
along with others requires develop
ment of the skills and understanding
that make enlightened social action

possible.
The building of social
sensitivity and responsibility through
an understanding of the relationship
of individual behavior to long term
human welfare is an important and
challenging task of education. . . .
The concept involved in the prin
ciple of collective responsibility
for liberty holds that no one per
son's right to freedom of all.
In
dividual freedom involves communal
responsibility.
No man can live to
himself alone, expecting to benefit
from social progress without con
tributing to it. Attitudes of good
will, tolerance, and the cooperative
spirit are vitally necessary factors
to aid in solving social problems
and in improving human relations.
A physical education program offers
unlimited opportunities for fulfilling
the broad social objectives of demo
cratic education.
Desirable social
relationships are extremely important
in all phases of school life as well
as in adult life.
Physical education
has many unique possibilities for
making a contribution to the develop
ment of social skills and to the
development of moral and ethical values
(character). Physical education pres
ents excellent opportunities for
building better human relations.
It
is a laboratory where children can par
ticipate in social experiences.
Games,
sports and dances are social in nature.
Moreover, the teaching situation is
more natural, lifelike and informal
than that of the average classroom. A
student must learn to exhibit the same
qualities that are necessary for a
successful and happy life in a demo
cratic society.
He must acquire at
titudes and habits of loyalty, coopera
tion, initiative, self-control, courtesy
and modesty.
He has experiences in
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being a leader and also a follower,
he learns to adapt himself to con
stantly changing conditions of the
game# just as he must in the game
of life. He learns how to take, the
hard knocks as well as victories and
how to react properly.
Under good
leadership, opportunity is presented
for learning and for demonstrating
respect for authority, abiding by
the rules and playing within the
spirit of the rules and exhibiting
respect for the rights of team
mates and opponents.
As a true
sportsman, he becomes instilled with
a sense of justice and fair play.
Thus, the experiences and associ
ations found in physical activities
can be very valuable and helpful in
securing desirable social adjustments
for a successful and happy life.
The specific kinds of underlying social-moral
values and their elements identified in the data and
presented hereinafter were:
ality;

(1) respect of human person

(2) the woth of group dynamics; and

(3) moral

values.
Respect of Human Personality.
Synthesis.

This was the basic value included in

the listing by the Educational policies Commission

20

as

they viewed that the basic moral and spiritual value in
American life was the supreme importance of the human per
sonality.

The respondents expressed this underlying value

^Educational Policies Commission, loc. cit.
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in terms which included,

"respect for others, and their

values and rights," "understanding human relationships,"
"respect for the democratice process," "relating to
others," and "considering the health and safety of
others."

As was indicated, this underlying value in

physical education was in close relationship to selfrespect as there were reciprocal values to be derived by
the individual in social interaction where mutual respect
is observed.
The professional personnel suggested three as
pects of the underlying value respect of human personality.
These aspects were identified as developing democratic
relationships, understanding others, and respect, for others.
Analysis and comparison.

Group A identified

respect of human personality in three ways that included
democratic relationships, understanding others and respect
for others.
The following representative view associated the
developing of democratic relationships with respect for
the human personality:
It. . . follows that we should turn
to democracy to find our values for
physical education.
The basic tenet
of the democratic ideal is belief in
the worth of the individual, the
sacredness of human personality, re
spect for human beings, regard for
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the welfare of others.
A typical view supporting the identification of
respect of the human personality through understanding
others stated:
. . . The physical educator has
primary factors from which to discuss,
to bring understanding, and to alter
the student's bias and prejudice.
The
method of intelligence, acquired by
youth through their physical activities,
is one means of solving the conflicts
and tensions of young people of mixed
nationalities, religions, or political
patrimony.
Another representative belief that identified
respect for others as it supported the respect of human
personality stated:
"Learning to live in harmony with and to have
respect for other people is a fundamental goal in life.
The potential for social adjustment is very high in
physical education."
Additional typical statements from group A sup
porting the identification of respect of human personality
as an underlying value were included in Appendix C,
page 230.

.
Twenty-one per cent of group A appeared to iden

tify some ramification of respect of human personality as
an underlying value in physical education while thirty-four
per cent of group B mentioned this value.
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Group B identified respect of human personality
as an underlying value qualitatively identical to group A.
This included the identification of democratic relation
ships, understanding others, and respect for others as
elements comprising the value of respect of human person
ality.
A representative view identifying this value in
terms of democratic relationships^stated:
Activity in physical education can
contribute to the development of respon
sible citizenship in our democracy, such
as the respect for the human individual
worth based upon the concept of decency,
justice, brotherhood, and the rights of
man.
The following statement identified respect of
human personality by relating it to understanding others:
"Physical education can and does more in setting
social communication between people than any other area,
it is the common denominator for our society."
The universal appeal of sports is
another important value, providing a
basis for communication in a world
which certainly needs such if under
standing and brotherhood is ever to
be achieved.
The following statement identified respect for
others as an element in respect of human personality:
Through participation in physical
education activities and sports,
Children learn to have respect for
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others.
From'the experience in these
activities, children may come to
acceptance or rejection, the tolerance
or prejudice which influence their
future adult life.
Additional representative statements from group B
supporting the identification of respect of human personality
as an underlying value were included in Appendix C, page

232,

The Worth of Group Dynamics.
Synthesis.

Group dynamics in the physical educa

tion milieu generally referred to affective interrelation
ships in which individuals are welded together in a common
perception that is influenced by the norms of the culture.
But the immediate action of the group is spontaneous
depending on the collective standards of individuals com
prising the group.

The reacting group, thus, provides

an outlet for shared feelings and emotions in which each
member separately was inadequate to express.

21

It was deemed that group dynamics was synonomous
with group expression, which is reciprocal to selfexpression, hence, was another link between individual and
social values.

Furthermore, one element of this value was

related to self-discipline, thus providing additional ties
with individual-psychological values.

2^Good, o£. cit., p. 188.

A final relation
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between the allied categories of individual and social
values was that development of the self-concepts is
considerably dependent upon the group situation.

Thus,

the group and its reaction to the individual is a
requirement for realizing individual-social values.

If

value is not attendant to group participation then social
value per se is absent.

Cowell, a participant in the

present study, summarized this concept held by physical
educators when he observed that group members seek atten
tion, acceptance and the good will of their colleagues,
thus, their respective self-images become reflections of
how their peers see them and react to them in terms of
group standards.

22

The worth of group dynamics was further analyzed
into interrelated elements which included social inter
action'/ self-subjugation for social worth, and social
satisfaction.
Social interaction, the first of these elements
expressed by the respondents was concerned with such
group dynamic outcomes as "cooperation," "teamwork,"
"loyalty to the group," "relating to others," "belonging
to a team or group," and "carry-over of social values."

22Charles C. Cowell, "The Sociology of Physical
Education," Paper Prepared for the Thirty-Fourth Annual
Meeting of the American Academy of Physical Education,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, May 1, 1963, p. 6.
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The second element in the worth of group dynamics,
subjugation of self for social worth, has been previously
examined in its individual-psychological import.

Suffice

it to say, that values can readily jump across category
lines as their foci change.

The professional personnel

viewed this underlying value in physical education as,
"give and take in competition," "humility,"
others,"

"generosity,"

"serving

"followship," and "unselfishness."

The third element supporting this underlying
value, social satisfaction, was expressed by the re
spondents in terms that included,

"fellowship,"

"group

acceptance," and "friendship."
Analysis and comparison.

The worth of group

dynamics seemed to be considered to be an underlying value
b y a substantial number of group A.

This underlying value

was identified in three constituents by group A.

The first

constituent, social interaction, stressed teamwork and
cooperation in physical education participation.
constituent,

self-subjugation for the good of the group,

emphasized serving others.
satisfaction,

The second

The third constituent,

social

stressed friendship and group acceptance.

The following statements identified social inter
action as a constituent in the underlying value of group
dynamics:
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How the quarterback reacts with his
teammates— and others— is more complex
than can be explained easily; however,
he can contribute toward his social
development in a number of ways.
Does
he distribute the work load well or
does he monopolize the center of
attraction? Does he listen to his
teammates when their attention de
serves it, or does he act blindly on
his own? Does he tactfully help his
teammates correct their mistakes, or
does he humiliate them unduly? b e 
cause he is the so-called "star,"
does he keep his head where it be
longs— on his shoulders, or does he
portray the snobbery which turns
people against one another? These
are but a few of the examples which
depict the social implications of
sports.
"One feels exhilaration in the necessary co
operation which leads to victory or defeat."
A representatative example identified how
subjugation-of-self was a constituent in the worth of
group dynamics:
With the final game of the basket
ball season, three members of this
team were ranked in the top four in
a close race for the individual
scoring title.
To be the individual
scoring leader in the league carried
considerable honor.
I watched with
interest to see whether any of the
three would disrupt team patterns to
further his own ambition.
To- my
great satisfaction I saw time after
time one of the players pass off to
another who was in a better shooting
position with the result that the
scoring was evenly divided.
None
of the three won the individual
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scoring title, but they gained a
greater title in my book o£ being
team players, placing team success
above personal gain.
The following representative statements sup
ported social satisfaction as a constituent in the worth
of group dynamics:
Physical education provides an
opportunity to relate to others,
to develop friendships and to pro
mote fellowship.
The breadth of
activities allows for the parti
cipating in large activities or
intimate relationships with a
close friend or family member.
For children especially, their
ability to take part in movement
in company with others is para
mount among the means available
to them for establishing their
place in a group.
Regardless of
the emphasis which is given to
intellectual achievements at any
age, the fact remains that es
tablishment of oneself as a
worthy member of a group and as
an acceptable member, for chil
dren, is based more surely upon
what they can do with their
bodies in movement, than: what
they can recite intellectually.
Additional typical statements from group A sup
porting the identification of the worth of group dynamics
as an underlying value were included in Appendix C,
page 235.
Thirty percent of group A identified some facet
of the worth of group dynamics as an underlying value in
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physical education while fifty-nine per cent of group B
suggested this value.
although there were a substantial number of
respondents who were concerned with some constituent of
the underlying value of group dynamics, the quantitative
differential between the two groups warranted further
examination.

As there was no disparity in kind between

the two groups, the difference was a quantitative one.
Further quantitative analysis suggested that
group A was less disposed to identify the constituent
of social interaction than group B, the majority of whom
identified this constituent.

A further quantitative

breakdown indicated that only twenty-three per cent of
group A identified social interaction as a constituent
whereas forty-five per cent of group B identified this
constituent of the underlying value of group dynamics.
This constituent was the primary source of quantitative
disagreement between the two groups as the constituents
of self-subjugation and social enjoyment favored
agreement with thirteen per cent compared with eighteen
per cent and ten per cent compared with twelve per cent
for the two constituents and groups respectively.
It should be noted that the discrepancy between
the total of percentages, indicated in the further quan
titative analysis of the constituents, and the percentage
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stated for the overall category of group dynamics was a
result of the duplication of respondents supporting
more than one of the constituents.
As indicated above, a significant number of
group B appeared to identify some element of the worth
of group dynamics as an underlying value.

The quantitive

differential exhibited between the two groups was not
present in qualitative comparisons.

The two groups viewed

the worth of group dynamics identically in kind.

Group B

identified this value in the three elements of social
interaction, stressing cooperation, relating to others,
and teamwork;

self-subjugation for the good of the group,

emphasizing disregarding personal gain;

social satisfac

tion, stressing friendship and group acceptance.
The following statements identified social
interaction as an element in the worth of group dynamics:
Cooperation is the keynote to success
and to providing a "fun" situation.
Two
gymnasts who "spot" for each other, point
out errors of execution, and entrust their
safety with the other, is a study in
laudable human relations.
The class is
a laboratory for individuals striving,
within their varying capabilities, to
reach a common goal, but these efforts
must be contained within the boundaries
of established rules of behavior.
Physical education provides the setting
for the individual to gain valuable
experience in relating himself to the
group.
This includes such things as:
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the satisfaction of sharing a common
goal in a typical team effort,
exerting oneself for others, sub
jecting oneself to rules and regu
lations, disciplining one's actions
in an intensely competitive
situation.
In short, all the "give
and take" of sports which can make
such a valuable contribution toward
preparing one for such similar
adjustment in life in general.
"If we could get the teamwork and effort in
community life as we do in our sports programs, this
world would be a better place to live in."
A representative view supporting self-subju
gation in identifying the worth of group dynamics stated:
The ball park and recreational
rooms are laboratories and work
shops where we help in the forma-,
tion of his character and person
ality.
In them we also teach the
spirit of cooperation which consist
of disregarding the personal
achievement (or ego) for the benefit
of the rest of the group.
The following statements supported social
satisfaction in identifying the worth of group dynamics:
. . . /An underlying value/ The
most lasting friendships that I
have made are those connected with
athletics.
These include those I
have played with and against, coached
with and against, and most important
those boys who have played for me.
There is a great deal of satisfaction
in having boys you have coached seek
you out in early years after graduation
for advice and counseling and in later
years as a friend for family gettogethers and companionship.
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"I think the sense of belonging is amplified in
physical education and sports— you belong to a team— they
need you# and you need them to accomplish a desired end."
Additional representative statements from group
B supporting the identification of the worth of group
dynamics as an underlying value are included in Appendix
C, page 238.
Moral values.
Synthesis.

The views of the professional per

sonnel implicitly revealed the close relationship of this
kind of value to social values inherent in physical edu
cation.
Cowell connected moral values with social values
as he observed that physical education is based on a
system of values or rules of conduct by which participants
guide their own behavior.

Moreover, these rules represent

propositions about ethical behavior.

Participation in

physical education then is conducted under consistent
standards of behavior, which further defines "proper"
action, as well as the purpose of participation, and
success in participation.

The standards of behavior are

thus established and adhered to by the group. Deviation
from these norms may result in varying degrees of social
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disvalue.

23

These ideas further related social-moral

values to self-values# which by their nature are socially
oriented.
As related to sportsmanship# moral values were
closely associated with the social value of respect of
human personality# thus, providing another link between
these two interrelated values.
One respondent to the study appeared to synthe
size the spirit of moral values as he stated:
I feel very strongly also that
sports and games provide an unusual
media for developing moral values
and applying Christian principles.
Over and over again in various game
situations, the participants must
make ethical decisions.
These
decisions must be made in situations
which are meaningful and vital to
the participant.
One of the best
statements in this regard was made
b y an English soccer coach in
discussion whether a fullback
dropping back into the goal should
ever use his hands to stop a goal.
The writer said, "Needless to say#
the temptation to use the hands
should be strongly resisted,
it
is not only unsporting# but it
deprives the other team of its
just reward by cheating."
(Under
scoring mine.) What a difference
it would make in our conduct of
sports if this statement were
conscientiously and consistently
applied!

23Ibid.# p. 4
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Moral values as an underlying value in physical
education were expressed by the respondents in a number
of related ways including/

"sportsmanship/" "integrity,"

"fairness," "following rules," "respect for law and
order,"

"character," "courtesy," "truthfulness," and

"honesty."
Analysis and comparison.

Group A suggested

that moral values were underlying values in physical edu
cation.

This group tended to identify this value in a

general way with brief remarks— perhaps indicating that
they deemed this value commonly understood.

Further,

they seemed to emphasize sportsmanship as a key element
in achieving moral values in physical education.
The following representative statements identified
moral values as underlying values in physical education:
Moral values can also be taught
in physical education.
Through
certain types of physical activity
the student should learn which
action is right and which action
is wrong in a multitude of situations.
He should develop a moral code that
will enable him to live in an
honorable way with his peers.
Important social values are
transmitted through physical edu
cation when instructions and play
are conducted under ethical
teachers. While these values
can be discussed apart from bodily
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movement, the fact that a situation
involving movement makes for a
reality in learning that cannot
he duplicated by any verbal approach
to the study and acquisition of
moral-ethical values.
A representative view that identified sportsman
ship as a moral value stated:
. . . Properly conducted physical
education activities can present
opportunities for the practice and
development of desirable character
traits. Pair play, good sportsmanship
and learning to win or lose gracefully
are all a part of the game when sports
are properly taught and conducted.
Additional typical statements from group A iden
tifying moral values as underlying values in physical
education were included in Appendix C, page 242.
Twenty per cent of group A suggested some element
of moral values as an underlying value in physical education
whereas twenty-seven per cent of group B mentioned this
value.
Group B also were included to identify moral
values in a general way with a predominance of brief
remarks.

Moreover, they appeared to stress observing

rules and sportsmanship.
The following representative statement identified
moral values as an underlying value in physical education
and stressed sportsmanship:
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/Physical education/ Provides an
opportunity for developing many
desirable social traits such as
courtesy/ respect, truthfulness,
honesty, and fairness? elements of
democratic living which are
frequently spoken of collectively
as sportsmanship.
Games and
sports by their very nature require
group participation and the oppor
tunities in which individuals must
react to situations calling for
fair play, honesty and the like.
Opportunities are provided for
developing respect for officials
and their decisions, recognition
of the need for rules, penalties
A representative belief that identified moral
values as an underlying value in physical education and
stressed observing rules stated:
Physical education and athletics
teach respect for law and order.
Violations of rules are immediately
penalized and results in disquali
fication and often in loss of the
game.
Many of our- informal games
such as three man basketball, touch
football and volley ball are played
without officials, sides are equally
chosen and rules strictly adhered to.
Additional typical statements from group B iden
tifying moral values as underlying values in physical
education were included in Appendix C, page 243.
III.

AESTHETIC-INTELLECTUAL-CULTURAL VALUES
The underlying values in physical education referred

to as intellectual-cultural-aesthetic were viewed by some
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physical educators as:
the deeper zone of values diffi
cult to plan for and produce but
potentially available and without
which no program makes its richest
contribution either to society or
to any individual. 4
In this sense these values could be considered as culminatory, perhaps even transcendental.

That these values

were transcendental was not indicated in the beliefs of
the professional personnel although many held that these
kinds of underlying values were significant in physical
education.
It appeared that these kinds of values were
related to the concept of the good life.

Hullfish

observed that physical education should contribute to
the good life that men aspire to or it should have no
2c

place in the education of free men. 3

He further added:

All that we teach should liberate
the individual from binding custom
and uncriticized habit and move him
into the larger life of shared in
sight and understanding. Whatever
is thus liberated is in the essential
meaning of the term, liberal.2°

24Oberteuffer and Ulrich, o p . cit., p. 29.
25Hullfish, o p . cit., p. 138.
26ibid.
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"Liberal," in this sense has many meanings.

One

meaning in physical education was expressed by oberteuffer
and Ulrich2^ as appreciation of the good and the beautiful
in performance, thus, discerning from that which is less
than this.
study,

As viewed by the respondents to the present

"liberal" seemed to be interwoven with the concept

of aesthetic-intellectual-cultural values.
The respondents to the present study viewed
these underlying values in numerous ways presented
generally hereinafter as:
tellectual values? and

(1) aesthetic values?

(2) in

(3) cultural values.

Aesthetic Values.
Synthesis.

The underlying aesthetic value in

physical education has been consistently demonstrated in
professional opinion:
. . . This is our field of art and
we can hold for painting and music
and I dare say it goes beyond that.
So we are in line— we are a form of
liberal education, of cultural education
and we must make this clear to the
people who have never done anything
like it.2®
Interwoven in the idea of aesthetic values in
physical education was the silent communication inherent

28Steinhaus,

loc. cit.
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in movement configurations.

Lantis identified this element

of underlying aesthetic value in physical education as she
observed that the stage is not the only means of movement
communication,

indeed, activity participation yields

communication between participants, officials, onlookers,
and coaches even though much of the time the "players" do
not utter a sound.

She further indicated her beliefs that

this silent language of "muscle.chatter" might indicate
the communication of both an attitude toward activity
participation and toward one's self-image.

29

This idea has been further explored with some
depth by Ellfeldt and Metheny*^ as they developed a
tentative general theory of the meaning of human movement
kinesthesia.

Their theory gave support to the contention

that human bodily movement can be a non-discursive ex
pression of one's perceptions.
Physical education as an art form, as a means of
expressing oneself and achieving identity has been an area
in which considerable professional effort has been directed.
Metheny explained the relationship of physical education

^ M a r g a r e t Lantis, "The silent Language of Sports,"
Journal of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,
34:27, March, 1963.
30Ellfeldt and Metheny, loc. cit.
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activity to perception, expression and identity as she
observed*
We play tennis for the same reason
that men paint pictures, sing, play
musical instruments, devise and
solve algebraic equations, and fly
aeroplanes. . . .
We do these things
to intensify, structure, and enhance
sensory perceptions that are our
only direct source of information
about ourselves and the world we
live in; and these sensory perceptions
are the source of information about
ourselves and the world we live in;
and these sensory perceptions are
the source of the human meanings we
find in our human lives. 1
It appeared that the previous ideas closely associated
aesthetic values with individual-psychological values,
particularly self-expression, self-identity, and selfrealization.
ation,

32

Although there seemed to be a differenti-

the communicative expression aspect of aesthetic

values linked it closely with self-expression.

Further

more', as aesthetic values are highly subjective in nature,
it appeared that they are affiliated with individual values.
Moreover, their interrelatedness with intellectual values
made difficult any real separation of aestheticintellectual values.

33

3-^Metheny, op. cit., p. 6.
32cf. ante, p. 118.
33cf. p o s t , p. 153.
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It seemed apparent that the views of the re
spondents identified the underlying aesthetic value in
two ramifications.

These were described in the beliefs

of the respondents as,

"conception and aesthetic appreci

ation of movement," and "communication through movement
patterns."
Analysis and comparison.

As held by group A,

aesthetic values were further identified into two elements.
The first element, identified as communication through
movement patterns, suggested that this value could be
achieved vicariously as there was reciprocal communication
between participant and spectator.

The second element

comprising the underlying aesthetic value in physical
education was identified as aesthetic appreciation of
movement patterns.
The following statements identified that
communication through movement patterns was an element
in the underlying aesthetic values in physical education:
Another experience which I
remember is that of playing the
bottom man in a triples balancing
act with the old University of
Illinois Gymkana Troup when they
performed for the inmates of the
Pontiac Prison.
I had a sprained
ankle which was taped.
The inmates
seemed to feel I had some special
kind of courage in performing under
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this handicap and I could "feel"
their appreciation.
There seemed
to be a direct line of communication
between myself and the members of
the audience.
I felt strong and
powerful as though I could life ten
men. The ankle did not hurt one
iota. After the act was completed,
I felt rather humble.
Why do I raise my leg automatically
when a high jumper jumps? Why did X
raise it even more emphatically and
unconsciously as a coach? Because
I am and was sharing the .thrill of
challenge with the athlete through
a kinesthetic reaction and because
I once jumped more than I do now.
This sharing and appreciation is a
value of direct participation which
I will enjoy for years to come.
A representative view that identified the aesthetic
appreciation of movement as an element in the underlying
aesthetic values in physical education stated:
/An underlying value is7 Along
with the teaching of the activities
comes a teaching of the aesthetic
side of appreciation of these
activities as a part of our culture.
There is the same type of aesthetic
appreciation possible in the observance
and performance of perfected movements
in physical education activities as
there is in the listening to and
performance of perfected musical
scores, or in the observance and
completion of perfected artistic
accomplishments such as sculpture,
painting, drawing, etc. and it is
just as much a part of American
culture.
Additional typical statements from group A sup
porting the identification of aesthetic values as underlying
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values were included in Appendix D, p a g e .246.
Fourteen per cent of group A appeared to iden
tify some ramification of aesthetic values as an under
lying value in physical education while nineteen per cent
of group B mentioned this value.
Group B appeared to identify aesthetic values
similarly to group A.

This group also divided'this under

lying value into two elements namely, communication through
movement patterns and aesthetic appreciation of movement
patterns.
The following representative statements supported
the identification of communication through movement
patterns as a facet of the underlying aesthetic values
in physical education:
"There is an opportunity to express oneself
creatively and communicate through movement in physical
education which is extremely satisfying to the individual."
. . . These experiences /in
physical education that are of
value/7 have been strongest through
participation in modern dance.
To
get away from those about me in
class X have to close my eyes and
respond only to the audio waves
through body movement, coming from
within or from the soul which I
really cannot describe or explain
in w o r d s .
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A representative view that identified the aes
thetic appreciation of movement as a facet of aesthetic
values stated:
/An underlying value is/ An aes
thetic appreciation for movement/
as it occurs in a variety of activ
ities, broadens the area of communi
cation. A student who applauds the
spectacular execution of a volley
ball "spike" is equally enthralled
with the ballet technique of a
graceful classmate in floor exer
cise.
This appreciation is es
pecially noteworthy when it
involves not only respect for skill
and excellence, but also an empa
thy, rather than ridicule, for lack
of achievement.
Additional representative statements from group
B supporting the identification of aesthetic values as an
underlying value were included in Appendix D, page 249.

Intellectual Values.
Synthesis.

Physical educators have been in

sistent in their belief that the field provides the oppor
tunity for realizing intellectual values in a unique way:
To solve problems, to reflect on
past experiences, to reckon with
consequences, to understand re
lationships, to act independently,
to plan a course of action, to
undertake a project, to summarize
and conclude— these things charac
terize learning, reflective
thinking, and it is the job of the
physical education teacher to pro
vide his students liberally with
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the wherewithal to engage in it
rather than to do the thinking for
them. . . .
it should be clear
that we are advocating the broad
ening of the opportunity for
thinking into the physical edu
cation experience, not to be con
fused with merely talking or
endless and purposeless discussion.
Oberteuffer and Ulrich further offered examples
of how these values might be realized in physical edu
cation when they stated that teachers should allow students
to share with them in planning daily experiences in physi
cal education, by holding discussions on better ways of
doing things, by appraising conduct for its consequences,
b y making the issues of race, behavior, sportsmanship, and
the like part of class discussion.

They concluded,

"If

some or all of these things are regularly a part of the
program, the physical education experience approaches
educational value."35
Intellectual values appeared to be closely
connected to aesthetic values when movement perceptions
are conceptualized and made meaningful.

These kinds of

values also seemed to be closely related to all of the
ramifications of cultural values in physical education

3^Oberteuffer and Ulrich, o p . c i t ., p. 163.
35Ibid., p. 164.
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identified in the present study.

36

Furthermore, intellec

tual values appeared akin to the individual-psychological
value of self-identity in that knowledge of the physical
self might enhance the body image.

The differentiation

between the two specific underlying values appeared to be
in the means of acquiring identity and knowledge.

Self-

identity implied a testing of one's potential through
action by empirical means.

Knowledge of the physical

self suggested understanding by a rational process and
not necessarily testing oneself.
The respondents identified the underlying in
tellectual values in physical education in three ways,
namely, that it was a meaningful educational experience
which involved decision making and problem solving, and
that it developed a knowledge of the physical self.
These values were described in a number of terms^ which
included,

"creativeness,"

"initiative," "decisiveness,"

"problem solving," "imagination," "resourcefulness,"
"receptivity," "alertness," "reflection," "sensitive to
relationships," "meaningful educational experience," and
"knowledge of physical self."
One respondent to the. study, whose views were
presented hereinafter as representative of professional

36cf. p o s t ., p. 161
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opinion, synthesized intellectual values as they occur
in physical education.

He further associated intellec

tual and cultural values in physical education:
Modern physical education provides
a body of knowledge that is separate
and distinct from that of other areas
of education.
Play in the form of
games, sports, recreation and dance
activities is a prominent feature of
American life, one cannot live full
in American society today without an
understanding of games and sports.
Educational objectives imply the ac
quisition of knowledge and appreci
ations in all curriculum areas.
Understandings and the ability to
think are necessary if one's needs
are to be realized in terms of rich
and full living.
Physical education
can make a potential contribution to
mental development of boys and girls
by helping them acquire an under
standing and an appreciation for
various play activities and b y de
veloping their ability to reason, to
exercise judgment and to solve pro
blems.
Through sports and games
children acquire knowledge concern
ing rules of the game, techniques
and strategy.
They provide an un
compromising laboratory in which
split-second decisions under pres
sure occur with regularity.
Such
training provides good preparation
for the actualities of life.
Analysis and comparison.

Group A identified

I

underlying intellectual values in physical education in
three ways b y stating that physical education was a meaning
ful educational experience involving decision making and
problem solving, and that it developed a knowledge of the
‘ physical self.
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The following representative statement identified
the underlying intellectual values in terms of physical
education being a meaningful educational experience:
/An underlying value is/ When a boy
learns to read a stop watch and recog
nizes that 1/5 of a second on this
watch is the same as some of the frac
tions he had been frustrated over in
his math class. A fractional part of
a number had become meaningful to him
because it was part of something on
which he could place his hands and
readily grasp.
A representative view that supported the identi
fication of decision making and problem solving as a con
stituent of underlying intellectual . values in physical
education stated:
Keen competition afforded opportu
nities to develop a certain facet of
the intellect better than any other
way of which I can think.
I think of
the quarterback about to call a cru
cial play.
The success or failure
of the next play determines the out
come of the game— and he knows it.
The pressure is great from his team
mates, the coach, the fans, and the
clock, for in less than 25 seconds the
ball must be in play.
This young man
needs to evaluate past experience, his
repertoire of plays, the field position,
the strengths and weaknesses of his own
team as well as the opposition, wind
conditions, and probably a few more
elements which slip my mind at the
present. And the, in the last moments,
he has to determine how much he will
gamble with the few alternatives to
which he has reduced the situation.
In summary of the foregoing, the key
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intellectual elements involved are:
(1) great pressure to render a correct
decision; (2) the speed with which the
decision must he reached; and, (3) the
number of other variables which are
involved.
The following supporting statements identified
the knowledge of physical self as an underlying intellec
tual value in physical education:
"/A value is7 An enrichment of knowledge which
/

•

leads to an understanding and appreciation of the wonders
and mysteries of the human body, its maintenance,

its

potential, and its limitations."
"/A value is in/ The experience of performing,
competing /and reflecting/ develops knowledge of self."
Additional typical statements from group A sup
porting the identification of intellectual values as
underlying values in physical education were included in
Appendix D, page 251.
Twenty-two per cent of group A suggested some
element of intellectual values as an underlying value in
physical education whereas twenty-seven per cent of
group B mentioned this value.
Group B identified the underlying intellectual
values in physical education in identical fashion as group
A.

These ways included, physical education was a meaning

ful educational experience, that it provided the opportunity
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for decision making and problem solving, and that it
developed a knowledge of the physical self.

This repre

sented complete qualitative agreement between the two
groups.
A representative belief that supported the iden
tification of the meaningful educational experience in
physical education as an underlying intellectual value
stated:
/An underlying value is7 The chal
lenge to think for one's self and to
adapt one's own body to a particular
situation in learning a new skill,
especially after formal education is
over.
This requires a basic under
standing of how the body functions,
the interrelationship, of various
sports and dance skills (swings, throws,
kicks, the body as it expresses itself,
etc.) and above all a creative mind
looking for a better way to perform
basic skills and advance coordinations
by relating and changing skill patterns.
Another representative view supporting the iden
tification of intellectual values in terms of decision
making and problem solving in physical education stated:
I believe that there are some in
dividual and lasting traits that can
be identified through physical edu
cation that are only the result of
the learned or developed capacities
through the making of decisions under
the strain of play.
The value of
being faced with a problem, decipher
ing the differing solutions and
abstractly selecting the proper one,
through maximum economy or efficiency
of time and effort belong to the
physical education activity and un
doubtedly are then re-applied to

other life situations. . . . Much
of life is assuming responsibility
and experience present in physical
education present the opportunity
for teaching the beginning of
acceptance of these responsibilities.
The following supporting statements identified the
knowledge of physical self as an underlying intellectual
value in physical education:
"An appreciation for the human body and the care
of it is very closely related to physical education."
To be effective, a program of
physical education must develop the
students' deep respect for their
bodies as instruments wonderfully
delicate yet powerful and enduring
if they give the care these bodies
deserve.
Physical education
teachers are privileged to inspire
their pupils with lifelong joys
and values that physical education
can mean to them.
Additional representative statements from group
B supporting the identification of intellectual values as
underlying values in physical education were included in
Appendix D, page 253*
Cultural values.
Synthesis.

Cultural values were a broad category

of values that had to do with understanding the contributions
of physical education to the culture through liberalizing
experiences that would contribute to a fuller life.
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Underlying cultural values in physical education
were formulated by Jesse Feiring Williams among others.
His views emphasized the cultural significance of physical
education through the unity of man where indeed mind and
body are one and where the cultural aspects of physical
education are to be judged in terras of the interrelationships
that result from an education of the whole man.

He related

cultural values in physical education to the good life:
Physical education will make possi
ble. . . a contribution to our common
culture by developing, expanding, and
distributing the idea that play is a
worthy part of the good life, that
fine recreation is not only compatible
with but essential to fine living. . .
physical education in its cultural
contribution to society is to be judged
by the interests and skills it pro
duces for leisure time. . . . Physical
education will enrich American cultural
life as it awakens interests and pro
motes skills that serve people in their
leisure hours. . . .
A physical edu
cation that awakens interests and
promotes skills for leisure hours is a
significant cultural agency.36
Williams further related cultural values to aes
thetic values in his belief that physical education would
enrich American culture as it prpvides the opportunity for
self-expression in play and art forms such as the dance, and

36Williams, o£. c i t ., p. 122-123.
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other physically expressive activities.

37

Liberalizing experiences as underlying cultural
values appeared to be closely connected with aesthetic
values in that the liberalized person is one who can freely
participate in physically expressive activities.

The link

between these two values is strengthened in that the
liberalized person is one who has enhanced his facility
to discern and appreciate the aesthetic value in movement.
Cultural values also seemed to be closely linked to intel
lectual values in terms of mind-body relationships and the
understandings that are inherent in liberal experiences.
Furthermore, it appeared that the emphasis on pursuit of
the full life, as part of the underlying cultural values
in physical education, had connotations for the good life
in which the underlying value of self-realization seemed
to be inextricably interwoven.

This rationalization

brought underlying values in physical education full cycle.
The views of the professional personnel concerning
underlying cultural values were identified in three rami
fications.

The first of these ramifications was concerned

with achieving a fuller life through liberalizing experiences
in physical education.

37Ibid

The second was concerned with
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understanding the role of physical education in the
culture.

The third had to do with the concept of inte

gration and it was primarily concerned with achieving the
unity of the individual so that he might realize a fuller
life.

Statements from the respondents expressed the under

lying cultural values in physical education in numerous
interrelated ways including "physical education and
sports as part of the culture,"

"self-direction in

physical activity," "the relationship of physical activity
to a full life," "the cultural similarity of physical edu
cation to life's experiences," and "the role of physical
education to meet cultural demands."
One respondent to the study synthesized the
underlying cultural values in physical education around
the concept of a fuller life hy the integrated personality.
His views were presented in the following representative
statement of professional opinion:
It would seem to me that the deeper
meaning of physical education deals
essentially with the unity of mind
and body. . . .
I suppose the thing
that we are actually striving for is
to help individuals sense that a
fuller, richer life can come from
actively orienting the body to the
physical and social demands of our
culture and in helping the individual
interpret the interplay of physical
and psychological forces which are
important in building a productive
and satisfying life.
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Analysis and comparison.

Group A identified the

underlying.cultural values in physical education into the
three components previously mentioned.

These were#

liber-

•*

alizing experiences in physical education# understanding
the role of physical education ip the culture, and the
concept of integration.

Concerning liberalizing experiences

in physical education, group A seemed inclined to relate
this component to achieving a fuller life by enhancing
one's life through movement.

As regards the concept of

integration, this group appeared to also relate this
component to pursuit of a fuller life by harmonizing
the various aspects of life.

Group A appeared to emphasize

the cultural significance of sport as a liberalizing
experience where relationships are evident.
The following representative view supported the
identification of liberalizing experiences as underlying
cultural values in physical education:
I would say that physical education
often organizes movement experiences
inpLay and art which serve, with all
other means in education, to liberalize
and enhance mans life— by adding to his
store of significant and meaningful
experiences— by heightening his
perceptions and broadening his re
lationships with the world and his
fellows.
A representative view supporting the identification
of integration as a component of underlying cultural values
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in physical education stated:
/A value is/ The potential of
physical education to harmonize the
various aspects of life. To instill
the belief of the unity or oneness
of life.
To do this the meaning,
objectives and scope of physical
education must be clearly meaningful
to the individual at an early age so
he can grow up understanding the
interdependence of all aspects of
life.
Another typical belief Supporting identification
of understanding the cultural significance of physical
education stated:
. . . /Underlying cultural values
in physical education come from
understanding/ The role of sports
in American culture, the relationship
between physical fitness and the
total being, the degree to which
feelings about physical education
have influenced different culture's
attitudes toward life, religion,
government, etc., the dangers of
too much leisure without positive
attitudes toward it, and the rela
tionship between the physicalbiological and the intellectualemotional endowments.
Additional representative statements from group
A supporting the identification of cultural values as
underlying values in physical education were included in
Appendix D, page 255.
Thirty-seven per cent of group A appeared to
identify some ramification of cultural values as an

S
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underlying value in physical education while forty-three
per cent of group B mentioned this value.

Further quan

titative comparisons were warranted since there appeared
to be a marked lack of qualitative agreement between the
two groups of respondents concerning the components of
this value.

Further quantitative analysis suggested that

group A was significantly more inclined to identify the
component of integration than group B, which was not
disposed to identify this component of underlying
cultural values.

A further quantitative breakdown

indicated that eleven per cent of group A identified
integration as a component while only three per cent
of group B identified this as a component.
was deemed significant.

This difference

It appeared that nine per cent" of

group A identified the cultural significance of physical
education as a component compared with five per cent of
group B identifying this as a component of the underlying
cultural values in physical education.
It should be noted that the discrepancy between
total percentages, indicated in the further quantitative
analysis of the components, and- the percentage state~d for.
the overall category of cultural values was due to the
duplication of respondents supporting more than one of
the components.
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Group B identified the underlying cultural
values in physical education in identical kind.

These

were, liberalizing experiences in physical education,
understanding the role of physical education in the
culture, and the concept of integration,

in regard to

liberalizing experiences in physical education, group B
seemed to emphasize the value of carry-over skills without
reference to a fuller life or achieving self-realization.
This tendency of group B appeared consistent with their
views of self-realization and self-mastery.

As has been

previously indicated, group B collectively was inclined
to disregard the component of integration as an element
of the cultural values in physical education.

Those in

this group that identified the elements of underlying
cultural values in physical education did not emphasize
that these elemental values would contribute to a fuller
life.

This, too, was consistent with their view of self-

realization.
The following statement gave support to
liberalizing experiences in physical education as an
element in the underlying cultural values:
Here in physical education is
his opportunity to learn basic
skills for games that he will
want to play during his younger
years, and also for games and
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hobbies that can carry over to a
later life of healthful recreation
and self-satisfaction.
Certainly
after retirement this can be
especially helpful.
The following representative statements identified
integration as an element in the underlying cultural values
in physical education*
"We are concerned with the total child and his
total development.
habits, etc.

His skills, knowledge, attitudes,

Physical education contributes to the total
i

development and therein lies its values."
"/A value is/ The discovery of the total person
ality— ^the realization that all parts are 'one' and unique."
A representative view that identified the cultural
significance of physical education as an underlying value
stated:
Because of the prominent place
sports bccupy in American culture,
sports appreciation should be
part of this program.
Such . . .
/values in physical education/
can be developed by:
(1) Learning
the skills, rules, and techniques
of a wide variety of sports; (2)
Learning about history, origins,
and cultural background as well as
the world-wide status of various
sports.
Additional representative statements from group
B supporting the identification of cultural values as under
lying values in physical education were included in Appendix
D, page 259.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose of the study.

This study was concerned

with investigating selected underlying values coming from
physical education as identified by two groups of American
physical educators,

one group, designated as "A," was

composed of physical educators who served primarily in
colleges and universities and in state public education.
The other group, designated as "b ," was constituted by
personnel whose duties were concerned with teaching and
administering programs of physical education on the local
level in the public elementary and secondary schools of
this country.

It was a further purpose of the study to

determine the extent of agreement among physical educators
with regard to their beliefs of what constitutes the
underlying values inherent in physical education.
Procedure.

Normative-survey techniques utilizing

an unstructured blank of inquiry were used to elicit
professional opinion of 198 selected American physical
educators concerning underlying values in physical edu
cation.

The procedures of this investigation established
168
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certain general categories of values based on a preliminary
study of underlying values in physical education and a
review of literature related to values in physical edu
cation.

These techniques established the tentative

classifications of underlying values that were expressed
in the beliefs of the professional personnel responding
to the survey.

On the basis of analysis of the data of

the present study, the tentative classification system was
revised by combining or establishing additional categories
of values.
Analysis of each response was made to determine
the underlying values that were held by the physical edu
cators.

The two sets of data were analyzed separately

and then compared to emphasize any existing difference
between the two groups of respondents.
and quantitative comparisons were made.

Both qualitative
Relationships

between the underlying values thus analyzed were indicated
by synthesis.
Findings.

The following were findings of the

study:
1.

Underlying values in physical education

were identified as specific kinds of values constituting
three interrelated, general categories of values:
individual-psychological,

(1)

including the constituent values

17 0
of self-realization, self-identity,

self-testing, self-

mastery, self-respect, self-discipline, and self-expression;
(2)

social-moral, consisting of the elements of respect

of human personality, worth of group dynamics, and moral
values; and (3) aesthetic-intellectual-cultural,
porating the components of aesthetic,

incor

intellectual, and

cultural values.
2.

There was general qualitative agreement

among the professional personnel concerning the underlying
values in physical education.

This finding was based on

the similar manner in which both groups of respondents
identified the constituents comprising the underlying
values.

However, group B appeared to be disposed to

disregard self-realization as a value to which other
self-concepts were related,

suggesting that other self-

concepts were of sufficient value apart without relating
to the nebulous value of self-realization.

This inclination

of group B was more apparent in identifying self-mastery.
This finding, which was based on the qualitative analysis,
was further supported b y the quantitative results as a
substantial number of group B identified self-masteiy as an
underlying value yet, compared with group A, generally
avoided identifying self-realization or its relation
to other self-concepts.

Group B further emphasized

•*
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the tangible underlying values in physical education more
so than group A as they markedly identified the worth of
group dynamics as an underlying social-moral value.

Al

though group A conspicuously identified this value, they
were not prone to do so to the same extent as group B.
Further consistent with a penchant of avoiding abstractions
was the qualitative fashion in which group B appeared to
differ from group A in identifying certain constituent
underlying cultural values.

Group A tended to relate

the constituents of underlying cultural values to a
fuller life achieved through integration of oneself,
whereas, group B did not appear to emphasize that these
constituents contributed to such an ultimate end.
3.

Greatest quantitative agreement between

the two groups of professional personnel occurred in
their identification of:
testing;

(3) self-respect;

expression;
values;

(1) self-identity;

(2) self

(4) self-discipline;

(6) respect of human personality;

(5) self-

(7) moral

(8) aesthetic values; and (9) intellectual values.
4.

Marked quantitative differences between the

two groups of professional personnel occurred in their
identification of:
(3)

(1) self-realization;

(2) self-mastery;

the social interaction constituent comprising an

element in the worth of group dynamics;

and

(4) the
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integration component constituting an element of cultural
values.
Conclusions.

It would appear that the following

conclusions would be justified by and consistent with
the findings of the study:
1.

Underlying values in physical education are

interrelated in nature and thus avoid precise classification,
although, patterns of classification may be developed if
analyses observe categorical relationships.

As identified

by the respondents to the study, underlying values were
characterized by.considerable interrelatedness.

The

statements of the professional personnel identified values
in a fashion that moved freely back and forth across
categorical lines.

The findings of the study suggested

that an analysis of underlying values may yield a system
of classification, but that indicating relationships through
synthesis provides a more adequate dimension for such
classification.
2.

Professional personnel in physical education

view the underlying values in the field as coming from
an experience that contributes to total development in the
areas of individual-psychological, social-moral, and aes
thetic-intellectual-cultural.

The interrelatedness of the

data of the study further suggested that the participant
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in physical education interacts in this environment as a
complex entity, with the potential to realize underlying
values in a way that is congruent with his interrelated
nature.
3.

The respondents of the study implicitly

contraindicated conflictions of underlying values.

The

findings of the study appeared to resolve conflictions
of two categories of underlying values.

A confliction

of individual and social values did not appear to be
indicated in the statements of the respondents who held
that individual-psychological values were actually real
ized, in good measure, through group interaction and the
concomitant social-moral values.

The classical con-

fliction of individual versus society was not of con
sequence to the respondents of the study, because as
was apparent in the findings, to the respondents no confliction existed.

That they emphasized the interre

latedness of these two kinds of values gave support that
these values are indeed complementary.
4.

Aesthetic-intellectual-cultural values re

sult in both individual and social worth as they were
identified as being intertwined with both individualpsychological and social-moral values.

As evidenced in

the identification of elements, this general category of
values was correlative with the other two categories in
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that aesthetic values emphasized individual discernment
and communication with society.

Further, in that intel

lectual values stressed individual development of the
intellect as a contribution to self and society.

More

over, in that cultural values achieved through liber
alizing experiences resulted in both individual and
social worth.
5.

American physical educators are agreed

that their field makes a significant contribution in the
areas of presently classified underlying values.

With

minor exception, it was evident in the findings of the
study that the professional personnel were in accord in
their identification of.what constitutes the underlying
values in physical education.

If physical educators are

canvassed as to their basic beliefs in light of their
professional experience without reference to their posi
tions regarding established schools of philosophic
thought, substantial agreement, hence consensus, would
be evident.
6.

Physical educators who serve in colleges

and universities and who are involved with state public
education tend to view the underlying values in physical
education in more ultimate terms, whereas, physical edu
cators who are primarily concerned with teaching and
administering programs on the local level of public
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education are inclined to view underlying values in the
field as immediate and of sufficient worth apart without
contributing to some abstract or ultimate value concept.
The primary area of disagreement between the two groups
of professional personnel occured in their view of the
more nebulous as opposed to the more clearly definable
underlying values.

It would seem that group A was in

clined to emphasize less tangible and ultimate underlying
values more so than group B.

This would appear to be a

result of group A's more frequent involvement with phil
osophic matters in teaching professional theory courses
or policy making, in the case of state administrators who
continually refer to ultimate education values.

To the

contrary, group B was inclined to identify the more tan
gible and immediate values, perhaps because of their
particular level of professional concern.

Their daily

observance of actual individual and social achievement
through physical education seemed to result in their iden
tification of values that were more tangible and apparent
in the students with whom they daily come in contact.
The quantitative findings also supported some lack of
agreement on underlying values that were primarily tangi
ble.

This was evident in the identification of self-

mastery and social interaction achievement, which was a
constituent of the worth of group dynamics.

The
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quantitative findings also supported differences about
abstract values.

This was apparent in the identification

of self-realization and the concept of the integrated
person in pursuit of the full life, which was a con
stituent of cultural values.
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October 15, 1962

Dear Fellow Physical Educator:
As you are aware, much has been written in our
professional literature and articulated in our pro
fessional meetings concerning the deeper meaning of
physical education.
With a view to making a contribution to the
physical education profession, I am endeavoring to
determine what our professional leaders believe to
be the deeper meaning of physical education.
I am
requesting you and your colleagues of the American
Academy of Physical Education to respond to this
fundamental question:
"What is the deeper meaning
of physical education?".
If, in your judgment, this basic question
possesses sufficient merit to warrant the expendi
ture of your time, please take some reflective
moments to record your impressions and return this
to me at your earliest convenience using the en
closed self-addressed envelope.
Believing that spontaneous response is of
greater value in an inquiry of this nature, no
attempt has been made to structure a blank of
inquiry— hoping that you will freely express your
ideas.
I am, however, enclosing a few thoughts
which may be used as a frame of reference if you
so desire.
Sincerely yours,
Dale W. Spence
Graduate Teaching
Assistant
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April 6, 1963

With a view to making a contribution to the physical edu
cation profession, I am endeavoring to determine what
selected people in the field of physical education and
sports believe to be the profound values in the physical
activity experience,
on the basis of certain criteria,
you have been selected as a possible contributor to this
study.
I would sincerely appreciate your response to the funda
mental question: WHAT ARE THE UNDERLYING VALUES IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION? This query is in terms of the pro
found import, deeper meaning, underlying implication, and
penetrative significance of the activity experience in
physical education and sports.
Although I should not de
sire to influence your response, I am seeking a reply
that would go beyond a mere definition or a restatement
of objectives of physical education.
Your response, it
would seem, may be with reference to your personal exper
iences in physical activity or vicarious experiences as
you observed your students and others.
I trust you will
cite personal experiences if appropriate to your response.
If, in your judgment, this basic question possesses suffi
cient merit to warrant the expenditure of your time, please
take some reflective moments to record your impressions and
return this to me at your convenience using the enclosed
self-addressed envelope. • Believing that spontaneous res
ponse is of greater value in an inquiry of this nature, no
attempt has been made to structure a blank of inquiry—
hoping that you will freely express your ideas.
I am
enclosing a few thoughts which may be .used as a frame of
reference if you so desire.
in the writing of the report, excerpts from your response
would be quoted or carefully paraphrased to support the
identification of elements in determining the underlying
values in physical education; no personal reference would
be made in the footnote, but full credit would be given
to your response.
I would be truly grateful for your
contribution, and trust the confidence you may place in
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me to make worthwhile use of your response will be
justified in the contribution that I feel my project
shall ultimately make to physical education.
Sincerely yours,

Dale W. Spence

APPENDIX A
COPY OP ENCLOSURE SENT WITH LETTER TO
AMERICAN ACADEMY MEMBERS AND TO
PHYSICAL EDUCATORS COMPRISING
GROUP A
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WHAT ARE THE UNDERLYING VALUES
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION?
Physical education is intrinsically imbued with
the joys, fun, and happiness that accompanies living; its
medium of expression is analagous with the characteristics
of life— organis.roie . activity manifested in vigor, growth,
and development, and adaptation to the environment; it is
a way of life; as the social scientist Vance Packard-1- has
expressed, it is the pursuit of happiness and excellence;
it is the sum of man's experiences, his aspirations;
greater than these, it is life itself.
Some may be in
clined to believe that these claims are exorbitant.
How
ever these assertions are not mere wishful reflection,
rather, the veracity of these claims seek their foundation
in human experience and the ensuing attestations of those
who have realized the valued outcomes of human movement.
The Russian broad-jumper, current world recordholder Igor Ter-Ovanesyan,
expresses his experiences in
sport from the depth of his spirit as he recalled the
early days of his youth when he discovered his special
ability to leap and run and communicate through these
very expressive movement patterns.
In relating his experiences with keen insight,
Roger Bannister3 brings the message of the self-fulfillment
discovered through the joy of running; he expresses the
exhilaration, the release, the excitement, and the grati
fication which heightened and intensified life lived in
these most pregnant moments.
These two outstanding athletes, although perhaps
more articulate than others in expressing their movement
experiences, do not have a monopoly on living life to its
fullest,
very few who have encountered the joy of human
bodily movement have not tasted the intensity of living

■^Vance Packard, "All Status and No Play," Sports
Illustrated, 10:31, May, 1959.
O

Igor Ter-Ovanesyan, "A Soviet Champion Tells His
Own Story," Sports illustrated, 17:16-19, 52, August, 1962.
3Roger Bannister, "The Joy of Running— Part I,"
Sports Illustrated, 2:26-27, 46-50, June, 1955.
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which attests to the depth of profundity in the movement
experience. As we in physical education search our own
experiences for profound values and meanings of our dis
cipline, the ensuing reflections are imbued by the
recollection of the thrill in competition, the warmth of
fellowship, the violent release of tensions, the rapid
emission of pent-up emotions, the synthesis of emotional
integrity, the invigorating satisfaction of increased
organic activity, the gratification that accompanies
sportsmanship, the pleasure in the aesthetic interpre
tation of human movement, the fulfillment achieved .through
non-verbal-,but highly communicative bodily movement, and
the sense of identity conceived through sensory perception.
Movement experience is exceedingly meaningful
to the individual participant because it is kinesthetically
perceived providing immediate response to bodily movement.
Thus perception of the environment through kinesthetic
apparatus becomes an abstract conception of the individu
a l ’s relationship to his external environment which con
tributes to identification of the real self or the actually
existing self,
in the final analysis, the individual ex
periencing bodily movement identifies himself within his
environment expressing at the same time his new found
orientation through the medium of the movement itself.
These ideas attest to the manifold and profound meanings,
yet to be exhaustively, explored, inherent in physical
education and human movement.4
We who have been thrilled with the first few
movements of physical activity, excited b y a well-executed
stroke, sensed skill, expressed our. feeling of life in the
dance, felt the power and sense of mastery accompanying a
superbly conditioned spirit-body, marvelled at our ability
to glide along the cross-country paths— each crest chal
lenging us to greater effort, each dale providing ample
reward for our previous struggle as these are representa
tive of the elations and depressions of life, the ups and
downs, the joy in struggle, the freedom that does along
with mastery, the sense of fulfillment that accompanies
life at its higher levels— have realized the profound

4 Lois Ellfeldt and Eleanor Metheny, "Movement and
Meaning:
The Development of a Tentative General Theory,"
Research Quarterly, 29:264-273, October, 1958.
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meaning in physical education.
A life that has meaning
and understanding is life lived at its higher levels—
the good life.
If physical educationalists will adhere to the
deeper philosophical implications of their discipline,
they shall surely find integrity among the modifications
that a dynamic society shall bring,
in turn, the
stabilizing force that physical education exerts upon
society shall be its greatestcontribution to the culture.
Eleanor Metheny has expressed this view much more ably
than the present writer as she cogently stated with
great insight:
I believe that only as we are able
to identify the meanings and values
that we, ourselves, so highly prize
in our movement experiences can we
hope to find a permanent place for .
physical education in the meaningcentered curriculum that will meet
man's needs for discovering his own
identity as a human being in an im
personal universe of space.

5Eleanor Metheny, "The Unique Meaning inherent
in Human Movement," The physical Educator, 18:8, March,
1961.
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February 20, 1965

For the past two years, I have been conducting a study to
determine the agreement among professional personnel in
American Physical Education concerning the underlying
values forthcoming from participation in physical activity.
As a more or less terminal procedure, I should like to
find out what teachers of physical education who are out
in the field believe to. be the underlying values in their
discipline.
Upon the recommendation of your State Supervisor and/or
colleagues in physical education, you have been selected
as a possible contributor to this study.
I am seeking
your cooperation in responding to the fundamental question:
What are the underlying values in physical education?
If, in your judgment, this basic question possesses suffi
cient merit to warrant the expenditure of your time, would
you please return the enclosed card acknowledging your
willingness to cooperate in this study. Your cooperation
would entail taking some, reflective moments to list, on a
nonstructured blank of inquiry, what you believe to be the
underlying values in physical education.
Being a former public school teacher and athletic coach, I
realize this is an imposition.
One never really has the
time to do all the things required of a professional per
son.
I trust the confidence you may place in me to make
worthwhile use of your response will be justified in' the
contribution that I feel this project shall utimately make
to physical education.
In the writing of the report, excerpts from your response
would be quoted or carefully paraphrased-to support the
identification of elements in determining the underlying
values in physical education.
No personal reference would
be made in the footnote, but full credit would be given
your response. Results of this study would be made
available to you.
Sincerely yours,
Dale w. Spence
Instructor

APPENDIX A
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BLANK OF INQUIRY
Believing that spontaneous response is of greater
worth in an inquiry of this nature, no attempt has been
made to structure a formal questionnaire.
The question herein is phrased in terms of what
may be considered psychological, sociological, or aesthetic
values forthcoming from physical education and sports,
it
may be assumed that there are a number of physical-type
values, but this question has specific reference to values
in physical education that are not so apparent.
The following paraphrased excerpts from statements
of physical educators, participants, and athletes will
serve to illustrate the type of experience and value to
which I refer:
Physical education is intrinsically
imbued with the joy, fun, and happiness
that accompanies living.
Its medium of
expression is analagous with the charateristics of life.
It is a way of life?
it is the pursuit of happiness and ex
cellence; it is the sum of man's expe
riences, his aspirations.
The runner expressed the exhilaration,
the release, the excitement, the grati
fication which heightened and intensified
life lived in these pregnant moments in
sports participation.
The athlete expressed his experience
in .sports from the depth of his spirit as
he recalled the early days of his youth
when he discovered his special ability to
leap and run and communicate through
these very expressive movement patterns.
As we in physical education search our
own experiences for profound values and
meanings of our discipline, the ensuing
reflections are filled by thp recollection
of the thrill in competition", the warmth
of fellowship, the release of tensions, the
gratification that accompanies sportsmanship
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and human understanding, the pleasure
in the aesthetic interpretation of
human movement, the fulfillment achieved
through non-verbal but highly communi
cative bodily movement, and the sense
of identity conceived through sensory
perception.
We who have been thrilled with the
first few movements of physical activity,
excited by a well-executed stroke, sensed
achievement by successfully performing
a gymnastic or tumbling skill, expressed
our feeling of life in the dance, felt
the power and sense of mastery accompa
nying a superbly conditioned spirit-body,
experienced the joy of struggle, the
freedom that goes along with mastery,
the sense of fulfillment that accompa
nies life at its higher levels. Have
realized the underlying values in phys
ical education.
I should like you to list on the accompanying
sheets what you believe to be the underlying values in
physical education and sports activity.
If appropriate,
I trust you will cite personal experiences to amplify
your statements.
Thank you for a truly professional spirit.

APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL TYPICAL STATEMENTS SUPPORTING
IDENTIFICATION OF INDIVIDUAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VALUES
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
SELF-REALIZATION
value is7 the determination to strive
for excellence as a way of life.

. . . /and/ encourage the

pursuit of excellence to a still higher degree and greater
competence."
"...

Avoidance of the humdrum through self-

assertion and self-expression in play will result in well
adjusted individuals with a joyful realization of the full
and complete life."
"Fulfillment of the self in disciplined con
trolled and skilled movement— are desired inherent
potential values of motor experiences."
"It is the task of physical education to relate
motor movement to the 'good life' and self-realization."
one summarized numerous statements from students
concerning the underlying values in physical education:
"They picked out personal experiences which had helped
them to realize themselves in term/s_/ of conditions and
attitudes."
"A major value of physical education is helping
each individual to become the person he is capable of b e 
coming. "
There is no question of the fact that
physical education is the means for
transmitting many values, and among the

most important are those which enlarge
and integrate the individual's concep
tion of himself in relation to other
people and to the social order itself.
Physical education activities provide
for rich personality development
through meaningful physical activity.
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
SELF-TESTING
"Belief in one's self, i.e. knowing one's capacity
. is foremost."
"The experience of performing and competing de
velops knowledge of self."
"/A value

i s /

an understanding guidance which

enhances the meaning of experience."
"Participation in physical education and athletics
taught me to ask of myself the question,

'What have I

acquired out of my participation in these, activities?'"
"A value is one's understanding of his actions
relative to what others are doing and expect of him."
"A meaningful program will arouse within the child
or young person a realization of just what he is able to
d o ."
I think another joy of activity
lies in. . . the conquering of the
inorganic by the organic. . . . .
cracking the sand in the broad
jumping pit at 22'8" and beating
an opponent who jumped 22'6" was
satisfying, yes, but there were
always those persistent grains of
sand at 23' which kept beckoning
•

•

•

"The appraisal that the student makes in the proc
ess of testing himself against others permits him to develop
a philosophy of life related to a realistic set of values."
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
SELF-TESTING
/Physical education serves as a/
. basis for evaluation of one's phys
ical abilities and capacities /and an7
educated appraisal of .excellence in
movement performance and appreciation
of significance of sport and play in
our culture.
Athletics provide a true and tested
battleground to observe how a person
will react in certain situations and
his ability to cope with his competitors.
It offers a rare opportunity to examine
the leadership ability of a person in
tension-packed situations and the
observation of human emotions in a raw
and natural state. For example, it
often shows that some people are at
their best performance-wise when they
have the advantage of their opponents,
some when they are at a disadvantage,
and others fail to perform according
to their usual ability in tense situ
ations.
"The pleasure that comes with being physical— of
challenging your being with the continuing challenges of
physical activity."
Physical education should meet the
individual's need for new, interesting,
and challenging experiences in an
attempt both to develop and exercise
individual talents and also to satisfy
the spirit of adventure.
I believe it is a little easier for
us to separate the warp from the woof—
to examine the individual's physical
mental and intellectual skeins, for it

>
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is in play that the truth will out.
I
think the real child is manifested in
play. Without thinking, in a fastmoving activity, for instance, the child
will react sportsmanlike or unsports
manlike, selfish or unselfish, kindly,
helpful or unhelpful.
/A value i s / To recognize one's
abilities and needs for improvement. .
. To provide opportunities for each stu-'.
dent to compete not only against others
of his peers, but against himself.
"The immediate awareness of success or failure
/is a value/."
"Competition promotes assessment of, development
of, awareness of personal ratings,

self-inventory, etc.

Example— just how good or bacj am I compared with the best."
Some pleasurable or negative values
may also develop from participation in
physical activity. When the person
knows that he has not played to the best
of his ability the feeling of guilt may
develop within the person accompanied
by rationalization to try and lay the
blame elsewhere,. It would be to the
advantage of the individual to recognize
his own faults and to be able to improve
behavior in future activity.
"To understand and have an appreciation of what
one's own body can do— limitations and possible heights."
"To come to know the potential of one's body,
even partially, is to satisfy the God-given spirit within
this body and to deny oneself this knowledge is truly a
disservice to oneself."

"The substance of sport is the body and the
body is life itself.

Such experiences provide man with

ways to explore self and others."

statements

from group a

supporting

SELF-MASTERY
...
My ability to play a number of
games fairly well has given me a feeling
of confidence and personal satisfaction.
I take some pride in my physical condi
tion as I look about me and see others my
age and younger who are quite limited in
what they can do.
/An underlying values is7 The satis
faction that one gets from being able to
achieve success in some form of activity.
Many pupils who are naturally shy and •
withdrawing and who have achieved little
success in the academic subjects have
developed confidence and initiative
through such a program.
To see the expression of joy and ex
uberance on a boy's face when he finally
achieves a forward handspring during a
gymnastic meet after, over a period of
time, experiencing ,many unsuccessful^
attempts in performing this skill /is
an underlying value/.
/An underlying value is/ Satisfaction
in learning to do some physical activity
is very gratifying to most boys and
girls. Watch any boy or girl catch his
first ball or shoot and make his or her
first basket and they radiate with sat
isfaction.
Satisfaction of accomplishment is a
desirable value of physical education.
Every person,- whether physically normal
or handicapped, should experience the
joy that comes from accomplishment in
physical activity.
The feeling of satisfaction that comes
from physical-intellectual accomplishment.
To learn a s k i l l t d x body movement involves
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not only knowledge of what to do but
the translation of this knowledge into
a form of kinesthetic action. When
one achieves success in a game or any
part of a game there is a sense of
success just as gratifying as when one
solves a difficult mathematical ,pro
blem or understands an economic prin
ciple and its application to business
procedures.
This feeling of accomplish
ment is both physically and mentally
satisfying to the participant.
The unskilled frequently finds a
form of enjoyment in physical education
that he cannot attain elsewhere-he may
well see more success in improvement in
motor skill than he can see in his
other activities and may thus derive
mental satisfaction not attainable
elsewhere in life.
/An example of a value is/ The
blind girl who placed second in the
broad jump event during our elementary
track meet— who not only made the
team, but she earned a ribbon and
highly deserved the plaudits she re
ceived from her teammates.
I exercise because I have an inner
desire to, because I receive intrinsic
joy, happiness, and satisfaction.
I
play sports for the same reason.
It
is true, I like to compete, I like to
win, I like the fellowship of compe
tition, but it is the inner feeling
of satisfaction I receive that really
motivates me.
"The tremendous thrill of accomplishment is
vital in the development of his or her personality and
social efficiency."

STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
SELF-MASTERY
I should think that regardless of the
recreatory of sports activity that a
person chooses, his or her feeling of
self-satisfaction derived from the ac
tivity is the most important value to be
considered.
The feeling of accomplishment which
comes to a person after he has sucessfully reached his objective in a_difficult
• physical activity /is a value/.
The exhilaration and pride and satis
faction which comes from doing something
(after much practice and work) that is
really great in a better way than ever
before, can't be measured and is only
understood by those who have experienced
it.
Physical activities are so varied and
inclusive that each individual can be
reached. . . an individual will find
something in which he can satisfy him
self. . . . Everyone needs to be first
somewhere along the line and from this
he can satisfy his need to accomplish
something.
There is supreme joy and satisfaction
when a youngster masters an exercise on
the apparatus after overcoming the
bumping of the knees and ankles, and
finally acquires.a smooth coordinated
movement.
The feeling of exhaltation, of achievement, of satisfaction and of pride
that comes from physically "besting"
another individual cannot be denied.
To
"best" someone in a physical test is a
stimulating reward.
Physical education
affords opportunity for this need to be
satisfied.
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Many youngsters have been released
from timidity and shyness by the acqui
sition of physical skills,
in the
younger children physical ability ranks
high in peer status.
The ability to
perform some physical activity_is de
monstrably necessary for /them/. . .
Individual worth, or self-esteem,
is enhanced to the degree that he
contibutes to the group.
That contri
bution may be through performance
wherein the individual achieves person
al satisfaction through success, or
through the. . . . appreciation of
the group for his success.
Physical education,.like no other
activity, offers many opportunities
for joy and exhilaration that comes
with hard work and achievement.
This
is well demonstrated by the joyful
shout, "I did it" when one masters a
difficult stunt or overcomes an ac
tivity such as the fear of water, when
he learns to swim.
It gives one sta
tus in a group and enables him to walk
with head high among his peers.
. . . The exposure of a growing
person to many skills satisfactions
would help make it possible for him
to choose satisfying activities which
he can use in his future.
"Physical education gives a person who is not
proficient in his class work a chance to prove himself to
his peers."
For ’some pupils in schools who are
limited academically, physical education
activities may be the only avenue where
they can achieve status, recognition,
and success.

One of_the main values that has
accrued /in physical education/ is
to see the personal satisfaction of
pupils who are not the talented
athletes and who are poor in muscu
lar co-ordination.
I just recently observed a boy in
our elementary school program who so
utterly lacked confidence in tumbling,
and had such a psychological barrier
to overcome that he imagined that
complaining of a physical ailment
would relieve his required partici
pation.
This lad was not excused
from the start, but rather made to
feel, this could be a "fun" activity.
The instructor made him feel a great
desire to perform, and achieve the
most minute success.
Six weeks
passed and this same lad made the
finals of his school tumbling compe
tition.
It was thrilling to see him
smile after concluding an event
where his fellow classmates "cheered"
him on and recognized his success.
The true success was in his entire
school life adjustment related by
his classroom teacher.
One instance that has harvested
fruit. . . concerns a hard working
little fellow with two left hands and
feet and seemingly little connecting
them to the motor control center.
His performance today, although not
outstanding in relation to the rest
of the class, shows the most im
provement of any individual in the
district.
There is a proud light
in his eye now and the progress is
evident in other areas /of his school
work/.
Ann had never been able to serve
a shuttle across the net and firmly
believed that she would never be able
to do so. But after several periods

of instruction on how to serve and the
similarity in body movement to the
softball pitch, volleyball serve, etc.
and several sessions of practice, the
day came when she served the shuttle
over the net.
She jumped up and down
and clapped and shouted (in fact, the
whole class clapped). At that moment
Ann knew the wonderful feeling that
comes with achievement. . . The
achievement of that one simple task gave
Ann the self-confidence she needed in
her ability to perform.
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
SELF-DISCIPLINE
"The total involvement and commitment required
in sports competition has helped me to develop confidence
in myself."
The value of putting forth a maxi
mum effort if winning or losing is to
have any meaning.
The value of
putting a maximum effort and determi
nation to succeed.
The value of
every team member making his maximum
contribution or to the proper exe
cution of a play.
The important role
an individual can play on a team if
he has determination and courage even
though he may not actually play in a
game.
"The thrill that comes from devoting your whole
attention to a vigorous physical activity.

. ."

. . . /in a gymnastics meet, a
participant's/ Determination to succeed
and execute this particular stunt at
the time when he was being judged in
the meet indicates that physical edu
cation has far greater meaning to him
than sheer skill execution— he was
bound and determined to succeed. He
would not be satisfied with failing.
Another desirable outcome of physsical education is the desire to excel.
This goal, as well as all others in
physical education must be properly
controlled.
The desire to win is a
healthy desire if it is properly con
trolled.
This desire in turn requires
excellence on the part of the parti
cipant. Many students learn through
physical education that self-discipline
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is essential in order to achieve excel
lence.
It is hoped that at least some
of this desire for excellence transfers
to other aspects of life.
"The child that has been privileged to a sound
program is the child that knows how to take a defeat.

. .

learns that life is a give and take affair."
"To have tried one's best is justification
enough for the effort whether it be individual or group.
Failure most often spurs one on to greater efforts to
succeed."
The mental health of the pupil is
affected greatly by his control over
his emotions. Well-controlled emotion-,
al excitement may improve a pupil's
performance. . . We must learn to
restrain as much as possible the con
tinued expression of the undesirable
emotion. . . I think the boy who is
mature emotionally will be able to
endure pain with courage, wait for re
wards, work for sucess, and take an
active interest in the welfare of his
peers— not just his own.
". . ./A value/ is the ability to take reverses
and successes with a reasonable degree of balance."
"Fair play, good sportsmanship and learning to
win or lose gracefully are all a part of the game when
sports are properly taught and conducted."
Another joy of activity was the
fatigue and muscle soreness at the
beginning of a conditioning program
in sports— I don't mean to imply
that the soreness was a joy, but
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instead I refer to the accompanying
knowledge that I would recover, that
the body can make adjustments, that
I would get progressively "abler" to
handle the overload of activity— this
was a source of satisfaction.
This /competitive/ situation also
provided a personal challenge.
The
ball had to be caught and turned to
the correct position; the right number
of steps had to be taken in the right
direction and in the right rhythm; the
ball had to be dropped at the proper
time and at the proper angle; the toe
of the kicking foot had to be deftly
depressed while the cleats under the
oposite foot dug into the turf. . .
And all of these things had to be
done in two seconds or less while a
thousand pounds of varsity lineman
rushed in.
"Unselfishness gained by striving for a goal
outside oneself is a desired value and one which can be
achieved through the individual's concentration upon
performance of a physical activity."
"/in physical education/ The rewards are high for
the cooperative, the hard worker, the enthusiastic, the
energetic, the imaginative, the creative, the rule or law
abider.

. ."
"/in physical education/ We learn that 'desire'

and 'sacrifice' are two important keys to success."
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
SELF-DISCIPLINE
In high school athletics, I feel that
a young person learns some intangible
ideas that he can not gain any other
place in the education world.
He experi
ences that feeling of hard work, success,
failure, tears, sweat, toil and every
thing else that goes with life,
in the
short span of a football season, he
learns to live life as he must face it
in the years to come.
"The self-discipline which is necessary in
training for, and participation in, sports contributes
directly to learning social controls and performing as a
good citizen in our society."
"...
of life'.

/in the physical education/ Laboratory

. . a person learns to give and take."
/The values are/ To learn and use
self-control in moments of high ex
citement and/or stress.
To learn and
carry over self-discipline (Such as
learned in tumbling skill, practice
until they can do it, carry over to
any activity such as a new job,
fighting an illness, learning a poem
for English).
The achievement through effort and
the discipline of work, accompanied
by motivating leadership directs the
participant into a part of the group.
The psychological effect of success
in physical education is the outgrowth
found many times from the physical
activity.
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"/in physical education/ We enjoy the struggle,
the sacrifices given to advance to higher degrees of
skillfulness."
Learning "how to take" as well as
"how to give" can he developed in
sports. . . . physical education offers
the participants hard work and compe
tition. . . .
No one except those
people who have "really put out" or
sacrificed to meet the demands of a
punishing activity can appreciate
what goes into a championship per
formance.
"/A value is/ overcoming fear by trying things
difficult with use of spotters for safety."
. . ./Physical education/ Develops
the character traits of. courage as
the strains and stresses of practice
make un-natural demands on the body
and social interests.
Certainly self
control is strengthened as groups
appear before other groups and visit
strange places where the temptations
inherent in youth are present.
"/A value is/ Learning to take orders and follow
instructions— both verbal and written." •
/In physical education one/ learns
to accept decisions of the referee,
to give and take with his teammates.
This is very important in developing
good citizenship.
Athletes learn that losing a game
is not a calamity but does indicate
a need for more effectual mental and
physical effort. . . .
As in life,
the athlete learns that success does
not always come easily, but is a
possibility with the expenditure of
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more than the average mental and phys
ical effort and this is not always
without physical fatigue and discomfort.
"Sports activities creates a desire to achieve
and bring into focus the price that must be paid.

This,

I think, is transferred to other areas of life."
/in the physical education club/
They also learn the discipline of
trying more than once to master a
difficult feat. This group becomes
more able to work hard, /In the
classroom too/ to repeat a lesson or
re-write a theme.
In no other area of the curriculum
may students learn to control and ex
hibit under control these traits which
become values as the student learns to
control them.
/A youth will learn/ that he will
have to work hard to make the team.
(Anything worthwhile in life is worth
working for.)
That things won't
always go his way.
(Adjusting to the
adversities of life.)
That the only
way to prevent these set backs is
through finding out about them and
then trying to eliminate them by selfimprovement .
"/A value is/ Learning how to accept defeat.
/and/ overcome handicaps."
Nothing has equalled this intense
competitive urge in developing emotion
al- control in spite of the most ex
citing stimuli.
Nothing has approached
the urge to win in sports as a means
of motivating health habits, moral be_7.havior, and physical fitness.training.

. .
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''/in physical, education/ We must learn to' accept
drudgery of doing the things we dislike as well as the
things we get a thrill in doing.
come discipline.
"...

. . .

with /this/ must

.
The exposure of /an7 individual to con

trolled competition should help him develop self-control
under stress which eventually would help guide him with
his inward tensions."
"Winning and losing or excelling and failing
in a physical education activity develops within the
individual those emotional aspects which are the hallmarks
.s

of maturity."
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
SELF-EXPRESSION
The man who has not felt the exuber
ance which comes from complete release
from the problems and tensions of life
should enroll in a good physical edu
cation., class.
"Physical education offers a relief from the
tensions that develop through a normal day or week of
academic work and the normal problems that accumulate
day by day."
i

Physical activity makes you physcally tired/ allows you to relax upon
the completion of the activity and
certainly changes the trend of thought
from the pressures of mental problems.
• If it is a fast moving activity, the
edges are usually taken off the prob
lems when they are necessarily re
turned to. •
The intenseness displayed in par
ticipation, eliminating for the
moment, all other attractions such
a's loneliness, anxiety, fear, sorrow
and hunger.
To assure in most cases,
a speedy recovery from unsuccessful.,
annoying, or sorrowful experiences.
To transfer the person's thoughts and
feeling, (social, mental, or physical)
from that of dispair to that of
achievement.
The physical education
activity program can help shorten the
recovery period of many unpleasant
experiences.
"One also becomes aware of organic changes that
take place, not in physiological terms but with the simple
thought that activity makes one "feel good."
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"Sports and light activities provide oppor
tunities for the release from tension or boredom.

.

The "Law of Attention" has an
encouraging side.
Thinking man can
profit some, for when the hands get
into action, worry, fear and emotion
al tension tend to disappear or are
submerged.
Get the hands into action
on the golf club, fishing rod. . .
and tensions tend to disappear.
j/An underlying value ± s / . Mankind's
real need for muscular activity—
whether the activity is desired for
self-expression, release from ten
sions, or physiological sense of
well-being.
The human body is built,
architecturally and physiologically,
for ACTION, not for being still.
Physical education, at its best,
stirs experiences in the soul of man
which help to achieve feelings of
belonging and worth, and, at the
same time, dispel doubt, fear and
grief.
"The joy of movement is an exhilarating and
motivating factor in and of itself regardless of outcome."
"But the outstanding characteristic was the fun
that we had.

We participated for the. love of the sport

and the enjoyment of the game."
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
SELF-EXPRESSION
"Physical activity is a means of expression—
a means of creativity that is highly visible to oneself
and others."
"Through a variety of movement patterns man
attempts to express his joys, his fears, his tensions,
his exhilarations— in essence his total inward life."
"Just as some people can best express themselves
through participation in music, literature, or art, others
get this satisfaction through muscular effort."
Through. . . the psychic and physical
therapy of physically-active fun, and
the vigorous self-expression in sports,
the boy satisfies needs.
In addition,
he readjusts his youthful restlessness
and energy into forms of expression
socially approved, and personally de
velopmental.
in this day of crowded activities
people seem to be more on tension than
ever before.
Everyone tties to put
more into a day than 24 hours will hold.
Exercise which is vigorous alleviates the
tightness brought on b y the hub-bub of
the average person's daily life.
"/An underlying value is7 The complete relaxation
that can come to both body and mind after competing in an
interesting and exhausting competitive activity."
Physical exertion from a worlcout or
game, followed by a shower, results in

a quiescence of feeling free from
stress, which seems to reinforce an
individual's interest in the.orderly
achievement of daily tasks.
The psychological effect after
the release of tension through hard
physical activity is amazing,
in
eleven years of teaching, I /never/
cease to be amazed at the changes .
in attitudes of students after a
worthwhile expenditure of physical
energy through activity.
I believe tha;t there is an innate
need in every human being for the
spontaneous release of tension
through physical activity.
If we
agree with some psychiatrists, that
the dream is a defense mechanism
for the preservation of sanity
during sleep, then I believe that
some form.of physical activity, self
competition or team competition,
acts as a defense mechanism for the
preservation of sanity during the
waking hours.
Physical activities relax mental
tensions. As a physical education
teacher, I hear statements following
classes such as these:
"Now I feel
better, I can face the rest of my
classes."
"I couldn't get through
my schedule this year if I didn't
have gym to make me feel good."
"Ohi I forgot all about my quarrel
with Jack."
Physical activities
complete the feeling of wholeness of
the individual.
"All work and no
play makes Jill a dull girl."
There is always a feeling of re
lease and there is no better way to
forget your problems than a game of
volleyball.
This in itself is a
very fine psychological value. Be
sides the release value just mentioned,

a class of young boys in a physical
education class may release a vast
amount of physical and nervous energy
during their class period and thus
make it easier for the teacher in the
next hour class.
The performance of exercise and
calisthenics is not an end in itself
but only the means of bringing about
certain beneficial and enjoyable re
sults.
It results in a good healthy
sweat, an enjoyable workout and a
feeling of satisfaction.
As I hear
a golfer who was well on in years
express it with words, "I get that
good tired feeling without that sense
of exhaustion."
The ever growing question inherent
in our society has become a matter of
great'concern as it becomes more and
more apparent that these tensions
will increase in the future.
Through
physical education, the students are
taught to recognize signs of tension
and alleviate these tensions through
vigorous.physical activity.
Each day
I note signs of tension as students
enter the classroom and the gradual
disappearance of these signs as the
students participate in physical
activities.
Mis one teen-age boy with one-part
tensiorj/ one-part frustration and
stir well, with a catalyst known as
brand X and you will receive a reac
tion that is indeed fine and whole
some. This' brand X catalyst was
nothing more, or perhaps we should
say nothing less than a well-organized
and supervised physical education
program.
Take the same boy, with
the same pent-up tensions and frus
trations and mix them with some
other catalyst and the reaction will
resemble that of a powder-keg that
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has exploded. Y e s / p h y s i c a l education
does have many underlying values.
I direct an adult fitness class,
comprised of men, ages 30 through 60,
in all walks of life, one man, ex
perienced marriage disaster in his
early fifties. He told me many times
that running three or four miles
daily gave him physical strength,
eliminated the sedentary attitude,
and the challenge to maintain fine
physical condition eliminated mental
problems that early he had "crutched"
onto— looking for an easy way of
living.
The joy of physical motion can be
seen on the faces of a group of
trained folk dancers.
Their whole
beings shout out, "I love life, what
a wonderful world in which to be
alive and active!" Moods and emo
tions can be seen in. each leap, step,
turn. When we are happy we "jump for
joy." When we are sad our bodies
are bent. What, then is more natural
than to train the body to execute
these motions with grace and beauty.
Any body movement done properly is
a joy to the beholder as well as to
the performer.
Perhaps in sport activity as in no
other field of human experience can
one achieve that exhilarating feeling
of freedom or release, of reaching a
higher level of feeling, or overcoming
oneself or one's limitations.
"If you cannot make children have PUN in activity,
you cannot expect them to grow into adults who seek active
ways in leisure."

APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL TYPICAL STATEMENTS SUPPORTING
IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL-MORAL VALUES
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
RESPECT OP HUMAN PERSONALITY
The activities /in physical education/
are taught in such a manner that par
ticipation will be along lines that
will develop personal and social qual
ities within the individual that are
of the type expected of those who re
side in a democracy and are most
conducive to living in this type of
society.
"In no area of the curriculum do teachers and
students have a better opportunity to literally practice
almost all of the facets of the democratic way of life
than they do in physical education."
"...

/The student in physical education/

Respects the other student and he knows what constitutes
a good citizen in a democracy."
"/Physical education/ Helps develop proper
attitudes in sportsmanship and in skills for democratic
living."
I have become better acquainted
with many students from other coun
tries through our common interest
in soccer.
Right now I play squash
once a week with a visiting dentist
from England who came into our
building last fall looking for a
game.
I would never have met him
in any other way at this large
university.
". . . /A value is/ An acceptance
of differences. . . in others, thus
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permitting one to get along better
. . . in others, thus permitting one
to get along better. . . with others.
This represents a key element in the
effort to preserve democratic human
relations and is basic to world
understanding.
"Physical education builds respect for teamates on and off the field."
"/A value is/ The faith and trust and respect
developed for another team member."
"The respect of a pupil for his teacher and
classmates is invaluable /in physical education/."
"/A value is/ To help the child understand and
appreciate the values and limitations of others."
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
RESPECT OF HUMAN PERSONALITY
"Physical education and health is a medium
through which democratic ideals can be promoted and
enriched in the minds and hearts of oncoming generations
of Americans."
"Physical education gives an equality of all
participants regardless of their race, creed or station
in life."
. . . /Physical education/ Provides an
opportunity for developing many desirable
social traits such as courtesy, respect,
truthfulness, honesty, and fairness,* ele
ments of democratic living which are
frequently spoken of collectively as
sportsmanship.
Games and sports by their
very nature require group participation
and the opportunities in which indi
viduals must react to situations
calling for fair play, honesty and the
like. Opportunities are provided for
developing respect for officials and
their decisions, recognitions of the
need for rules, penalities, cooperation
with teammates for the good of the team
or group.
Through the girls' intramural program,
. . . we have many opportunities to
travel from one school to another. . . .
As our large cities develop, we find a
type of segregation which is not racial,
but rather, economic. Many children
in our suburbs never have the opportu
nity to mingle with less materially
endowed children, and therefore have
very little understanding of our society
as it truly exists.. . . This program,

which runs year-round# does give the
child a broader understanding of the
total society and its distinct socio
economic divisions.
This is impor
tant if we propose to teach the
democratic way of living# for most
of our future leaders will come from
this "privileged" group.
Team failure or success depends
on the individual ability of each
player. All players are not gifted
with excellent ability nor are they
all penalized by having no athletic
ability at all. With this in mind
we can then say a poor player may
prevent his .team from being suc
cessful.
This gives the partici
pants a chance to develop a tolerance
and an understanding of their own
weakness and the weakness of others.
One of the most significant under
lying values of physical education is
the fact that the athlete is univer
sally understood# accepted and res
pected.
I know of no other area of
human endeavor that has broken down
the barriers of prejudice, race#
nationality, etc. better than ath
letics. Athletics provide a true
judgment of a person's abilities on
performance rather than emotional
or other deep-rooted factors.
The
performance of a person in skills in
any given physical activity gives him
an almost unlimited opportunity
socially and economically to reach
goals that would otherwise be im
possible.
The value of working together with
others for a really fine performance
in a dance# as a team or for the
school or club does much to develop
understanding of people and one's
own capabilities.
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"A team wants the best players regardless of
color or race.

Sports do more to-break down racial

barriers than most other activities."
"Another underlying value is to see how many
girls of

poor environments can be accepted b y fellow

classmates from top social levels

as they

meet together

at play."
"The relationship with other students in
physical education makes each individual better able
to get along with others."
Physical education and athletics
develops a sense of fair play and
respect for an opponent
who can
give
you a strong fight. You want to
win
from such an opponent through your
own efforts and not through any mis
hap on his part. As an official, I
saw a youngster stand and dribble in
one spot, until his opponent had re
covered and replaced his glasses
which had fallen to the floor.
"We.

. . learn to get along with other people

through team play and squad activities."
"The respect one builds toward their team and
opponents on the athletic fields will carry over to one's
adult life."
\
•

>
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
THE WORTH OF GROUP DYNAMICS
"/A value is/ The importance of teamwork in any
endeavor if you are to be successful."
"/A value is/ Socialization— learning to work
with others to accomplish goals."
"/Physical education/ Develops the skills of
leadership and group cooperation."
"/Physical education/ Develops a sense of team
play in cooperation with people."
"Personal enjoyment arrived at through co
operative physical education activities extend itself
into co-operative community life."
-"r

Such character traits as good
sportsmanship which involves controls,
generosity and imagination and .feel- ...
ing for others, cannot be tested nor
measured. Yet they are some of the
most cherished and desired soughtafter results in physical education.
They involve the adjustment of the
. students to those with whom they
participate in group activities. . .
"...

/The participant in'.physical education/

Learns teamwork for the good of the group and he also
learns the value of individual effort so that the group
may succeed in reaching its goal.
/Underlying values are/ The ability
to work with others, to sacrifice self
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for the common good or goal, to react
in socially accepted ways when sub
jected to pressures in intense situ
ations, to play by the rules, to be
able to make decisions and accept
responsibility. . .
Unselfishness gained by striving
for a goal outside oneself is a
desired value and one which can be
achieved through the individual's
concentration upon performance of a
physical activity, and through his
understanding of his actions rela
tive to what others are doing and
expect of him.
It is true of course
that physical activity can and is
used too often to aggrandize the
individual, or glorify him, but
physical education is not obliged
to support that particular use of
its resources. . .
"/An underlying value is/ The opportunity to. .
make true and lasting friendships and know people as they
really are— how they react under tensions as well as
under normal situations."
The social enjoyment of being with
friends or foe, of all factors associ
ated with the sport are a part of a
complete life and give one a degree of
stimulation so often missing in other
fields of endeavor.
". . . /A value in physical education is/ through
the joy of group action that does not rely on words for
meaning."
"/Physical education/ Offers both in school and
out of school pleasant opportunities for socialization,
companionship and the opportunity to meet and make new friends."
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"/A value is/ To give up some independence for
team effort."
"/A value is7 The status that is found- in the
ability to participate in skillful physical activities
valued by the group."
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
THE WORTH OF GROUP DYNAMICS
“Team sports promote cooperation.

We learn to

j

work with others, we learn the value of rules, we learn
the value of thinking and planning as a group."
“/A value is/ The cooperation with others
necessary in solving a common movement problem or engaging
in a team activity."
Through the use of squad and class
leaders, one can develop within in
dividuals those leadership qualities
that are essential for success in a
democratic society.
By belonging to
and competing with a squad, each
person has a feeling of worth and
group pride which can best be taught
in physical education.
Some of the boys in their /phys
ical education/ reports even compared
themselves with the leaders in the
class and gained something from being
on their team or having them on their
own team.
This gave the student a
feeling of being a part of the class
and joined right in.
This feeling of accomplishment
cannot only be felt b y the partici
pant but by everyone associated.
The thrill of these movements, the
expressed feelings of exhilaration,
the complete fulfillment achieved
all help identify the individual with
his fellow classmates.
Out of this
grows the warmth of fellowship.
Something that is sadly lacking in
this world today.
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"/A value is/ The ability to relate to other
'selfs' through play."
In the participation of physical
education and sports there is no limit
in the development of well-rounded
learning experiences.
The thrill ofcompetition/ meeting new friends/
playing the game b y the rules, prac
ticing democratic ideals daily—
physical education and sports prepare
the participant for the game of life.
Cooperation is required /in physical education/ for the successful
formation of a group activity in
which constant intense practice is
required for a satisfactory degree
of perfection.
One has to put aside
the desire to be the center of atten
tion, the star, in favor of the total
group.. Just as a football linesman
has to sublimate his desire to be
noticed in favor of making the block
or opening the hole in the line so
that the ball carrier can perform.
"Active participation may develop the spirit
of cooperation for the common good, the willingness to
sacrifice one's personal interest for team success and
for a greater welfare of the group."
Where else is there the opportunity
within the school for the child to
experience activity that allows the
six year old to convert the excessive
use of the personal pronoun "I" and
"Me" to "We"?
Normally, people like to belong to
a_group, to play on a team together
/in physical education/ brings more
unity— a feeling that one is an
essential being in that group.
People
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need not be highly skilled to receive
the satisfaction of these social
traits.
"Physical education activities encourage the
development of the individual for the benefit of the
group.

Cooperation with the teammates brings a feeling

of group solidarity— loyalty."
"Here on the playground under organized
activities the child begins to feel the pleasure of
social living— relaxed, friendly, yet active and vital
at all times."
"/An underlying value in physical education is
that/ it is one of the subject areas that can bring
people together for a common enjoyment."
"The satisfactions that boys and girls need to
find in physical education are many.
play is one.

The fun of shared

. ."

/A value is/ working with others in
a team situation, or against, as a
competitor, creates an empathy of
friendly, cooperative feeling which
exists long after the game is over.
Physical education affords a
multitude of opportunities for people
to meet, get acquainted, and become
friends— thus it is one of the social
graces, such as dining together.
In
fact, to play handball, tennis, or
golf with a friend or acquaintance
seems much more desirable to me than
to sit down and eat.

Just as a family's ties are
strengthened b y living through adver
sity and success# so does a team's
experiences bind friendships.
This
feeling of togetherness and sharing
is essential for successful family
life.
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
MORAL VALUES

" /A

value is7 A reasoned judgment matured and

tempered in a laboratory of active participation in an
.

s

\

environment conducive to the development of sound moral
and ethical values."
"/A value is to/ Gain a desire to be a good
sport and to practice sportsmanship."
"/A value is/ To react in socially accepted
ways when subjected to pressures in intense situations,
to play by the rules.

. . all of the things involved in

what we choose to call 'good sportsmanship.'"
"...

/Physical education/ helps develop

proper attitudes in sportsmanship and in skills for
democratic living."
"/A value is/ Realization that there is general
concern over the moral disintegration in America and that
sports can help stem the tide."
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
MORAL VALUES
"There should be. a sense of fair play and
sportsmanship developed during games and sports.

This

should teach a boy how to act in severe competition and
still have a sense of tolerance."
"The child learns to be a good sport and has

‘

a keen sense of fair play and honesty."
"How is your sense of honesty and fair-play?
If your opponent hits a badminton shuttle just in-bounds
and no one saw it but you, do you call it in and give
her a point"?
"Sportsmanship can be attained through good
physical education programs."
"/A value is7 The attitudes of sportsmanship
gained while winning and losing class, school and area
contests."
"Another very important value is the development
of good sportsmanship and fair play.

This is a value that

carries over into everyday life."
"Honesty is strengthened.

. . in a competitive

situation without the checks of a ruling body of officials."
"...

/physical education teaches/ obedience

to law as an essential element in a well-ordered society,
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"The physical education teacher.

. .

/ c a n

promote the value/. 1sense of respect for laws and rules.'"
In the heat of battle on the
football field or on the basketball
court, the individual learns to give
and take and to follow rules.
These
are the times when they are on their
own and they can. . . be honest,
which is one of. the things that we
try to develop in physical education
"Physical education pupils have the opportunity
to learn that obeying rules is a mark of social-moral
intelligence."
By the exposure to rules and
regulations in team and individual
activities in the physical educa
tion classes, the individual grows
socially.
By imposing the disci. pline of rules and regulations,
self discipline is taught.

APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL TYPICAL STATEMENTS SUPPORTING
IDENTIFICATION OF
AESTHETIC-INTELLECTUAL-CULTURAL VALUES

N
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
AESTHETIC VALUES
. . . Sensation resulting from
the
performer's ability to express himself.
As he communicated through the physical,
he received the kind of approbation
that helps him to develop a desirable
and positive self concept or image.
"/An underlying value is/ The ability to express
ideas through movement and to appreciate and interpret
movement

is an

a generally

or

added dimension in the concept of what is
liberally educated person."

"/An underlying value is that physical education
i.s 7

concerned with physical activity, learned muscular

coordinations and non-verbal expression and communication."
. . . Games, sports, and dance
are
a means of establishing a commonality
of perceptions; firstly, through phys
ical motions based on the natural
movements of man which originate with
the biological organism; secondly,
through the joy of group action that ■
does not rely on words for meaning
Athletic, gymnastic and rhythmical
activities are forms of art for the
performer and for the observer.
The
performance of the human body is akin
to other sensory art forms.
The body
in action is a thing of beauty.
"...

/in physical education/ Experiences the

participant develops an appreciation of the skill and form
that makes a champion."

. . . /An underlying value is/ The
vicarious experience enjoyed through
watching highly skilled athletic performance comes from an appreciation
of the aesthetic beauty of highly
skilled physical achievement.
The
grace and coordinate flow of physical
movement is a pleasure to view and
the spectator often identifies with
the performer through sensory per
ception.
One of the difficulties in com
paring satisfactions arising from
creative movement, with those associ
ated with other art forms is that
too few people have experienced sat
isfactions from both sources at com
parable levels of success. . . .
Consequently, when someone speaks
of the creativity in human movement
and refers to human motion as an
art form, the practitioners of the
traditional media are likely to
respond with a tolerant smile and
think how unfortunate that people
so lacking in creative experience
can confuse hitting a ball or jump
ing a hurdle with real art. As one
who has received modest and compa
rable acclaim as a writer and an
athlete, it seems my position for
making comparisons is justified
. . . Some years after my gradu
ation, I was invited back to the
campus to receive recognition and
accept the plaudits of an overflow
homecoming crowd for having written •
the college fight song which had
gained instant popularity. . . .
But I had also received a thrill
some years earlier when on the same
field I had given the "scrub"team
with which I was playing, a new
lease on life b y standing on my own
goal line and punting eighi^five
yards to set the varsity back on

its heels.

.

And it is ray contention that the
ingredients of a good kick are just
as demanding, just as artistic, just
as creative as the ingredients of a
good song.
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STATEMENTS PROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
AESTHETIC. VALUES
"/Movement is an underlying value because/ It
is a way to express self and to communicate with others."
/K n
underlying value is/ The
awareness of the potential of non
verbal expression and the satisfac
tion that can come to those who can
experience at this level with those
who perhaps speak a different lan
guage.
international competition in
the Olympics, participation in folk
festivals by different groups, etc.

I recall the emotionally disturbed
girl I had in class.
She was abso
lutely sure that n o _ one would know
what she was doing when she demon
strated in a brief sketch a chore
which she detested. We howled.
We
all knew and felt exactly as she
did— about the chore of cleaning out
the fireplacei
This feeling of accomplishment
/in physical education/ cannot only
be felt by the participant but by
everyone associated.
The thrill of
these movements, the expressed
feelings of exhilaration, the com
plete fulfillment achieved all help
identify the individual with his
fellow classmates.
Out of this
grows the warmth of fellowship.
"/An underlying value is/ To appreciate the beauty
of movement in anything be it dance, a jump to catch a pass
or simple grace when walking."
"/Kn underlying value is/ To learn to appreciate
athletic events from an aesthetic point of view."

One of the roost underlying values
to me is that we are teaching the
art of movement. .No other discipline
in the educational system deals with
this facet of man's experience. • it
is in this realm that. . . . physical
education contributes to the individ
ual and the total picture of education.
There is nothing more beautiful
than a free exercise routine done to
music.
This is thrilling to the spec
tator as well as the performer.
It
allows for creative expression on the
part of the performer and builds con
fidence as well as contributing to
the aesthetic values.
/A value is/ The ability to control
o n e 's body anH- have it move gracefully
is a sight to behold.
Each person
learns to varying degrees, but all may
appreciate the champion.
The dancer,
shot putter and gymnast all create an
aesthetic feeling in those looking on.

STATEMENTS PROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
INTELLECTUAL VALUES
Physical education has a substan
tial body of knowledge, and part of
its value lies in the development of
knowledges and understandings among
all individuals participating in ...
physical education. Another aspect
of an educational experience is the
changing of behavior.
Perhaps here
is where the greatest value of phys
ical education lies— in the oppor
tunities provided for desirable
behavior changes.
. . . /An underlying value is/ To
clarify and to extend the insightful
learning of students.? to help them
form increasingly accurate assump
tions.
Since a person's assumptions
govern his actions, the area of phys
ical education, like other areas of
learning, is concerned with helping
youth to test his ideas in action and
to revise them to meet the conflicts
of today's world.
The ball had to be caught and
turned to the correct position; the
right number of steps had to be
taken in the' right direction and in
the right rhythm; the ball had to
be dropped at the proper time and
at the proper angle; the toe of the
kicking foot had to be deftly de
pressed while the cleats under the
opposite foot dug into the turf to
confirm Newton's third law of motion.
And all of these things had to be
done in two seconds or less while
a thousand pounds of varsity line
men rushed in.
/An underlying value is7 To learn
a skill or body movement involves
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^

not only knowledge of what to do but
the translation of this knowledge
into a form of kinesthetic action.
When one achieves success in a game
or any part of a game there is a
sense of success just as gratifying
as when one solves a difficult
mathematical problem or understands
an economic principle and its ap
plication to business procedures.
Physical education provides oppor
tunities for decision making situ
ations.
The more skilled the
individual is, the quicker he can
make a good decision. A good ex
ample is the one involving a foot
ball player in the safety position
receiving a punt with two large
tackles from the opposing team
closing in on him. A fast decision
must be made as to receiving the
ball or to stay away from it.
"/A value in physical education is that students/

Grow in their ability to think problems through to feasi
ble solutions."

i
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
INTELLECTUAL VALUES
"/An underlying value is/ Understanding the
relationship of dance movements to athletics."
"/An underlying value is/ To acquire knowledge
and provide opportunities for its interpretation and
application in life."
"/A value is/ To understand the why of physical
actions so as to become more efficient in all physical
movements

(playing a game, sweeping a floor, moving

heavy objects, walking or running)."
"Physical education presents teaching situations
which face students with
be fairly

human relation problems that

must

solved for all participants before the activity

can be continued and enjoyed."
"/An underlying values is/ To provide opportunity
for the individual to organize and think through his
actions in game situations."
The ability to make sound decisions
quickly brings confidence into every
phase of life; the elimination of mis
takes; the recognition of good and
bad days and the adjustment to them;
the recognition of weaknesses and" the
self-adjustment to them.
The
alertness to dangerous situations
carries over into every phase of
life, the recognition of them and
the reaction to them.
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Are you mentally alert on the
playing court or are you there just
bodily? Do you understand why you
stay between the forward and the
basket on defense in basketball?
Do you know why you set the ball up
high to the front row player in
volleyball? Do you understand the
rules and strategy of the game?
"There are a variety of experiences that enriches
the life through physical education.

Right ideal behavior

patterns, and a person's understanding of himself and the
community in which he lives."
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP A SUPPORTING
CULTURAL VALUES
"/An underlying value is7 Being proficient in
a leisure-time skill to the degree that the citizen will
seek out this activity for relaxation and recreation."
With all the modern scientific
advancement, there is much to in
dicate that a shorter work-week is
rapidly approaching.
This, of
course, means more leisure time,
which in turn places on the schools
the responsibility for providing
wholesome carry-over recreational
activities.
Some believe that we engage in
physical education to become
healthy.
This is merely a means.
The end, as I see it, is more
wholesome and fuller living.
Physsical education contributes immeas
urable to the joy, pleasure and
satisfaction of living.
. . . /An underlying value is/
If an individual has experienced a
feeling of superior achievement in
one area of performance should he
not be expected to be able to trans
fer the same quantity and quality of
effort into other areas of explo
ration, either in the area of phys
ical or intellectual endeavor,
in
other words, does not this kind of
experience give him some develop
ment which permits this kind of
exploration to be fruitful when
applied elsewhere..................
I feel strongly that if we are
going to create permanent values in
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physical education which will carry
over into life experience for our
students it is important that we
teach effectively the universalty
of movement as our medium and make
sure that our students identify
this in terms of total life pattern,
if we feel that physical education
is an integral part of curricular
design in American education.
Physical education affords the
“individual an opportunity to de
velop an understanding and ap
preciation of activities that are
new to him.
Through participation
the individual gains not only know
ledge and skills involved in the
activity but a realization of the
value of the activity at the pres
ent and in the future.
/A value is/ To offer the child
opportunities for learning the
necessary skills for sports which
have carry-over value in adult life
as well as to acquire tastes, in
terests, and skills in many other
areas suitable for leisure-time
pursuits.
"The understanding and development of competition
and its effect on our society is definitely an underlying
value in physical education."
"...
remain.

The deeper meanings /In physical education/

Activity is a vital part of the culture."
". . .

Certainly there is no value in our society

which influences culture more than that of the role of
sport."
/A value is that/ Movement is one
of the vital activities which
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characterize all life. . . . We deal
constantly with those complex inter
actions that together constitute what
we variously refer to as the develop
ment of the "child as a whole," or
"organismic development." All.aspects
of development-physical,,social, emo
tional, intellectual— interact with
each other.
/ K
value is that7 Physical education
involves total man and all of his ac
tions, beliefs, aspirations, and hopes.
It is related to all aspects of living-physical, social, emotional, and
spiritual,
it is basic to all educa
tion, and as such it involves the
complete and whole man.
/&
value is that/7 The ultimate goal
of education is the development of wellintegrated individual who is physically
and mentally fit to take his place as
an effective member of the society in
which he lives.
/ K
value is7 Physical education is
an effort on the part of adults in the
profession of education to nurture
children and youths physically so that
they may become whole individuals.

/A value i s / The development of the
whole individual.
In reference to the
whole individual, I mean the total
development of each individual phys
ically, mentally, socially and emo
tionally.
"/A value is7 Confident competency in those basic
utilitarian, health, recreational and survival skills
which contribute to a fuller existence."
"/A value is/ To assist the child in his develop
ment of an appreciation for rhythmic and physical skills
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in himself and others which can be used for wholesome
recreation during and after completion of school."
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STATEMENTS FROM GROUP B SUPPORTING
CULTURAL VALUES
In this day and age of automation
and great leisure time, physical edu
cation develops those necessary and
fundamental muscles which were formerly
used in our daily routines.
Physical
education develops in one the neces
sary skills and attitudes so sorely
needed in this modern and complex world.
"/An underlying value

i s /

to

give the student a

basic understanding of knowledge of many sports, activities
both as a participant and as a spectator for use now and
in later life."
Deep.consideration would be given
to the carry-over values of individual
sports, especially at a time when
physical fitness is stressed so
strongly by the president of the
United States, and a time when we are
constantly being reminded of our socalled push-button society.
"/A value is/ The.

. . values of carry-over

interest in activities for later life."
"Sports can be enjoyed to their fullest extent
if the spectator has a background of knowledge and par
ticipation. "
". . .

/ K

value is/

The exposure of a growing

person to many skills satisfactions would help make it
possible for him to choose satisfying activities which he
can use in his future.

. ."
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"...

/Physical education/ is a way to orient

oneself in time-space-energy and culture to the facts
of physical existence.

...

to manipulate.

. . /one's/

environment, and adapt one's self to a rapidly changing
world."
"For the average student /a value in physical
education is/.

. . learning something new that might be

useful the rest of their life."
"A knowledge of the rules, strategy, and back
ground of an activity contributes to the development of
the individual and an appreciation of the activity."
"Through the desire and joy of participation
. . .. physical education becomes a way of life."
"/A value is that/ physical education is a way
of life,

it is play, fun, enjoyment, physical satisfac-

/A value is/ The everyday joy of
moving really well, which comes from
a strong, healthy, flexible well con
ditioned body developed by partici
pation in a wide variety of activities
all through life.
This is basically
an approach to living a way of life
. . . .
This is essentially a pride
in one's total being which becomes a
way of life.
This includes a daily
program of healthful living, good
mental outlook, and philosophy of
life, constructive and well-chosen
spare time activities. . .
"Play in the form of games, sports, recreation
and dance activities is a prominent feature of American

life,

one cannot live fully in American society

today without an understanding of games and sports."
"Physical education provides an opportunity
for boys and girls to acquire an understanding of his
tory, rules and strategy of various sports."
"/A value is/ Understanding the development
man through the study of his play patterns."
Many of the students, appreciate the
fact that physical education helps them
physically as well as emotionally.
They feel that learning the rules and
the strategic points of a game help
them better understand the sport
itself and the people who participate
in i t .
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LIST OF CONTRIBUTING RESPONDENTS
TO THE STUDY
Document Number

Name and Address
T. T. Abel
Director of Physical Education
Administration Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

1

Jim Adamson
1318 west Ivy Avenue
Moses Lake, Washington

102

Dorothy S. Ainsworth
15 Barrett Place
Northampton, Massachusetts

2

John E. Anderson
Wideview, Route 4 .
Chattanooga 9, Tennessee

4

George w. Arars
Director of Physical Education
Department of Public Education
Dover, Delaware

5

Arthur Avery
Hackensack High School
Hackensack, New Jersey

101

Charles E. Bailey
Alexander City Elementary
and Junior High School
P. 0. Box 758
Alexander City, Alabama

110

James H. Baley.
Assistant Professor of Health,
and Physical Education
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut
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Name and Address

Document Number

Theodore P. Bank
Merchandise Mart
Room 805
Chicago 54, Illinois

7

Thomas R. Barber
Department of Physical Education
Ruthven Public Schools
Ruthven, Iowa

111

Bruce L. Bennet
Department of Physical Education
Ohio State University
337 West 17th Avenue
Columbus 10, Ohio

8

Dwight Berner
Pueblo City Schools
P. O. Box 3038
Pueblo, Colorado

109

Thelma Bishop
Department of Physical Education
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

9

Homer E. Bolen.
State Department of Education
Jefferson Building
Jefferson City, Missouri

10

Carolyn Bookwalter
Department of Physical Education
Indiana university
Bloomington, Indiana

11

Karl W. Bookwalter, Chairman
Department of Physical Education
Indiana university
Bloomington, Indiana

12

Tom Bossie
Dupont Senior High School
Belle, West Virginia

105

Danny Brabham
Myrtle Beach High School
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

103
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Name and Address

Document Number

William Braverman
Athletic Director
Overbrook High School
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

108

Gene Bricklemeyer
Orangeburg Senior High School
Orangeburg, South Carolina

104

Ruth V. Byler
State Department of Education
Box 2219
Hartford, Connecticut

13

Oliver E. Byrd
Department of Physical Education
Stanford University
Stanford, California

14

J. H. Cammon
State Department of Education
'Atlanta 3, Georgia

15

Prank Campos
Departmento De instruccion Publica
Hato Ray, Puerto Rico

16

Ben carnevalle
Department of Physical Education
U. S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

17

Nola Casey
2311 29th
Anchorage, Ala ska

113

Norman Charlton
Houston Public Schools
Houston, Texas

114

Forrest G.Clark
Wood County Schools
2312 Liberty Street
Parkersburg, West Virginia

116
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Name and Address

Document Number

Guilford Collison
Department of Public instruction
State office Building
Des Moines 19, Iowa

13

Ralph H. Colson
24 Holmfield Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

99

Jorge 0. Comas
c/o Superintendent of Schools
Teacher of Physical Education
San German, Puerto Rico

112

Charles C. Cowell
Department of Education
Purdue university
Lafayette, Indiana

19

Orlis Cox
Senior High School
Ottawa, Kansas

115

Bill Crowder
Springdale High School
Springdale, Arkansas

118

James C. Cundiff
Department of Physical Education
Rushville High School
Rushville, Indiana

117

H. G. Danford
Department of Health and
Physical Education
Colorado State College
Greeley, Colorado

11

Ted Dappen
Director of Health, and
Physical Education
State Department of Health
Lincoln, Nebraska

22

Dorothy Day
Thomas Jefferson High School
Port Arthur, Texas

198
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Name and Address

Document Number

Albert Deal
Rogers Public Schools
Grand Rapids, Michigan

24

Leonard S. Dileo
Trenton Public Schools
Trenton, New Jersey

121

Taylor Dodson
Department of Physical Education
Wake Forest College
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

25

Greyson Doughtrey
Director of Health and
Physical Education
Norfolk Public Schools
Norfolk, Virginia

23

Blane p. Dowler
Supervisor of Health, Physical
Education and Safety
Department of Education
Charleston 5, West Virginia

26

Paula Drake
Cape Elizabeth High School
Cape Elizabeth, Maine

119

Ray o. Duncan
Department of Physical and Health
Education, Recreation and Safety
Office of the Dean
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

27

James Dutcher
Billings Public schools
Billings, Montana

120

Lois Ellfeldt
Professor of Physical Education
University of Southern California
Los Angeles 7, California

28
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Name and Address

Document Number

Jim Ennis
Everett Public Schools
Everett, Washington

122

Douglas Evans
Director of Physical Education
Public Schools
Sioux Falls, South Dakota

130

James Evenson
Box 32*4
Kenai, Alaska

129

Paul Fairfield
Director of Health and
Physical Education
131 Huguenot
City School District
New Rochelle, New York

20

Dale c. Farmer
Smyrna Special School District
Smyrna, Delaware

131

Grace Felker
Woodman Park School
D o v e r , New Hampshire

134

Ivan Fitzwater
Montgomery Blair High School
Silver Springs, Maryland

29

Elizabeth Flinchbaugh
East Lansing Junior High School
East Lansing, Michigan

132

Joe Franklin
George Rogers Clark School
1921 Davie Avenue
Whiting, Indiana

133

John A. Fredrich
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

30
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Name and Address
Glen E. Galligan
Department of Physical Education
and Recreation
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington

Document Number

.31

F. Garcia
Las Cruces School District
Las Cruces, New Mexico

135

Howard Goldman
Plymouth Teachers 'College
Plymouth, New Hampshire

32

Robert B. Haggard
George Rogers Clark High School
Winchester, Kentucky

144

Dick Halleen
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington

136

Carl J. Haney
Kansas State Department of
Public instruction
Consultant of Health and
Physical Education
Topeka, Kansas

34

John Harmon
154 Nobscot Road R. F.D. # 1
Sudbury, Massachusetts

33

William E. HaroIdson
Seatle Public Schools
Seatle, Washington

138

Gordon J. Hathaway
Exeter High School
Exeter, New Hampshire

137

Richard C. Havel
Director of Health and
Physical Education
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan

35 .
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Name and Address

Document Number

Helen Hazelton
212 varsity Apartments
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

36

Jud Heathcote
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington

141

Kenneth Heider
Prospect Junior High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

146

Fred V. Hein
Department of Health Education
American Medical Association
North Dearborn Street
Chicago 10, Illinois

37

G. L. Hermance
Department of Health and
Physical Education
Rice University
Houston, Texas

100

Robert L. Holland
Supervisor of Physical Edu
cation, Recreation and Safety
Department of Education
State of Ohio
Columbus 15, Ohio

38

Ramona Holsinger
James Monroe School
South Bend 14, Indiana

145

Glenn W. Howard
Dean of Administration
Queens College
Flushing, New York

39

Ray w. Howard
Shoreline Public Schools
North East 158th and 20th Ave. N. E.
Seattle, Washington
«

40
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Name and Address

Document Number

Pat Howe
Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

143

Alfred W. Hubbard
Department of Physical Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

42

Laura j. Huelster
Department of Physical Education
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

43

Fred Huff
Bloomington High School
Bloomington, Indiana

142

Ruth Hulsey
Freed Junior High School
715 West 20th
Pueblo, Colorado

107

John L. Hutchinson
Department of Physical Education
San Francisco State College
San Francisco, California

41

pat Hutson
Grant'Junior High School
6558 South Acoma
Littleton, Colorado

140

Marjorie s. Hyatt
Granite High School
3305 South 5th East
Salt Lake City, Utah

139

George Jackson
Rockport High School
Rockport, Massachusetts

147

Dick Jamerson
Department of Physical Education
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

44

Name and Address

Document Number

Daniel Jarrett
Wood County School
Parkinsburg, West Virginia

149

John A. Johnson
Des Moines Public Schools
Des Moines, Iowa

148

Warren R. Johnson
Department o£ Physical Education
University of Maryland
College park, Maryland

45

Yonetoshi Kamida
Waianae High and intermediate
85-251 Farrington Highway
Waianae, oahu

151

Russ Keller
Crown Point High School
Crown Point, Indiana

153

Jim Kelley
Concord High School
Concord, New Hampshire

150

Lester E. Kibler
Commonwealth of Virginia
State Board of Education
Richmond 16, Virginia

46

Emil A. Klumpar
Cedar Rapids Community School District
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

154

Carl Knutson
State of Minnesota
Department of Education
Centennial office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota

47

William Kottmeyer
c/o Superintendent,
St. Louis Public Schools
St. Louis* Missouri

197
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Name and Address

Document Number

Nathan Krinsky
James Madison High School
3787 Bedford
Brooklyn, New York

152

Phil Lane
Senior High School
McPherson, Kansas

155

Robert L. Leake
State of Utah
Department of Public Education
State Capitol
Salt Lake City, Utah

48

Faith Lee
2325 Haulu Place
Honolulu, Hawaii

158

Mabel Lee
2248 Ryons Street
Lincoln, Nebraska

49

Jack R. Leighton
Department of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Safety
Eastern Washington State College
Cheney, Washington

50

Muriel Lindsay
4517 oaklawn Drive
North Little Rock,

156

Arkansas

Bob Long
c/o Superintendent of Schools
Brattleboro, Vermont

157

Harlo J. Longmore
Lynn Junior HighSchool
Las Cruces, New Mexico

159

Antionette Lowry
535 olentangy Street
Columbus 2, Ohio

160
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Name and Address

Document Number

Mary E . McCoy
Baltimore public Schools
Administration Building
Baltimore, Maryland

54

Ansel McMakin
Blue Ridge High school
Route 3
Greer, South Carolina

162

Simon A. McNeely
The Presidents Council on
Youth Fitness
Washington 25, D.C.

98

Helen Manley
Social Health Association of
Greater St. Louis
1151 Big Bend Boulevard'
St. Louis, Missouri

52

A. w. Marsh
62 Hill crest Road
Amherst, Massachusetts

51

Zollie Maynard
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare
Office of Education
Washington 25, D. C.

53

Rudolph Memmel
Supervisor of Health and
Physical Education
Cincinnati Public Schools
Cincinnati, Ohio

55

Lloyd Messersmith
Department of Physical Education
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, Texas

56

pat Miller
Ardmore High School
Ar d m o re, Oklahoma

166
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Name and Address

Document Number

William L. Miller
State of Colorado
Department of Education
Denver 2, Colorado

58

Anne f . Millan
Associate Professor
State College
Worcester, Massachusetts

57

Dorothy R.
Department
University
Iowa city,

59

Mohr
of Physical Education
of Iowa
Iowa ■

Jennelle Moorhead
Oregon State system of
Higher Education
Eugene, Oregon

60

Laurence E. Morehouse
Professor of Physical Education
University of California
Los Angeles, California

61

Fred Mould
c/o Superintendent of Schools
Middlebury, Vermont

164

May Mooviss
208 South Mesquite
Carlsbad, New Mexico

163

Edna F. Munro
Department of Physical Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

62

Ed Mustad
Public High School
Valley City, North Dakota

165

J. B. Nash
105 East 22nd Street
New York, New York

63
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Name and Address

Document Number

N. P. Neilson
Department of Physical Education
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

64

Bob Nertzling
101 East Oregon
Kalispell, Montana

168

William E. Noonan, Jr.
State of Louisiana
Department of Education
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

65

Andy Nurski
1211 McGee
Kansas city, Missouri

167

Griff O'Dell
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis, Minnesota

96

Arne L. Olson
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

66

Harry ostro
^
John Adams High School
Flushing, New York

169

Dean Papadakis
1481 South 19th, East
Clexton Junior High School
Salt Lake City, Utah

171

Toni Peissner
Bellows Free Academy
St. Albans, Vermont

173

Rachael Peters
Annadale High School
Annadale, Virginia

174

Name and Address
J. P. Phillips
Cooper High School
Abilene, Texas
William H. Post
Tacoma Public Schools
Tacoma, Washington
C. Paul Quinby
Director, Secondary School Services
Department of Education
Concord, New Hampshire
Lawrence Rarick
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